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Abstract

Re-architecting Internet Access and Wireless Networks for Rural Developing Regions

David Lloyd Johnson

Internet connectivity is a key enabler of the socio-economic development of any nation. There are very few aspects of life that have not been impacted positively by access to the Internet; areas ranging from education to health and even the democratic fabric of society. Many countries such as France and Greece have recognized the Internet’s intrinsic egalitarian nature and enshrined it as a basic human right. A 2012 International Telecommunication Union survey of Internet penetration [12] revealed that 34.1% of households in the world have Internet access. However, a strong access divide exists across the world. Developed countries like the USA have 76% of households connected to the Internet whereas many African countries such as Zambia and Mozambique have less than 3% of households connected. This disparity has created a “digital divide” that separates the affluent and developed nations from the developing and under-developed regions of the world.

In this work we focus on unique connectivity challenges and opportunities in rural areas, especially in developing regions. Providing access in rural areas is
particularly challenging due to its unique set of social and technical constraints. In order to quantify the challenges being faced by Internet users in rural areas, we conducted on-site and on-line interviews and analysed network traces from a rural network in Macha, Zambia. Our findings reveal severe local and global connectivity limitations that are unique to rural areas. Local wireless networks experience interference and packet loss due to poor network designs and limitations of WiFi in rural areas. Bandwidth-restricted Internet gateways are constantly congested during normal daytime usage periods. Users describe cost, limited availability and unreliability of Internet access as key barriers to on-line interaction. These obstacles prevent leisurely access to the Internet, including, amongst others, users generating and sharing media. This leads to a more transaction-like or “deliberate interaction” model [172] for many rural users.

Usage analysis reveals unique behaviour for users in rural areas. Most traffic is web-based traffic as opposed to peer-to-peer traffic in developed countries. Social media features even more prominently than in western countries, with Facebook being the most visited website; users are twice as likely to access Facebook than Google search. Further analysis of Facebook traffic shows a high degree of traffic between local users in the village. These unique patterns and constraints form the basis for ICT solutions we propose for rural regions. In order to avoid using congested rural Internet gateways, we propose a set of techniques to localize traffic.
VillageShare, a Facebook-based localization application, facilitates file sharing amongst users in the village without the need to send media over the bandwidth-constrained gateway. VillageShare is also capable of time-shifting uploads to off-peak usage periods in order to avoid upload failures. In order to exploit locality of interest in mobile phone usage, we designed VillageCell, an open-source, low-cost pico-cell-like base station, that allows users to make free local cellular calls in a village. It takes advantage of the very high penetration rate of mobile phones in rural Africa [11], which occurs even though many villages lack cellular coverage. VillageCell is also able to support SMS to instant message client exchange as well as routing calls between VillageCell phones and phones on the public switched telephone network.

The low population density and large village diameters in rural areas of Africa imply a need for novel solutions to spread wireless connectivity to individual homes. Current solutions, based on 802.11 require clear line-of-sight and have limited range. Those based on WiMax are not suitable due to high licence and deployment costs. We propose to use the recently freed TV spectrum bands known as white spaces, encompassing frequencies from 52MHz to 698MHz, to cover vast distances in rural areas. Our solution, VillageLink, builds on the existing 802.22 white space standard to optimally utilize white space spectrum. We add a feature that allows base stations to allocate optimal channels using inter-cell probing.
across all available TV channels. Channel probing is critical as frequency selectivity is more dependent on antenna characteristics and non-linearity of RF components in the system than on the free-space propagation laws in the white space band.

In order to evaluate our interventions, we deployed VillageShare and VillageCell in Macha, Zambia and evaluated VillageLink using simulations built on a real 3 km white space link in South Africa. We collected usage logs of these systems both through quantitative and qualitative studies. For qualitative studies we involved users in an iterative design process and made use of on-line interviews to understand user perception of our solutions. Ultimately, we hope that this research will lead to better penetration of wireless networks and improved network performance for users in rural villages, culminating in a more inclusive and representative Internet that truly reflects all languages and cultures in the world.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Internet connectivity is a key enabler for socio-economic development of any nation [25]. It has become an assumed commodity for almost all spheres of life from public services to education to business-related activities in the modern industrialized world. Recent events in the Arab world have also demonstrated the democratizing force of the Internet. This contrasts sharply with the abuse of historical one-way media such as television and radio to broadcast government propaganda. As a result, many countries, such as France, Greece and Spain, have recognized the intrinsic egalitarian nature of the Internet in a modern society and enshrined it as a basic human right.
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At the World Summit on the Information Society in 2005, the Association for Progressive Communication proposed that Internet access should be universal and affordable; they argued [157]:

The Internet is a global public space that should be open and accessible to all on a non-discriminatory basis. The Internet, therefore, must be seen as a global public infrastructure. In this regard we recognize the Internet to be a global public good related to the concept of the common heritage of humanity and access to it is in the public interest, and must be provided as a global public commitment to equality.

According an International Telecommunication Union report [11], two-thirds of the world still don’t have access to the Internet creating a “digital divide” between developed\(^1\) and developing countries. In Africa the situation is even worse where broadband connectivity is almost completely missing. Only 4% of the population have mobile broadband subscriptions and 1% of the population have fixed (wired) broadband subscriptions [11]. Almost all of these subscriptions are in urban areas, leaving rural areas, which account for 70% of the population, mostly without any Internet connectivity. Sub-Saharan African countries like Liberia, Niger and Ethiopia have the lowest penetration rates in the world with less than 1% of the population being connected to the Internet. With the “digital

\(^1\)The term “developed countries” is used to denote 47 countries that according to the November 2011 release of the United Nations Human Development Index (HDI) are awarded a very high HDI value [http://hdr.undp.org/en/media/HDR_2011_EN_Table1.pdf](http://hdr.undp.org/en/media/HDR_2011_EN_Table1.pdf). All other countries are termed developing countries. To avoid broad generalization, a group of emerging national economies: Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa, known as BRICS, distinguish themselves by their large, fast-growing economies.
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divide” being so pronounced in the African continent and Sub-Saharan Africa in particular, we focus our attention on this region although our solutions are equally applicable to other developing regions of the world.

Although the current trend of increasing available bandwidth in Africa through undersea cables helps boost the available aggregate capacity in Africa, it does not do much for many of the landlocked countries and rural regions in Africa. In most cases a rural village is up to a thousand kilometres away and the cost of covering this distance to reach scattered rural villages is too high. As a result many rural deployments rely on expensive satellite links to provide Internet access to a village with low-cost licence-free commodity hardware such as WiFi to distribute the signal. The cost of Internet connectivity remains a major constraint to Internet connectivity in rural areas where people often live on less than a dollar per day.

There are many obstacles to overcome beyond cost when providing Internet access to rural villages. Energy supply is the most essential part of any communication infrastructure, and yet in many rural regions there is either no electricity grid or electricity is unreliable. Fibre back-haul is usually completely absent in rural regions and this can only be overcome with long-range wireless links to nearby cities or expensive satellite links. Spreading the signal from a well-provisioned Internet “point of presence” to a rural population is difficult as population densities are low. Once infrastructure is put in place to overcome these obstacles, well-
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trained personnel are often not available to maintain it. Finally, regulation in Africa is often either ambiguous or restrictive making it difficult for communities to self-provision or for small businesses to build communications infrastructure.

In spite of these obstacles, there have been a number of projects which attempt to provide access infrastructure in challenging rural regions around the world by NGOs and University research groups [20, 160, 89, 117]. Most of these projects have used modified commodity hardware, such as WiFi, to reach distant communities in difficult terrains such as the Airjaldi network in the mountains of Dharamsala, India [160], the semi-rural community of Peebles Valley in the east of South Africa [89] or the deep-rural community in Macha, Zambia [117]. Although essentially the same technology was used, the success of these networks has been mixed. Successes were almost exclusively due to training and involvement of local community members or nearby support structures.

Obstacles to widespread adoption of Internet in peoples homes, in many cases, are technical in nature with line-of-sight technology such as WiFi not being well suited to areas with dense vegetation or low population densities. Severely bandwidth-limited and expensive connectivity available to users remains another key constraint to full digital inclusion. Although some users have access to a computer connected to the Internet, even if not in their home, they now form part of a “bandwidth divide” with users who are in well-provisioned networks in developed
nations. This leads to less locally-generated content on the Internet from rural regions of the world and difficulties when trying to collaborate internationally due to issues such as email attachments failing to upload or poor quality VoIP calls. From these observations, it is clear that much remains to be done to make rural communities global citizens of the digital age.

1.1.1 Problem statement

The obstacles to ICT adoption in rural areas include technical, environmental and cultural barriers. There is a general lack of substantive knowledge from long-term contextual analysis of ICT use in rural areas and research and development of ICT needs to be informed by such studies.

1.2 Dissertation overview

Addressing the unique challenges of rural or developing regions using ICT requires cross-disciplinary research that sensitizes the researcher to the unique technical and anthropological aspects of a rural community. There are many unique aspects of rural areas, highlighted in Section 1.1, that need to be assimilated into designing solutions for rural areas. Collaborative research is essential
Figure 1.1: Solutions are carefully informed by constraint analysis as well as in-depth quantitative and qualitative network performance and usage analysis of a network being used by a rural community. The solutions for rural regions address both a physical layer design customized for sparse rural populations as well as network and application layer changes to optimize the utilization of scarce Internet bandwidth at the gateway.

to the analysis and design process and our work is done in close partnership with collaborators living in an African village.
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Figure 1.1 gives a broad outline of the structure of this dissertation. In this dissertation we approach the problem in two phases. During the first phase we make use of network traffic analysis, and on-line and on-site interviews to understand the unique challenges and opportunities in rural networks. This analysis helps to suggest a number of key new unique research areas to address when building solutions for developing regions. At the physical and data-link layer we develop a number of novel solutions for voice and data access in rural areas. At the network and application layer we develop a series of tools which make use of the unique traffic patterns in rural areas to optimize Internet access in rural areas. Ultimately we want community members to become empowered to make use of the outputs of this research to enhance the utility of their ICT services. In the spirit of “participatory action research” [28] we see community members as research partners rather than objects of research. Inquiry is not simply a dispassionate undertaking that only seeks objective knowledge but rather includes a form of social action. We avoid rash commitments to providing the “ultimate solution” and rather see these ICT interventions as stepping stones on a long-term path towards complete inclusiveness of rural areas in the digital age.
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1.2.1 Unique challenges and opportunities in rural networks

There is a growing awareness by researchers, governments and practitioners of the unique challenges that exist when implementing ICT in developing regions. The United Nations started a series of conferences called the World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS) in 2003 in response to the growing digital divide that separates developing and developed countries. In the research community, the use of ICT in developing regions is a growing but small discipline. A number of conferences in the field such as ICTD, NSDR and ACM DEV are focused on research related to ICT for development. There are also a few multidisciplinary focus groups specializing in different aspects of the use of ICT in developing regions at Georgia Tech, University of Washington, UC Berkeley and University of Cape Town, for example.

There are a few sporadic case studies of ICT deployments in rural areas[150, 160, 127, 89, 117] but not enough to formulate generalizable usage behaviour or characteristics. Broad-based conclusions for different developing regions may not be useful due to the cultural and environmental differences between countries or even within countries. India has a far higher population density than Africa, for example. South Africa has a far higher degree of electricity and mobile phone
penetration than Zambia. Even within a country like South Africa, there are large economic and cultural divides between urban and rural populations. Generalizable results may only be useful in some limited areas such as dealing with capacity constraints. However, cultural, economic, infrastructural and political specifics of different rural areas should influence choice of solutions in each area.

This warrants the need for detailed analysis of user needs and usage behaviour in the community under study. This work begins with a study of the unique technical and social constraints in rural regions in Southern Africa as well as opportunities that are unique to these rural regions. This is followed by detailed analysis of an existing wide-scale deployment of Internet connectivity in an African village. Many aspects of this analysis are generalizable to other developing regions beyond Macha. For example a comparative study of Cambodia, Iraq and Zambia using our data traces found a similar high degree of locality in Facebook traces [53].

Constraint analysis

Rural networks, especially those in developing countries, have unique challenges that set them apart from urban areas and many developed countries. Some key challenges are long distances between wireless devices, single low-bandwidth gateways to the Internet, high cost of Internet connectivity and lack of reliable power. There are also non-technical challenges when installing and maintaining
technology in developing regions [26, 117]. These include transportation issues, tampering and theft (in some areas), low technical skill level of people in rural areas and political, language and cultural barriers.

We provide a set of observations from three connectivity projects in Africa. One which had limited success in Peebles Valley in the east of South Africa, a community that formed part of the author’s previous research, and two which continue to provide connectivity in Dwesa, South Africa and Macha, Zambia. The Macha community was the only rural network wholly maintained and run by local community members due to an ICT training facility housed within the village. The Peebles Valley network eventually ceased operation due to a lack of a local champion and regulation barriers to running community-owned networks. Reflecting on the network in Macha after 5 years of operation exposed similar challenges faced by other rural networks but also revealed a number of unique technical issues: Windows outgoing throughput was far worse than Unix-based operating systems due to its delay-sensitive TCP protocol while power failures created network downtime often twice as long as the power outage itself due to lack of device immunity to constant power cycling. Unique social issues were also uncovered: elders expressed concern about the threat of modern technology on their culture, prioritizing services such as electricity supply to ICT facilities sometimes created tension and jealousy in communities and oral cultures in rural
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Zambia prevented users from receiving the full benefit of Internet. Some of these issues inform our solutions whereas others are presented to help future researchers and practitioners adapt their solutions to local rural conditions.

Spectrum availability

“White spaces” promise to revolutionize the way connectivity is provided to rural areas. “White spaces” encompass frequencies reserved for television broadcasting from 52 MHz to 698 MHz in the USA and potentially 52 MHz to 800 MHz in ITU region 2 areas such as Africa. This spectrum provides excellent propagation properties and range in challenging rural terrain where vegetation or mountains often make “line of site” communication difficult. In 2008 the FCC opened white spaces for unlicensed use and similar efforts are beginning to occur in other parts of the world. In urban areas of the USA, such as San Francisco, only 37% of the TV spectrum is vacant whereas in rural towns, such as Juneau, Alaska, 74% of the TV spectrum is vacant [30]. In Africa the amount of available spectrum is even more attractive. In urban areas of South Africa, such as Pretoria, 70% of the TV spectrum is vacant whereas in rural towns, such as Phillipstown in the Northern Cape, 97% of the TV spectrum is vacant [116]. This abundance of white space spectrum in rural areas of Africa presents a unique opportunity to provide rural connectivity solutions in this spectrum.
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We carried out detailed spectrum scans in urban and rural areas of the USA as well as urban and rural areas in Africa and found many rural areas in Africa with almost no TV spectrum usage. This provides a very compelling case for white space technologies. White spaces are very well suited to rural areas in Africa that have very sparse population density and large distances between clusters of people in villages. Current wireless connectivity options, such as WiMax, 802.11 and 802.22, do not meet all the requirements of a viable communication solution in rural networks; these are: low cost, license-free, long range, non-line-of-sight, easily deployable, spectrum agile and energy efficient.

Network performance

There are a number of rural wireless networks that have been operating since 2005. Some key examples are Airjaldi in India [160], the Dwesa network in South Africa [126] and the LinkNet wireless network in Zambia [117]. These networks are unique in that they need to overcome challenges such as long distances between wireless nodes, low-bandwidth gateways to the Internet, lack of reliable power and high cost of Internet connectivity. Studies of 802.11 networks [13, 21, 33, 140] have shown a number of unique performance issues for wireless deployments in urban areas such as route flapping, co-interference, problems with default auto-rate selection and performance degradation due to the requirement for layer 2
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acknowledgements. However, less is understood about wireless networks in rural areas.

In this work we analyse a set of Internet gateway trace logs, proxy access logs and OLSR-based mesh network logs from the LinkNet wireless network in Zambia over a period of 2 weeks in February 2010. The wireless network provides Internet access to approximately 300 residents of a rural village, as well as numerous international visitors. A number of wireless network anomalies were uncovered such as severe route flapping when the network was congested, unwanted packets with low TTL values flooding the network as well as interference between mesh routers and access points. These network anomalies form a strong argument for the use of white space networks in rural areas to reach distant dwellings. At the network gateway we analysed network traces to extract network performance issues that could have a significant affect on users. We found that the mix of long- and short-lived flows on the high-latency bandwidth-constrained satellite gateway caused significant performance degradation. Many daytime round-trip times of packets were between 3 and 10 seconds, sometimes reaching 60 seconds. This severely impacted web browsing interactivity and real-time applications. Malware traffic also had a significant impact on the network as many computers were infected due to lack of up-to-date virus signatures.
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Usage analysis

There are a number of studies of Internet usage trends in developed regions. The Ipoque study [151] has looked at usage trends from 2007 to 2009 in different geographical areas across the globe and found that peer-to-peer traffic dominated Internet traffic. Very little is known about Internet usage trends in rural areas due to the small sample of networks that have carried out detailed traffic analysis. Studies in Ghana and Cambodia [51] revealed that portals such as Yahoo! and MSN dominated web traffic. Advertising, most which is not locally relevant, was placed second in terms of site requests. Web-based email also constituted a sizeable portion of traffic by bytes. These sites were Internet Cafes and resulted in usage patterns that followed the operating hours of the Internet Cafe.

In our work, we uncover recent trends in Internet usage in a rural village in Zambia. Our analysis, carried out in 2011, reflects a shift towards web 2.0 with social networking and content-creation becoming more prevalent worldwide. Our analysis showed dominance of web-based traffic similar to Ghana and Cambodia but key differences in usage patterns. A large portion of the traffic is not cached by the proxy server as much of the content is now served by dynamic web systems such as content distribution networks. Facebook dominated web site visits, with Facebook capturing three times more visits than the next most popular site, Google. This was a significant shift from the dominance of portals. Due to the
prevalence of Facebook in our traces, we also investigated the amount of local user communication within an African village. This was an important consideration as the current hub and spoke architecture of the Internet forces traffic between local users in the village to traverse the bandwidth-constrained satellite network leading to large inefficiencies in the utilization of the gateway. Our analysis revealed that 54% of the instant messages in Facebook were between local users. This created strong supporting motivation for a novel architecture that reroutes traffic destined for local users via the local network in networks connecting to the Internet through bandwidth-constrained gateways.

1.2.2 New solutions for developing regions

In this section we highlight a number of solutions to improve the performance of networks in developing regions based on findings from our analysis in Section 1.2.1. These solutions are both at the network and application layer and at the physical and data link layer. At the network and application layer we use novel routing and localization to deal with traffic patterns that caused poor network performance. At the physical and data link layer we employed new novel MAC and modulation techniques in white spaces to achieve better wireless coverage and performance to bring the Internet to remote rural populations.
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Network and application layer

Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) provide an attractive method to provide Internet connectivity in developing regions. Traditional mesh routing protocols are designed to find high quality/throughput multi-hop routes in the network and greatly simplify network planning as wireless routers can often be dropped in place without any configuration. In our analysis of the wireless mesh network in Macha, Zambia as well as previous analysis of the mesh network in Pebbles valley, we found that as the network began to grow, single bandwidth-constrained gateways caused congestion and high round trip times when browsing the Internet. This was especially true for users on the edge of the network. A solution to deal with the single-constrained gateway is to place extra gateways in the mesh to provide more capacity in the network and alleviate congestions at the single gateway. This scenario is possible in cases where the network begins to reach other “points of presence” at its edges, such as places where fibre, microwave backhaul or DSL is available or due to an operator of the network strategically adding new gateways in the mesh network. Existing routing protocols are not well suited to making an intelligent choice on which gateway to select. We designed a new Gateway-Aware Routing Metric (GARM) that selects high-throughput routes in the presence of heterogeneous gateways. The first part of the metric accounts for bottleneck capacity and the second models the total delay of the path. Our eval-
evaluation in simulations as well as on a testbed shows significant increase in network throughput compared to a common existing metric, Expected Transmission Time (ETT), to compute the best path to a gateway based only on path quality.

Apart from making an intelligent gateway selection, we also investigate techniques to reduce the amount of traffic passing through the gateway — usually the bottleneck in most rural networks. Our previous analysis in Section 1.2.1 revealed a high degree of local traffic in the network as well as a large amount of content generation and sharing even though many attempts to upload or share content failed. When rural users do not upload content to social media and content hosting sites, it becomes difficult for them to be active participants in the social networking revolution as well as contribute knowledge about local history, culture and customs. It is clear from the lack of Wikipedia articles in local African languages, such as Tsonga in Zambia, that there are severe obstacles to capturing local knowledge. We also found that content shared between local users in the village often traverses the bandwidth-constrained satellite link twice in order to share a file. Once, as the file is sent to a central content hosting server and again when the file is retrieved from the hosting server by the other local user. In order to address this issue we have developed VillageShare, an integrated time-delayed proxy server and locally-hosted content-sharing application. Through these two components, VillageShare facilitates localization of traffic, protecting the bandwidth-limited In-
ternet link from content shared among local users, and minimizes upload failures by time-shifting large uploads to periods when the gateway link is under-utilized.

**Physical and data link layer**

**VillageCell**  With the discovery of strong locality of interest for instant messaging in the village, we extend our argument to locality of interest for mobile devices in the village. Mobile phones are pervasive in Africa, showing impressive growth rates over the past 10 years, growing from 5% to 70% between 2000 and 2010. In our visits to Macha, Zambia and Dwesa, South Africa we found that 100% of residents owned mobile phones. However, many of the rural mobile subscribers are located in areas without mobile phone coverage and use their phones when they travel to towns with a cellular service.

Cellular communication is expensive, particularly in the developing world [12, 32] and there is a clear need to provide widespread, low-cost cellular coverage within rural communities. To meet this need, and in keeping with our localized communication model, we developed VillageCell, a picocell-inspired architecture designed specifically for developing regions. VillageCell is a novel cellphone infrastructure based on OpenBTS, an open source implementation of the GSM air interface that runs on low-cost software-defined radio boards. VillageCell can be installed at locations throughout a village and connected to existing WiFi or new
white space networks for wireless backhaul. VillageCell is capable of translating GSM-based voice calls to VoIP and uses the SIP messaging protocol for the control plane. This makes it possible to establish calls between mobile phones and VoIP clients on any end-user device. In addition instant messages can be sent between mobile phones and various instant messaging clients supporting the SIP protocol. Due to our localized network architecture, calls originating and terminating within the local rural network are routed locally, avoiding the gateway link. Locally routed traffic does not use any commercial operator, thereby making local calls free. Our design also allows users to connect to the VillageCell system using their existing handsets without any modifications.

We performed lab-based experiments of VillageCell and deployed VillageCell in Macha, Zambia. In our lab-based experiments, calls were routed between multiple OpenBTSs over an indoor WiFi backhaul network. We loaded the WiFi backhaul network with background traffic from our Macha, Zambia network trace in order to simulate a more realistic scenario, where VoIP calls are sharing the capacity of the backhaul with data traffic. We found that the background traffic had very little effect on call quality and conclude that VillageCell performs adequately in a rural village using WiFi backhaul for up to 7 calls per cell for which it was designed. In the Macha deployment, we installed two VillageCell base stations connected with a WiFi backhaul. Our measurements revealed that 99% of the
packets in the calls experienced delays less than 30 ms and jitter less than 3 ms — values well below thresholds that threaten performance.

**VillageLink**  The sparse population density and large village diameters imply a need for novel technological solutions to bring Internet connectivity to individual homes. Current solutions for bringing Internet connectivity to a rural region include 802.11 modified for long distances [156] and WiMax [126]. Neither is applicable for covering an entire village. WiMax and 802.11 require clear line-of-sight for long-range connectivity. WiMax is not suitable due to the high equipment and deployment costs and its operation in licensed spectrum. WiFi often suffers from co-interference with other WiFi and non-WiFi wireless devices due to the small number of channels available and its lack of sensing capability. Cellular systems, on the other hand, have good penetration properties when deployed in sub-1000 MHz bands and their deployment in rural regions is rapidly growing. However, rural systems are designed for low-bandwidth applications and have per minute or per byte usage fees, and hence are not economically practical as the sole means of Internet access, particularly in regions where residents earn less than $1 USD per day.

As discussed in Section 1.2.1, the abundant amount of white space spectrum in rural areas is ideal for unlicensed coverage of low-density rural populations.
In addition, white space protocols standards are not finalized, allowing us to reconsider existing spectrum access schemes and fully utilize the PHY parameters flexibility to increase communication efficiency [173, 167]. IEEE 802.22, recently proposed for operation in white spaces spectrum, does not have the required flexibility due to the strict 6 MHz spectrum block requirement, lack of support for optimal choice of operating channel and lack of support for a distributed mode.

In response to these shortcomings, we developed VillageLink - a method for communication adaptation designed for the inherent challenges of a wide area setting in rural areas. We extended the current 802.22 specification to carry out channel probing in order to select optimal frequencies for a base station. After examination of the wireless propagation in a long-distance outdoor white space test bed in South Africa, we concluded that frequency selectivity is more dependent on antenna characteristics and linearity of RF components in the system than on the free-space propagation laws. With a non-uniform set of antennas being deployed at base stations, each with its own frequency selectivity and antenna radiation pattern characteristics dependent on the antenna design as well as antenna placement, it becomes essential to carry out channel probing to calculate the nature of the channel at different white space frequencies. We developed a channel probing system that is able to calculate the interference between base stations at different operating frequencies in order to choose optimal channels for base stations.
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Once channels are allocated we carry out channel sounding to clients that wish to associate with base stations. Channel sounding is used to determine the delay spread between the base stations and clients which in turn can be used to calculate the frequency domain response of the channel. The channel properties between the base station and the client can then be used to carry out optimal OFDM sub-carrier allocation to clients.

1.3 Thesis statement

Our analysis of the unique challenges and opportunities in rural networks and the new solutions that adapt Internet access and wireless networks to these regions can be summarized by this thesis statement:

- Developing regions are often isolated from the digital age due to limited, costly bandwidth and unique environmental and cultural challenges. However, strong social cohesion in sparsely-populated rural areas we have studied warrants the use of novel bandwidth-saving voice and data localization techniques and long-range white space technology.
1.4 Contributions

Our key contributions towards adapting wireless access and Internet connectivity in rural developing regions are as follows:

- **Network Data collection in rural networks.** We have collected an extensive data set of rural network traffic in the research domain. The data set spans 2 years of usage from January 2011 with some outages due to server or power failures. Monitoring continues and further data sets continue to be retrieved from the village in Macha, Zambia. Monitoring traffic in rural regions is challenging due to their remote location, poor connectivity and difficulty in communicating technical concepts to support personnel in a remote village [160]. The traces captured all internal network (headers and data) traffic in the village as well as all traffic passing through the gateway to the Internet. This traffic was crucial to revealing new insights into network usage patterns and conditions unique to rural areas as well as forming the basis for the design of new network solutions that adapt rural Internet connectivity in order to improve reliability and performance.

- **Network usage patterns in rural networks.** Network usage patterns have been extensively studied in developed countries and trends are well understood. However, very little work has been carried out to study rural
area network usage patterns from a live network. The usage patterns from our traces reveal communities that are active denizens of the Internet, using online social networks, studying online and using the Internet to improve farming practices. Traffic analysis reveals that the severely constrained Internet gateway experiences severe congestion in the day but is completely underutilized at night. This causes many upload and download failures which we quantify and provides strong motivation for time-shift proxies to make optimal use of the limited bandwidth of the gateway.

- **Social network analysis of rural networks.** Online social networks have typically been studied in developed world contexts [170, 171, 131]. Our work shows a number of key insights into the social connections between people in a rural village and to people outside the village. This work is the first to reveal a high degree of local connectivity between people in a rural village and allowed us to design novel localization techniques to provide bandwidth saving in the rural village of Macha, Zambia. On-site interviews were also used to try and understand the relationships between the quantitative network measurements and the qualitative information from the surveys.
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- **Unique constraints of rural regions.** Many researchers working in the field of ICT for development have discovered that carrying out research in developing regions involves constraints that go far beyond adapting technology to rural regions [26, 160, 163, 162]. However, much of this work reflects short-term trends and perspectives often only derived from quantitative data. This work involves a number of local users in the village, some who have been in communities we studied for a decade, as members of the team to collect quantitative and qualitative data on issues faced when using new technological interventions. This has allowed us to report on constraints that range from environmental challenges to power quality issues to unique nuances of local cultures.

- **TV Spectrum availability in Africa.** We carried out an extensive set of spectrum scans of the television bands in urban and rural areas of the USA as well as cities and rural areas in South Africa and Zambia. The spectrum scans reveal an abundance of wireless spectrum unused by television in rural areas in Africa — 98% availability in rural Zambia — and provides a very strong case for regulation in Africa that opens up white space TV channels for licence-free opportunistic access. This is the first known set of cross-continent comparative data of white space spectrum availability using spectrum scans.
• **White spaces for rural regions.** White space networks provide a perfect fit for connecting low-density populations in Africa. However, current white space protocols such as 802.22 only provide guidance on avoiding interference with primary users and provide no solutions for selection of channels that maximize the channel quality to connected clients and minimize interference between white space cells. Our work addresses this by extending the 802.22 MAC protocol to include a channel sounding procedure to make an intelligent channel choice for each base station.

• **Cross-disciplinary and participatory action research** Our work involves strong partnerships with local champions in Macha, Zambia, embodying the concept of participatory action research [23]. We co-author our papers with local people from Macha village to ensure that our work is based on ground truth that correlates with anecdotal evidence from people who live there. New ontological understanding of many African perspectives on new media such as the Internet combined with our network traffic analysis and social network analysis reveal new insights which are applicable to designing appropriate technology in the developing regions of Africa. These also carry lessons in appropriation of technology in other developing regions around the world both in the processes to discover this knowledge as well as some of the discovered outcomes.
1.5 Dissertation outline

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we discuss challenges when deploying rural networks. In Chapter 3 we analyse the performance of a rural network in an African village. In Chapter 4 we carry out on-site analysis of Internet usage in rural Africa. Strong interest in social networks in Chapter 4 leads us to investigate the degree of locality of interest in Chapter 5. Discoveries from these chapters serve as a guideline for our network solutions in rural areas. These solutions deal with relieving congestion using gateway-aware routing in Chapter 6, providing a localized file sharing application to deal with locality of interest in Chapter 7, providing optimal channel selection for white space-based wireless connectivity in Chapter 8 and localized cellular access for rural areas in Chapter 9. We then conclude with scalability and generalizability of our solutions in the discussion section in Chapter 10 and then conclude the dissertation with Chapter 11.
Chapter 2

Rural Network Challenges

*Being challenged in life is inevitable, being defeated is optional.*

Roger Crawford

2.1 Introduction

Internet access is unevenly distributed across the globe and global statistics show that in 2011 developed countries had higher than 70% of individuals using the Internet whereas only 26% of individuals were using the Internet in the developing world [12]. Moreover, the variation between regions can be quite drastic. Sub-Saharan Africa, for example, lags significantly behind other developing regions; Internet penetration rates in countries such as the Democratic Republic of Congo,
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Liberia, Niger, and Ethiopia are less than 1% of the population [12]. Some African coastal countries such as Kenya have improved Internet connectivity over the past decade due to increased deployment of undersea cables. However, many land-locked African countries such as Zambia have very limited Internet capacity for the mostly rural population as the nearest sea-cable connection is over a thousand kilometres away.

Internet penetration and usage in the developing world lags behind the developed world for many reasons: lack of supporting infrastructure (roads and electricity), lack of supportive regulatory frameworks, and affordability, to name a few [26]. Supporting infrastructure is usually abundant in urban areas, even in some developing countries. For example, Internet penetration in South Africa is 4.6% in rural areas and 21.8% in urban areas [12]. In 2005 the developed world was predominantly urban, with three-quarters of its population living in cities. The much larger developing world, on the other hand, was predominantly rural. Urbanization rates are especially low in the most economically disadvantaged countries. For example, countries in the United Nations least developed group (by their HDI) are 70.5% rural [7].

There are also a number of less quantifiable causes of the lack of or low usage of the Internet which are not exposed [58] as work often lacks long-term contextual evidence [4]. Many projects are not extending over multiple years, or beyond the
project implementation phase. As a result current literature focuses on short-term trends or broad general theory, often omitting unique cultural or environmental contexts such as African relationship economics [155] or “nondiscursive”

Challenges affecting rural areas include, amongst others, shortage of local research participation leading to inappropriate solutions, language barriers and lack of appropriate skills. Rural areas require skilled personnel and access to resources such as nearby electronics stores to maintain computer and network infrastructure. Rural areas often suffer from loss of skilled community members to urban areas as they pursue work or further study opportunities, while replacing equipment usually requires equipment to be transported from urban areas or other countries.

This chapter summarizes our experience investigating Internet usage in the rural villages of Macha, Zambia, and Dwesa, South Africa. Both of these villages have a stable wireless network that provides basic connectivity to the local population. We collected a full traffic trace for more than 2 months from a deployed network in Macha and performed an Internet usage survey in Macha and Dwesa. In a separate effort, we participated in deploying a wireless network in rural Peebles Valley, South Africa[89]. The majority of our analysis takes place in Macha, Zambia — the case study site chosen for most of the analysis in this dissertation.

\[^{1}\text{Opposite to proceeding from topic to topic by argument or reasoning}\]
as well as for trials of our solutions. However, similar findings at the other two
sites on some of the issues discussed lend additional support for these solutions.

We combine the results of network monitoring, interview analysis, and anec-
dotal evidence obtained in these three locations to describe unique constraints
when deploying Internet in rural Africa. Specifically, we find that constraints can
be grouped into:

- **Environmental constraints** determined by environmental challenges unique
to rural areas such as unreliable electricity or supply chain logistics. Rural
inhabitants have little control over these challenges.

- **Skills constraints** caused by the lack of availability of trained ICT practi-
tioners as well as the process of training and equipping these practitioners
in ICT.

- **Cultural constraints** that deal with the complexity of using, installing,
and maintaining ICTs in the context of African culture. Examples include
perceptions of time and resources, roles and authority and the importance
of oral tradition versus written contracts.

- **Economic constraints** focussed on the high costs involved in both pro-
curement, installation, maintenance and monthly connectivity when rolling
out ICT access.
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- **Political constraints** as a result of poor national policies that could drive governments to remove barriers to bridging the digital divide.

- **Technology constraints** that are unique to rural areas such as bandwidth constraints and poor performance of certain operating in rural networks.

With 3 billion people living in rural areas of the developing world, where the connectivity is poor, careful examination of problems that prevent further connectivity expansion is critical to achieving universal access.

### 2.2 Background

Wireless networks based on WiFi technology have emerged as a viable solution for connecting previously disconnected communities in remote regions. Unlike alternatives such as fibre optics and cell phone towers, wireless networks can be built using cheap commodity hardware and do not incur an additional cost of licensing, and they allow collaborative and inclusive activities that facilitate self-management and appropriation by local communities. In recent years, isolated attempts to bridge the digital divide have been made by university research groups and non-governmental organizations [160, 127, 16, 89, 126]. A model that many of these projects follow is to bring wireless Internet connectivity (through satellite or other long-distance wireless links) to central points within a rural community, for
example, to community centres, schools, or hospitals. This is commonly called the kiosk model, whereby citizens travel, often by foot, to these central areas to access the Internet. While clearly Internet access through this model is much better than no access at all, it is not a satisfactory end solution. In some cases, WiFi-based local networks are then spawned from the central points of connectivity to nearby regions to provide wider network coverage. The networks we analysed in Macha, Dwesa, and Peebles Valley are constructed in this way. Figure 2.1 shows the location of these sites that are the focus of this chapter.

2.2.1 Wireless Network in Macha, Zambia

Macha, Zambia is a typical resource-limited rural area in Africa, with scattered homesteads, very little infrastructure, and people living a subsistence lifestyle; the primary livelihood is maize farming. Like many sub-Saharan rural communities, Macha has a concentrated central area and a large, geographically dispersed rural community with a sparse population. Clusters of homes house members of a single family are generally separated from other clusters by one or more kilometers. Macha contains about 135,000 residents spread out over a 35-kilometer radius around the village center. The overall population density is 25 per square kilometer. In the middle of the community center are the facilities and housing for a mission hospital, a medical research institute, and schools.
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Figure 2.1: Map of Southern Africa showing study sites: Macha in Zambia and Dwesa and Peebles valley in South Africa.

The Macha Works organization, through the LinkNet project, has deployed a network of long-distance WiFi wireless links and mesh networks that provides connectivity to about 300 community workers and visitors using satellite-based Internet and in more recent years a 2 Mbps terrestrial wireless link. Figure 2.2 shows a scaled view of the core of the LinkNet network with the position of each wireless router represented by a symbol.
The original satellite link provided a committed download speed of 128 kbps (bursting up to 1 Mbps) and a committed upload speed of 64 kbps (bursting up to 256 kbps). The total monthly cost of the satellite connection was $1,200 USD per month and was covered through government subsidies as well as through Internet vouchers sold to visitors and locals. Our analysis of Macha Internet usage took place when satellite-based Internet was still in place. Most users access the
Internet at work and through community terminals, although a few people do have WiFi connectivity in their homes.

2.2.2 Wireless Network in Dwesa, South Africa

The Dwesa region is located in Eastern Cape Province, one of the poorest regions of South Africa. Similar to Macha, Dwesa is characterized by severe resource limitations, stressed infrastructure, a weak subsistence economy, and a sparse population (15,000 residents in an area of 150 square kilometers). The Dwesa community is affected by migration of young people and high crime rates. The telephone service that once existed in the area, for example, fell into disrepair after the copper telephone cables were stolen.

The Siyakhula project, led by the University of Fort Hare and Rhodes University in South Africa, has established Internet connectivity among local schools via WiMax links shown in Figure 2.3 that are several kilometers in range (Mandioma, 2007). The license for WiMax operation was provided through a local telecom, that is also a sponsor of the project. One of the schools connects to a VSAT satellite, thus serving as the Internet gateway. The satellite delivers 512 kbps download speed and 128 kbps upload speed. The connectivity is mainly used for student education purposes, school record keeping, and inter-school communication. Besides being available to students, the connectivity is offered to members
Figure 2.3: Dwesa wireless network in South Africa (Image courtesy of Martin Mandioma [112]).

of the community after school hours, when computer literacy training courses are offered to local residents.
2.2.3 Wireless Network in Peebles Valley, South Africa

Peebles Valley and the Masoyi tribal land are located in a hilly area in the north-eastern part of South Africa. The Masoyi community is under-serviced, with most roads remaining unpaved and most houses lacking running water. The community is poor and has been hugely impacted by HIV/AIDS.

![Peebles Valley mesh network in South Africa.](image)

**Figure 2.4:** Peebles valley mesh network in South Africa.

The Peebles Valley mesh network shown in Figure 2.4, consisting of nine nodes, was deployed in 2007 over an area of about 15 square kilometers. The key user of the network was a local HIV/AIDS clinic. The clinic connected to surrounding
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Schools, homes, farms, and other clinic infrastructure through a WiFi mesh network. A VSAT satellite Internet connectivity, which was provided free of charge by the HIV/AIDS clinic sponsor, provisioned a total of 2 GB per month at a download speed of 256 kbps and an upload speed of 64 kbps. Once the 2-GB capacity limit was reached, the Internet connection would be cut off until the beginning of the following month. This satellite link was usually underutilized every month, with clinic staff using about 60% of the available bandwidth, and no spare capacity could be carried over to the next month. This spare capacity was shared with users in the mesh network free of charge, but it had to be carefully managed by a firewall to ensure that their usage did not affect the clinic’s Internet availability.

2.3 Methodology

We investigate ICT adoption in rural Zambia and South Africa through mixed-method research in order to address multi-disciplinary research questions. This is accomplished by combining quantitative network traffic monitoring in Zambia and a set of qualitative interview and survey data from Zambia and South Africa in order to extract usage trends and obstacles to ICT inclusion.
2.3.1 Network traffic monitoring

In Macha, Zambia we installed a network traffic monitoring system on the village network gateway to capture packet headers of all network packets that traverse the satellite link. The network gateway also features a web proxy server used for traffic caching. The proxy access logs allow analysis of HTTP traffic. All IP addresses were anonymised in order to protect the privacy of the users.

Initially we captured 14 days of traffic from midnight, Sunday 31 January to midnight Sunday 14 February in 2010. In a follow up, we collected two months of network traffic in February, March and April 2011. Approximately 450 GB of packets were captured and analysed to assess the use and locality of traffic.

Analysis of the output of gateway management software, installed in April 2010, reveals that local residents generate about 90% of the network traffic. Visitors to the community generate the other 10% of network traffic.

In Peebles Valley South Africa, we installed a bandwidth monitoring system at the gateway. This allowed us to measure the amount of traffic being used by each user in the network. The system was also used to allocate a specific amount of bandwidth to each user and block usage once the capacity limit was reached.
2.3.2 Interviews and surveys in Macha and Dwesa

On-site interviews were conducted in July and August 2010 in Macha, Zambia and Dwesa, South Africa by Pejovic [92]. A total of 37 interviews were conducted: 23 in Macha and 14 in Dwesa. The participants’ ages range from 18 to 57; 15 of them are female, 22 are male, all are literate and have at least some high school education, and income ranges from zero to more than US$300 per month.

These interviews were in the form of a directive, structured questionnaire in the first phase of the conversation, in order to obtain highly quantifiable data that could be correlated with the results of our network trace analysis from Macha. In the second part of the interview, the subjects were asked less formal questions and were able to engage in a discussion with the interviewer. In African culture, narrative communication is common; thus, these open questions revealed a number of unforeseen issues.

User surveys.

In June/July 2011, we followed up these interviews with an online survey of Internet users in Macha. The aim was to investigate use of Web 2.0 applications and services [94]. The questionnaire consisted of 89 questions, implemented on the SurveyMonkey tool. Invitations were sent via email, and Facebook links, inviting
people for participation on a voluntary basis. All the questions were completed by 41 out of 66 participants.

2.3.3 Long-term reflection

As part of his previous research, the author participated in sporadically administered unstructured interviews among network users in Peebles Valley. While lacking any quantifiable data, this anecdotal information provides qualitative insight into Internet usage in Peebles Valley, as the data were acquired over a three-year period.

Another member of our team provided deep qualitative insights in the Macha community by reflecting findings with qualitative, observational, longitudinal, mixed method research in the community. The research was conducted over nine years, during which that member resided in Macha and was highly respected by members of the community.

2.4 Environmental and infrastructural constraints

The constraints described in this section highlight the effect of the rural environment and lack of infrastructure on ICT roll-out and maintenance. Local users have little control over rural environmental constraints. Infrastructural con-
straints, on the other hand, may improve over time with sufficient economic investment. There has been a fair amount of literature on this topic. Work in Cambodia and India described challenges due to transportation issues, supply logistics, natural disasters and heat and dust [26]. Work AirJaldi in Northern India and the Aravind Eye Hospital in southern India reported on failures from poor power quality and lightning [160]. Our experiences have echoed many of these challenges and we now describe new insights, gleaned from the rural sites we have studied.

2.4.1 Geographical constraints

In Zambia, distances between towns are far. Zambia has a population density of 17 per square kilometre, a stark contrast to a developing country such as India with a population density of 371 per square kilometre. This drastically increases the time taken to transport equipment for installation or repair and presents extreme cases of the transportation challenges reported in areas such as India or Cambodia [26]. One way trips by road are expensive and typically span a number of days with frequent breakdowns, delays and accidents. There are numerous bumps on dust roads that can easily damage sensitive ICT equipment. Smaller amounts of equipment can be brought in by light aircraft using the local airstrip.
in Macha but costs of flying equipment into Macha are high for the small amount of cargo that can be carried.

Much of the equipment required for the VillageNet project, such as lead acid batteries, GSM antennas and computers were not available in Zambia or neighbouring countries and were driven into Zambia from South Africa by the author. This involved a 3-day journey via Botswana with a 4-wheel-drive vehicle and long delays at multiple border posts on route as equipment required temporary import permits.

### 2.4.2 Natural dangers

Dust is pervasive in rural Zambia, with many homes and buildings being surrounded by a bare earth yard that is swept every day. Most of Zambia has high summer temperatures above 30 degrees Celsius and buildings are open to allow movement of air as air-conditioning is costly in rural areas. IT staff report cleaning fans every three months due to dust. Within 4 weeks of living in Macha, one of the author’s laptops was damaged due to heat and later diagnosis revealed dust trapped in the tiny vanes of the laptop fan. Clearly, fan-less computer hardware that can tolerate the level of heat in areas such as Zambia are the optimal solution. However, cost is a crucial factor as most of the equipment used in projects in Macha is donated older-generation equipment with fans.
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Lightning damage is common in the summer months both in Macha and Peebles Valley. In Peebles Valley, our wireless mesh routers were powered using power-over-Ethernet and 10 to 15 meters of CAT5 cable were run from the router to the power-over-Ethernet injector. Two out of our ten wireless routers were damaged due to lightning. The Ethernet port was always damaged as EMF from a near strike induced high voltages in the CAT5 cable. In Macha our VillageCell device mounted on a water tower met a similar fate in the summer. A section of CAT5 cable connected VillageCell to one of the wireless routers and again lightning damaged the Ethernet port. Replacing runs of CAT5 cable with wireless adapters on the outdoor device for local access could prevent this problem in the future.

2.4.3 Electricity supply

![Timeline of power failures in Macha.](image)

**Figure 2.5:** Timeline of power failures in Macha.

In Zambia, electricity is a vital constraint in rural areas. National electricity supply is either unavailable or unreliable, with power failures and voltage surges or
brown-outs being common. We carried out long-term coarse-grain power availability analysis as well as detailed power quality monitoring for a month. Figure 2.5 shows our long-term power analysis; a time line of power failures in Macha during 2011. The y-axis shows the duration of the power failure. Figure 2.6 shows that, on average, the period between power failures is about 1 day, but this is masked by the fact that when power is restored there are often repeated failures. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of duration of power failures in shown in Figure 2.7. The average duration of a power failure is approximately 1 hour but 10% of power failures can last longer than 12 hours. The longest power failure in the data set was 2 days.

![Figure 2.6: CDF of time elapsed between power failures in Macha.](image)

Figure 2.6: CDF of time elapsed between power failures in Macha.

Figure 2.8 shows our fine-grained power analysis where we monitored the grid power and network availability in Macha over four weeks (only 2 of these 4 weeks are shown). We find that Internet connectivity is not available to equipment
approximately 40% of the time and power is not available approximately 15% of the time. The lack of Internet connectivity is often due to upstream problems in the grid or connectivity infrastructure in Zambia or due to local equipment needing to be reset after becoming unstable when there are power failures or brown-outs (voltage drops by less than 20% of the standard voltage, 220V). The measured voltage on a raw power outlet in Macha is shown in Figure 2.8a. Three brown-outs are clearly seen in this diagram and have the potential to put equipment in an unstable state. Internet availability is shown in Figure 2.8b. It is clear that there is often no connectivity to the outside world even when power is available.

It is not only the availability of the electricity source, but also the issue of sharing of electricity that plays a significant role. When introducing electricity for ICT equipment in an area without electricity, questions are asked about the priorities for allocation and use. Certain stakeholders may request to be connected
first even through the electricity was primarily for the ICT equipment. In one specific location in Zambia, a local chief connected his home to an electricity source intended for ICT equipment. At another site, the local hospital management took over a solar system supplying a satellite-based Internet system and linked it with

Figure 2.8: Power quality and availability in Macha over a 2 week period. (a) Gaps in the voltage reading depict the power failures. Dips below 200V represent brown-outs, (b) The shaded regions show times when no Internet connectivity was available.
hospital resources. Careful forward planning that takes into account surrounding community members is required before extending grid-based power to electrify an ICT installation.

In practice, there are many different levels of quality of equipment arriving in rural areas. Assorted batches of donated equipment arrive with all kinds of levels of ruggedness and susceptibility to dirty power. Standard Uninterrupted Power Supplies (UPS), meant to protect equipment from energy disruptions, get easily damaged as they are the first line of defence. In Macha, out of over 40 high quality UPS systems, only 5 remained operational after one year with most failing within the first month of use.

Clearly, designing equipment that is rugged enough to withstand ‘dirty’ power often found in rural areas is a key issue that warrants further work. The alternative is to disconnect from the local power-grid and make use of renewable energy sources such as solar power, particularly well suited to the high percentage of sunshine days in sub-Saharan Africa. However, solar technology is plagued with issues such as batteries faltering due to high temperatures or abuse. In addition, deep-cycle batteries, required for solar installations, are costly to purchase and transport. Solar installations also typically involve equipment that requires training of specialist engineers and substantial initial investment and planning.
(Bernardi et al., 2008). Further, solar panels are vulnerable to physical damage or theft.

2.4.4 Locality of usage

Somewhat related to geographical constraints is the fact that most Internet users in rural Africa are restricted to public terminals and access at school or work. Only about 10% of Internet users in the African continent access the Internet from their homes (ITU, 2011), and one can surmise that this figure is even lower for rural users. Public access comes with limited availability, greater cost, and long walking distances to points of access. We also find that at-home access allows users to enjoy the Internet in a leisurely way, using advanced applications such as online social networks and blogs. Many technical obstacles stand in the way of more prevalent at-home access in rural Africa (Surana et al., 2008). We have described the challenges in reliable grid power, but even if grid power is available it is usually restricted to schools, hospitals, and community centres. Long distances between households are another important obstacle for rural area connectivity. Typical low-cost wireless technologies such as WiFi are restricted to line-of-site links with high-power antennas to reach distant sites. Cell phone base stations can provide some Internet connectivity to wide areas but these technologies are normally not available in rural areas in Africa, use GPRS or EDGE links with
very limited capacity or are too expensive to be used by the average rural Internet user. We discuss the use of a white space solution to increase Internet penetration to people’s homes in Chapter 8.

2.5 Skill constraints

The knowledge base for rural ICT engineering solutions is mostly outside of Africa where research and development takes place outside the context of rural Africa. There are many challenges carrying out research in resource-limited environments [26, 76] or with African universities. We now discuss the challenges involved in obtaining sufficient skills to carry out research, development and installation or maintenance of ICTs within a rural African context.

2.5.1 Situation in Zambia

A total of only 300 people possessed graduate qualification in ICTs in Zambia in 2008 [64]. Uneven distribution of this workforce compounds the problem as the majority of the population live in rural areas and most personnel with ICT qualifications live in urban areas. This is a serious challenge as health and education facilities in rural areas begin to receive computer facilities while support staff that deal with ICT issues typically reside in urban areas [95, 145]. Rural institutions
often assign ICT tasks on a task-shift basis to unqualified staff with little or no training resulting in low quality engineering efforts. As a result, faulty equipment ends up standing idle for long periods of time or is discarded.

In contrast with efforts in health and education, there are no national programmes, nor public-private partnerships, specifically designed for training of ICT practitioners in rural areas. There are no vocational training centres located in rural areas, and training is mostly left to the unregulated, commercial markets in major towns.

### 2.5.2 Situation in South Africa

The South African ICT sector, in contrast, is more mature with many home-grown industries ranging from cell phone companies, with a significant footprint in Africa, to mobile phone application development companies with an International footprint such as MXIT, a social network service for mobile phones.

South Africa has a smaller rural population than Zambia (38%) but a similar critical ICT skill shortage exists in rural areas. At a national scale, there are also ICT skills shortages. Between 2005 and 2010, South Africa conferred an average of 1,700 university degrees in computer science and electrical and electronic engineering, and 3,130 Technikon diplomas a year [69]. However, the 2011
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ITWeb-JCSE Skills Survey suggests that current demand amounts to 20,000 to 30,000 job opportunities, or 10% to 15% of the total ICT workforce.

In both South African networks we studied, local rural ICT skills were non-existent. In the Peebles Valley network, the network was designed and built by the author who did not live in the community. In-situ training on wireless network installations was given to a local young high school graduate during each visit. However, at the end of the project, he obtained a job at an IT store in a nearby town. Although this was a positive outcome for the local community member, it had no benefit for the community as a whole. This contrasts sharply with the model used in Macha where ‘local talent’ or ‘visionary leaders’ are fostered.

In the Dwesa project, ad-hoc ICT training was given on Office, Internet and network installation to some teachers and local youth. The concept was for these trainees to train other community members. However, with no clear training structure or certification, the effectiveness of this approach was limited. Other initiatives in South Africa have had more success in building and retaining skilled ICT practitioners. One such initiative is the CSIR BB4ll project [150] which trains Village Operators to become self-sustained rural ICT enterprises. Another is the Infopreneur model [114] that creates a network of local champions supported by a micro-franchise for IT support and financing.
2.5.3 Support issues

Mesh technology employed in Peebles Valley and other rural projects in South Africa such as the BB4all project is designed to ensure that very little network configuration is needed to complete an installation. Still, some basic troubleshooting knowledge is required when a link fails to determine whether the problem is, for instance, an antenna problem, a cable problem, or a problem with the wireless router. This level of expertise can be obtained through a multi-week training program with in-situ style teaching. Our interviews reveal that Macha and Dwesa differ significantly in terms of what people do when the network misbehaves. People in Dwesa often do not take any action. Users in Macha, on the other hand, are willing to organize their time around Internet availability; for example, 57% try to go online at a less congested time of the day, and 24% of users in Macha attempt to fix network problems themselves. We suspect that the incentive to take action comes from a longer history of Internet usage in Macha and the focus of Macha Works on providing local, vocational training.

2.5.4 Local champions

Wireless networks in the rural developing world are often deployed by foreigners. Once those who built them leave, or when the foreign funding is exhausted, the networks typically falter. Hence fostering local champions is key to the future
sustainability of a network. Using Interview data from Macha and Dwesa, Pejovic reports that local champions can be significant in motivating other people from the community to adopt technology [92]. For example, in Macha, men are more likely than women to perform computer maintenance and virus scans themselves. In Dwesa, this discrepancy doesn’t exist. Pejovic posits that this is due to Dwesa having a number of project leaders and local champions that are women, helping women to not see such tasks as “men only.”

The rural Zambian co-operative social enterprise, Macha Works strives to empower ‘local talent’ to lead in their own communities using a wide, horizontal approach that aims to keep, and even attract, talented people to stay, or return to rural areas. Fostering a champion or visionary leader role is echoed by authors such as Unwin [163] and Toyama [162]. Macha Works carries out on-site training within the rural community of Macha in, amongst others, basic computer literacy, computer technician courses and entrepreneurship. Staff also team up with national institutes such as the University of Zambia, and international organizations in a collaborative approach [117]. Scaling up this effort, however, requires investment in similar training programmes at a national government level.
2.6 Cultural considerations

In Southern Africa, Ubuntu culture forms a integral part of the life of community members within rural areas in particular. There are different interpretations of what Ubuntu is. Liberian peace activist Leymah Gbowee defined Ubuntu as “I am what I am because of who we all are.” Nobel peace prize laureate, Archbishop Desmond Tutu, offered this definition:

A person with Ubuntu is open and available to others, affirming of others, does not feel threatened that others are able and good, based from a proper self-assurance that comes from knowing that he or she belongs in a greater whole and is diminished when others are humiliated or diminished, when others are tortured or oppressed.

African cultures embody a strong desire for progress as a community and peaceful coexistence. Resources are often communal with less emphasis on individual ownership. Rural communities build relationships carefully and slowly to allow for testing of commitments, character, and appreciation of relational aspects of new community members.

Indigenous cultural heritage expresses itself primarily through oral tradition [130] or audiovisual means such as dance or music [165]. In general, rural African culture is a society without written records, plans, and filled-up diaries. Interactions are focussed on the immediate with little planning beyond a week. Researchers from western cultures working in rural communities take time, often multiple years, to
adjust to indigenous systems, beliefs and traditions that hold rural communities together [67, 115, 135].

2.6.1 Challenges introducing ICTs

The customary authority for the local, rural community is the chief. The chief must be consulted for any intervention in a rural community. The chief often refers issues or new interventions to a meeting of his (senior) headmen. Mission stations are common in many tribal communities in Africa and have their own decision-making processes that involve various layers of approval. Meetings where decision are made may be annual or bi-annual. These decisions require approval processes involving government authorities like district commissioners, regulatory authorities, ministers and other government officials. These multiple layers of authority can severely delay ICT interventions and frustrate partner institutions with tight budgetary year-based cycles.

Most technologies emerging from ICT research and development and their prime users are from within industrialized economies. Resulting ICT solutions do not necessarily align with non-technocratic cultures or non-industrialized circumstances. Solutions and processes for incorporating these solutions need to embody or reflect local traditions and practices or risk being culturally unsustainable [147]. Some examples of mistakes that could be made are: providing a new
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Internet service with an online manual instead of face-to-face training, provision of Internet access in a pilot program to an individual rather than the surrounding community, lack of consultation with the chief of a village before implementing a project, trying to prove that a technology intervention will improve peoples lives without sensitivity to cultural heritage or designing a project with an expectation of results within one year.

Most rural areas have seen no major interventions beyond primary health care or some basic mobile telephony services. Thus the community can be ‘closed’ and attempts to make new interventions fit the values and beliefs it defends. Most people in rural areas work in different roles and capacities at the same time. Subsistence farming, practised by most rural people, with its seasonal activities and responsibilities assures food for the family. The community expects responsible individuals to participate at community meetings, weddings and funerals, and activities organised by local and traditional leadership. As part of its institutional responsibility, activities must align with these seasonal and incidental events.

Introduction of ICT access in rural communities constitutes a considerable change for a community. These changes make for periods of uncertainty and power struggles between the authorities involved can develop. The process of change is also effected by spiritual considerations influenced by an array of Western, syncretistic or traditional religious beliefs [41]. The rural communities judge
activities ‘sustainable’ when they are welcomed by all, are comprehended and can be vocalised by all members of the community, and when all persons are included and have a sense of partaking in the development.

### 2.6.2 Locally relevant content

The Internet, in its current state, can be perceived as a threat among indigenous communities or simply lack relevance with its almost exclusively foreign content [17]. Conversely digital content generation and sharing can be an important avenue for cultural exchange and preservation and can even spark development activity from within the society [158]. We investigate current content generation behaviour, issues that discourage content generation and solutions that encourage users to generate and share content in Chapter 7.

### 2.7 Economic constraints

High cost is one of the major barriers to further Internet penetration. For example, satellite access in landlocked countries such as Zambia costs $1,400 USD per month, while the average monthly income is about $30 USD. However, quantifying the economics of countries such as Zambia is challenging as the majority of the economy is in the informal, unregulated sector [111]. Upgrading to terrestrial
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connectivity in rural Zambia in order to supply sufficient capacity to a large user base costs approximately $3-4,000 USD per Mbps (committed symmetric rate) with a minimum contract commitment of 2 Mbps. This is approximately 100 times the cost of a typical broadband link in urban South Africa.

Recent statistics show that connectivity remains out of reach for many in the developing world: monthly access fees in Africa require 291.3% of the average monthly income, compared to only 1.4% of the average monthly income in Europe (ITU, 2011). Even mobile phones which have been hailed as a success story in bringing some degree of connectivity to Africa may at times be implicated in the production of poverty. For example, in Ethiopia, the poorest 75% of the population who use mobile phones spend 27% of their income on them and reflect the high cost of mobile phone services in Africa [162].

Efforts to bridge the digital divide usually require significant investments from the developed world, and a sustainable solution seems to be out of reach with the current pricing schemes. Apart from high monthly connection fees, costs involved in the procurement of equipment and installation create barriers to entry. Finding suppliers of equipment in rural Africa is challenging as there is little desire by many suppliers to provide a service in rural areas due to remoteness, high transportation costs, low volumes, and communication challenges. Pricing is often an order of magnitude higher than those encountered in western countries.
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Procuring equipment also comes with a multitude of challenges such as lack of acceptance of local credit cards and import constraints and delays.

Most common sources of income in rural areas (farming and fishing) only generate seasonal income. While mobile phone providers have addressed the issue of cost through their prepaid billing schemes, which allow underprivileged communities without bank accounts to tailor cell phone usage to their own ways of life (Horst, Miller, 2006), satellite Internet providers demand regular monthly payments [55]. In the LinkNet network in Zambia, an Internet voucher system was used for users in order to attempt to recoup the monthly Internet costs but this system had significant challenges of its own.

2.7.1 Voucher system

LinkNet recoups costs of connectivity using a voucher system. This allows users to buy fixed amounts of bandwidth per month. LinkNet provides a user code and pin number printed on a standard sheet of A4 paper shown in Figure 2.9. This system provides no security against unauthorized use of somebody else’s code and pin combination but a possible solution using a specialized secure scratch card printing machine costs approximately $5000 USD and requires advanced maintenance skills. The LinkNet voucher system is part of a proprietary user access control gateway with monthly support fees designed for typical
urban temporary Internet access scenarios such as airports or coffee shops. An improved access control system adapted for typical Internet capacity-constrained environment such as Macha would, for example, allow users to configure profiles that block automatic updates, automatic file-synchronization and save users from unwanted depletion of their Internet voucher. At the time of study, users were able to purchase capacity-based vouchers of $30 for 1 GB with a 30-day expiry period and time-based vouchers of $7 for 3 hours although time-based vouchers were almost never used.

In Macha, a 256 kbps VSAT-based connection was used before April 2011. This cost $1,400 USD per month and LinkNet was able to recoup connectivity costs through a user base that reached close to 300 users per month at times. However, Internet responsiveness became very poor during peak usage times to the point where a single web page request could take more than a minute to load. During 2011, the Internet link was upgraded to a committed 2 Mbps line at a cost of approximately $8,000 USD per month. This improved the throughput and allowed expansion of the wireless connectivity to a wider geographical area to absorb more users. However, at least 260 regular monthly users purchasing 1 GB per month were required to cover the costs of the terrestrial Internet link.

Figure 2.10 shows the number of new vouchers purchased per month as well as the number of unique machines and unique voucher logins per month – unique
Figure 2.9: Macha Works Internet voucher used to gain access to LinkNet.

voucher logins can exceed new vouchers purchased as 30-day voucher periods often span two months. When the number of vouchers used per month exceeds the number of unique machines, it shows that users are sharing machines. Although there was some increased uptake after the Internet connection was upgraded to 2 Mbps,
Figure 2.10: Voucher use in the LinkNet network showing number of new vouchers purchased per month as well as the number of unique machines that connected to the network per month.

A break-even point, where number of new vouchers was greater than 260, was never achieved. The highest number of new vouchers purchased within a month was 237. Most of these vouchers were purchased by people who were formally employed by Macha mission hospital, the malaria research institute or Macha Works, a sub-group forming a small percentage of the general Macha population that are mostly in the informal economic sector. With many formally employed paying users leaving in 2012, large losses were incurred by the organisation. High costs, inter-organisational tensions as well as alternative access possibilities from a mobile operator in the region led to a loss of user-base.
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**E-commerce challenges**

The value of the Internet depends on the supporting national structures. For example, online payments are possible only if a well-developed banking system exists within a country. In Macha, 28% of the people we interviewed tried some form of online trading, often with unsatisfactory results. In Macha, a few users who did manage to gain access to a credit card were usually not able to make use of the credit card online as many e-commerce services did not accept Zambian credit cards as a means of payment. In order to fully support e-commerce, courier services are required; however, due to challenging roads and lack of named streets, courier services are only available in towns that are often hundreds of kilometres away.

**2.8 Political barriers**

The value of the Internet depends on supporting national structures. For example, online payments are possible only if a well-developed banking system exists within a country. Providing e-government services is only worthwhile if a nationwide Internet adoption plan is put into place to eventually provide all citizens with on-line access.
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In some countries in Africa, the WiFi frequency range is subject to licensing. In such cases, regulations on wireless access are extremely important for Internet adoption, and relaxing licensing requirements for WiFi networks directly leads to higher overall Internet penetration[19] and innovation [107].

Our efforts in Peebles Valley, South Africa are just one of many examples where the network ceased to exist in part due to licensing issues. A local champion was sought to continue growing the network beyond the pilot phase. Although a local computer store owner in a nearby town was interested, this never materialized because of the uncertain regulatory conditions in South Africa at the time. During 2007 and 2008, very high license fees had to be paid by a service provider to deploy and maintain any access infrastructure, creating unfavourable conditions for local network ownership. Exemptions were made in South Africa for WiFi beyond the confines of a single premises in 2008 [9]. This allowed for small-scale wireless operators without a national telecommunication licence to operate.

In Zambia, regulatory frameworks for ICT are not necessarily conducive to widespread scale-up of ICT in rural areas. National issues, like parliamentary approval of procedures or amendments of regulations restrict progress [64]. There may be unclear executive powers, with enactment constrained by frequent changes in political environments or by legal positioning of multinational corporations such as mobile phone companies. The status and implications of regulations,
licensing procedures and progress, are not clearly gazetted by the government. As a consequence frequent and personal interactions with authorities (in towns) are required to understand legal boundaries.

Attempts to install an OpenBTS-based low-cost GSM system such as Village-Cell in Zambia have been challenging. Zambia does not have a legal framework for allocating test frequencies for research, unlike the FCC system of granting experimental licences for radiated power levels lower than 8 Watt. The Zambia Information and Communication Technology Authority (ZICTA) has been apprehensive to allocate GSM frequencies for VillageCell tests due to the commercial nature of GSM, even though VillageCell offers a good solution for universal service programs that ZICTA manages.

2.9 Technology constraints

There has been a considerable amount of work looking at technical obstacles to ICT inclusion in rural areas [26, 51, 160, 134, 36]. These highlight issues such as limited bandwidth, remote management challenges, low cache rates for proxy servers and dealing with large amounts of virus traffic. We now highlight some of the technical challenges we have uncovered that are not covered in previous work.
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Some of these challenges receive more detailed attention in later chapters of this dissertation.

2.9.1 Linux vs Windows

Windows users in Macha were experiencing poorer performance in the LinkNet network than their Linux or Mac OS counterparts. This was especially the case with traffic requiring more upload capacity, such as Skype. Thorough network analysis of satellite Internet traffic captured over 2 months in early 2011 revealed a large disparity in performance between Windows and Linux/Mac users. Aggregate traffic was broken into hourly bins and then normalized to throughput per IP address per hour. Windows users were separated from Linux/Mac users using the Time to Live (TTL) field in the TCP header; Windows uses a TTL of 64 and Linux/MAC uses a TTL of 128. Table 2.1 shows the results.

During this measurement period, there were almost double the number of Windows users compared to Linux/Mac users logged in on average. However, Windows outgoing normalized aggregate traffic was three times worse than Linux/Mac during the phase of slow satellite connectivity. Incoming Windows normalized traffic was only marginally worse than Linux. After upgrade of the Internet connection to 2 Mbps the Windows performance improved. However, outgoing traffic speed was still two thirds that of Linux. Upgrade of the Internet link also improved the
Satellite connectivity phase 2011/01/28 to 2011/04/09

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>In</th>
<th>Out</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linux/Mac avg MB/IP/hour in</td>
<td>5.53</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux/Mac avg MB/IP/hour out</td>
<td>9.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows avg MB/IP/hour in</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows avg MB/IP/hour out</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows avg IPs/hour</td>
<td>19.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E1 2Mbps line connectivity phase 2011/04/09 to 2011/05/19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>In</th>
<th>Out</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linux/Mac avg MB/IP/hour in</td>
<td>6.33</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux/Mac avg MB/IP/hour out</td>
<td>10.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows avg MB/IP/hour in</td>
<td>7.93</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows avg MB/IP/hour out</td>
<td>17.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 2.1: Windows vs Linux/Mac normalized incoming and outgoing throughput.

round trip time for a packet. A satellite link induces an extra 600 ms round trip delay for the ground-to-satellite portion of the path, this delay was reduced to approximately 100 ms after the 2 Mbps Internet connection upgrade.

Further, to confirm that this scenario could be replicated in a lab environment, a Linux and Windows 7 machine were connected to a Linux server over a 1 Mbps line and an artificial delay of between 10 ms and 1 s was introduced to see the effect of increasing the delay on these operating systems. Table 2.2 shows the results of this simulation.
### Table 2.2: Windows vs Linux simulation of increasing network delay on outbound flows. Throughput measurement was carried out using the iperf tool for 20 seconds.

The simulation confirms the significant negative effect of delay on Windows machines. It also confirms that Windows is unfairly disadvantaged when there is a mix of Windows and Linux flows present and delay is high. The key reason for this discrepancy lies in the different TCP protocols used by Linux and Windows. Linux uses TCP CUBIC which changes its congestion window on the basis of the last occurring congestion event. TCP Compound, Windows’ implementation, uses a delay-based window which is adjusted according to the Round Trip Time (RTT) of the last TCP packet.

There are a number of solutions to improve TCP performance over high-delay links [100, 133, 52] but none are available as a simple ready-to-use package or add-on application for a network gateway service such as clearOS used in Macha.
Installing these solutions takes considerable expertise in operating systems and advanced networks — skills that are not available in rural areas in Africa.

Although there was a sound technical reason for the difference in performance between Windows and Linux, it is challenging to share these findings with frustrated users. Users remained convinced that the performance issue was due to a poorly designed network or, worse, that Windows users were being deliberately disadvantaged.

2.9.2 Unfamiliarity with New Concepts

The African villages we visited feature Internet connections that are sometimes amongst people who have never had a fixed telephone network or even television access. This is not uncommon for infrastructure-deprived rural areas, where broadband Internet is often the principal means of mass communication. With the Internet, however, also arrive new foreign concepts that may not be intuitive to rural denizens.

In the Peebles Valley deployment, we observed unique behavioural patterns for first-time users of the wireless mesh-based Internet in rural areas. Wireless routers were powered down at night to save power even though they had little impact on total household energy usage. In wireless mesh architecture, user devices are
connected to the Internet via each other; thus, powering down one’s own device often causes the disconnection of other users in the network.

Figure 2.11: Bandwidth consumption in Peebles Valley for different users. Users are unfamiliar with the concept of bandwidth and often reach their allocated limit early in the month.

Similarly, we observed misinterpretation of the concept of network bandwidth. Figure 2.11 shows bandwidth usage in Peebles Valley over one month. The users have well-specified pre-allocated amounts of Internet traffic that they may download. We can see that some users, such as the Sakhile School, reached their limit quickly. There was little conceptual understanding of what type of Internet usage consumes large amounts of bandwidth. A graph similar to the one in the figure was available to the users, but it was of little use because the Internet users did
not have sufficient educational background to interpret graphs. This includes concepts such as rate of usage and remaining capacity. A more tangible mechanism is needed on personal computers, such as a visible counter with remaining capacity. This is a more familiar concept because users often check remaining air time on their mobile phones. We observed a more sophisticated regulation of the use of the limited Internet capacity as users’ online experience grew.

First-time Internet users are prone to online scams. Users in Peebles Valley were easily fooled into believing they had won huge sums of money and tricked into sharing their personal information online. Phishing scams through rogue websites were also noted. In general, it is hard for an inexperienced user to discern between a valid and a fake website or e-mail.

Computer viruses represent a significant hurdle to better-performing broadband in rural areas. We analyse the prevalence of computer viruses in Chapter 4. Infections can be prevented through up-to-date antivirus software and cautious online behavior. In rural area networks connectivity is slow, and, as our traffic analysis shows, antivirus updates often fail, leading to a higher level of infection susceptibility. Our interviews in Macha and Dwesa show that because of the slow connection, people share large files via USB keys. This method of sharing facilitates virus spread, which in turn creates more unwanted traffic in the network and consequently reduces the connectivity quality even more.
Machines running a Windows operating system are highly vulnerable to infections. Using Linux-based systems minimizes the risk of virus attacks. But many users, such as teachers at the school in Peebles Valley, were afraid to embrace an unknown operating system because they saw this as an extra hurdle to the already difficult task of becoming IT literate in Windows.

2.9.3 Network Growth versus Limited Capacity

To offset the high cost, users in rural regions often share a single satellite connection among tens or hundreds of people. Satellite connectivity is already associated with communication delay and throughput significantly lower than what can be provided with fibre optics. When a large number of users access the same satellite link, a very small amount of bandwidth is allocated to a single user. Moreover, a single satellite can be shared over multiple locations through WiFi mesh networks. The performance of these networks degrades with the number of network links that packets have to traverse on the way from the satellite gateway to the end user. This further limits link quality when sharing a single Internet connection in rural areas.

Additionally, users in remote regions are more likely to experience suboptimal online performance because of the way Internet applications are designed. The Internet is still largely centralized, and many popular applications such as
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Facebook are hosted in the developed world [171]. Rural areas of the developing world are located far from data centres and servers that host popular websites. Even if the same quality of connectivity is to be provided worldwide, these remote locations will experience lag due to their physical distance from the application servers. Our network trace analysis in Macha reveals that the round-trip time of a network packet sent from the village, via the satellite link, to an application server and then back the same way can often exceed tens of seconds. Further, current centralized access models are extremely inefficient for local communication, which is dominant in rural Africa. In the current model, each instant message and voice-over-Internet-protocol (VoIP) call has to traverse a slow satellite link twice: once on the way from the sender to the central application server in the developed world and once on the way back to the receiver located in the same village as the sender. In our interviews, common complaints were a failure of instant messaging and dropped calls in VoIP applications, even when the communication is local. We examine this issue in more detail in Chapter 5.

Finally, while in the developed world dynamic ICT markets push service providers to upgrade the infrastructure and constantly increase broadband speeds, this is not the case in economically unattractive rural developing regions. At the same time, the World Wide Web is changing. From 1995 [49] to 2013 [5], the size of the average Web page has grown 90 times; the Internet has evolved from
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a strictly textual form into a media-rich environment with complex online applications. Connectivity in rural areas has yet to catch up with this high growth, and, unless the rate of bandwidth expansion increases faster than the rate of Web growth, predictions are that access in developing regions will effectively become worse than it is today [34].

2.10 Discussion

The environmental, skills and cultural constraints in rural areas emerge from day-to-day realities that are complex and multi-faceted. They affect the inclusion of ICT access in rural areas of the developing world. A broad, multi- and trans-disciplinary approach to ICT inclusion is necessary for a rural community that is very diverse and layered, incorporating engagement of rural communities on their own terms.

Many social and cultural assumptions are embedded in technology solutions. Their cultural specificity and their connection to power relationships are significant. These qualitative issues influence practical implementation of ICT in rural Africa. Thus, implementation of ICT in rural Africa is not only a matter of technological determination. Including ICT in rural Africa involves a holistic array of issues, informed by local context and culture.
Engineering and science mostly omits, or even excludes, the potential and usefulness of oral data. Cultural specificity of text-based, English-language and mostly western perspectives are often ill-suited for interpreting realities in rural areas of Africa. For instance, the inhabitants in rural areas that do not interact with texts often have high regard for the necessity and value of personal contact.

The constraints exposed in this chapter result in hampered access to ICT resources needed for the community to thrive. A lack of long-term, longitudinal research on use of technologies in disenfranchised areas affects the scientific knowledge base. In contrast with health science, in engineering there is no long-term scientific presence in the most disenfranchised regions of the world; there are no rural laboratories, or places equipped with engineering tools and workspaces where people can meet, share skills and work on collaborative projects within rural communities, aiming to understand and alleviate constraints. A vibrant, local community of inventors, engineers, scientists and entrepreneurs would facilitate learning from and teaching each other the practical and conceptual skills necessary to overcome the constraints for ICT access in rural Africa.
2.11 Conclusion

High-bandwidth Internet access is not present in many rural areas of the developing world. Sporadic attempts to bring broadband connectivity to isolated areas have been made, but a comprehensive evaluation of the challenges of bringing connectivity and the quality and impact of such connectivity is often lacking. This evaluation is important as it points out key technical and social challenges, in rural sub-Saharan Africa in particular, that need to be carefully considered when designing and deploying rural area networks. Due to the complex interplay of numerous technical and social issues that affect how people access the Internet and what they do online, it is inappropriate to evaluate the level of connectivity by measuring how many people have access to the Internet. The level of utility of the Internet is connected to many other factors such as locality of access and degree of locally relevant content.

A thorough examination of Internet usage at three locations in rural Africa consisting of network traffic analysis and Internet user interviews revealed several major obstacles to efficient broadband usage. These obstacles include unfamiliarity with new concepts, shortage of trained personnel, high cost of Internet access, limited Internet capacity and slow decision-making processes when initiating ICT projects across multiple local authorities amongst many others. This analysis is
part of a large picture of ethical, conceptual and pragmatic issues. Constraints heavily influence practice and affect all efforts and activities aimed at bringing communication technology to rural Africa. Inclusion of ICT in rural Africa takes time and presence. Addressing local constraints within a local cultural setting is needed to assure ICT interventions are attainable, sustainable and empower the rural community.
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Rural Network Performance

3.1 Introduction

Rural wireless networks usually share a low-bandwidth, costly link to the Internet amongst a large user base. This means that any inefficiencies in the network can render a slow shared Internet link almost unusable. Analysing and understanding the traffic distribution, web usage patterns and source of bottlenecks can facilitate network designs that are optimized to give rural users a better Internet experience and bring down usage costs.

There has been a significant amount of work that has tracked Internet usage behaviour in urban areas over the past decade, but there is a large gap in analysis of Internet usage in the small set of rural wireless networks that are now in ex-
existence. For example, most recent Internet usage studies show that over half the Internet traffic is peer-to-peer (P2P) traffic. However, P2P traffic over a satellite link is costly and inefficient, and hence is likely to be less prevalent in a rural network.

In this work we analyse a set of Internet gateway trace logs, proxy access logs and mesh network logs from the LinkNet wireless network in Zambia over a period of 2 weeks in February 2010. The wireless network provides Internet access to approximately 300 residents of a rural village, as well as numerous international visitors. The results show that the network is heavily biased towards social networking-based web traffic and much of the potentially cacheable traffic, like Youtube videos, are not cached. A number of networking anomalies are also uncovered such as a large portion of packets with low TTL values that cause “TTL expired” responses and route flapping in the mesh network.

Based on observations from the traffic traces, we make suggestions to deal with the unique challenges of rural networks using slow shared Internet links. Some of the suggestions involve using data ferries, intelligent proxy caching, time-shifting large file downloads and packet filtering. We also suggest improvements for the mesh networks to prevent excessive route flapping.
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3.2 Related work

The most up-to-date multi-year study of the distribution of Internet traffic in the developed world was carried out by Ipoque in 2008/2009 [151]. It showed that P2P traffic had decreased significantly and Web traffic had increased due to the extensive use of content servers. In Germany, for example, P2P traffic decreased from 69% to 52% and Web traffic rose from 14% to 26%.

The work that is the closest to ours is one that examines Web traffic usage in Internet Cafes and community centres in Cambodia and Ghana [51]. This paper only studied HTTP traffic and there was no wireless network aggregating traffic to the Internet connection. The traffic classification revealed that portal sites like Yahoo and MSN, advertisement sites and multimedia content accounted for the bulk of the traffic.

Wireless network performance in rural networks has been analysed in [20] and [160] but the Peebles Valley mesh network in South Africa [89] had the most similar network configuration. Analysis showed that in an unloaded network, the mesh would become the bottleneck, rather than the satellite, after 7 hops.
3.3 Background and network architecture

The LinkNet network in Macha, Zambia is described in Section 2.2.1. During the analysis period for this Chapter — early February 2010 — an Internet gateway server was configured with ClarkConnect\(^1\), a pre-configured firewall and Internet gateway, to control access to the Internet. It had no user-management functionality, but some rudimentary user-management was done by checking host-names and their associated IP addresses in cases where bandwidth was used excessively.

3.4 Goals and measurement process

Our goals are three-fold: The first goal is to understand the usage patterns of users in a rural context to evaluate differences from an urban setting and gain insight into the needs of users in a rural setting. The next goal is to understand the performance of the network from the application level down to the physical level to find out what unique challenges are prevalent in rural networks. Our final goal is to make use of the learning from the first two goals and suggest ways in which the performance can be improved.

To meet these goals, two measurements points were required. The first measurement point was located at the gateway and captured all Internet traffic on the

\(^1\)http://www.clarkconnect.com/info/
interface to the satellite and to the wireless network. The packets were captured in pcap format and a capture length (snaplen) of 96 bytes was used to minimize the size of the log file. This snaplen size was chosen to capture enough information from all the headers in the network packet. In order to analyse the HTTP traffic, the squid proxy access logs were also archived for analysis. All IP addresses were anonymized in order to protect the privacy of the users.

The second measurement point was located at the mesh gateway nodes to monitor the quality of the links in the mesh network. The monitoring daemon sent the ETX\textsuperscript{2} values of every link in the mesh back to the gateway server every minute. The number of hops taken by mesh network packets was calculated by examining the TTL values of packets entering the gateway from the mesh.

14 days of traffic were captured from midnight, Sunday 31 January to midnight Sunday 14 February in 2010. Approximately 50 GB of packets were captured, consisting of about 6 million packet flows. Captured traffic was compressed and sent to the USA for analysis during off-peak hours. User-management software installed in April 2010 established that 10\% of the traffic was from International visitors. A similar traffic distribution between the local population and visitors was likely for February but this could not be used to establish the type of traffic visitors were generating in the original data set.

\textsuperscript{2}Expected Transmission Count (ETX) measures packet loss and is used as a routing metric.
3.5 Traffic usage analysis

![Figure 3.1: Usage analysis over 14 days: (a) Plot of the total web traffic for the satellite link over the second week; (b) Traffic classification by protocol; (c) Web traffic classification by domain visited; (d) Breakdown of traffic by MIME Type.](image)

In this section we present an analysis of the usage patterns from squid proxy logs over 14 days organised into 1 hour bins. The plot in Figure 3.1a shows the total number of requests per hour as well as the total megabytes sent and received per hour. It follows a typical diurnal pattern but the off-peak period is very short due to users staying up late or waking up early to make full use of the extra available bandwidth during these hours. The number of requests generally tracks...
the amount of data downloaded except, for example, early Friday and Saturday morning where a single user was very active.

The proxy had a cache hit rate of 43% with an actual bandwidth saving of 19.59%. This low fraction of bandwidth saved is fairly common due to the dynamic nature of the Internet today; we offer some recommendations in Section 3.7 to improve this. The cache size was set to 1 gigabyte and studies have shown there is very little gain from increasing the cache size beyond 1 gigabyte [51].

3.5.1 Content distribution

To help understand the spread of traffic types, we classify packets as either TCP or UDP and then further classify these by their known Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) port numbers. Combined outbound and inbound traffic from the gateway to the satellite link was analysed.

Figure 3.1b shows the results of our classification. TCP traffic accounts for 93.24% of the traffic, which is consistent with most modern Internet usage trends. Web traffic accounts for 68.45% when standard HTTP and secure HTTP are combined and is clearly the dominant protocol. This is in sharp contrast to developed countries in which 2008/2009 studies show that Web traffic accounts for between 16% and 34% of Internet traffic due to the high prevalence of P2P traffic [151]. The large portion of ssh traffic was due to our traffic downloads.
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There was also a significant amount of email traffic using pop3 store-and-forward delivery models. This traffic primarily occurred early in the morning before people arrived at work and made optimal use of off-peak hours. 26.47% of traffic could not be classified with simple port based techniques. This most likely consisted of Skype traffic, which is extensively used in Macha, as well as applications not using known assigned IANA ports. In future work we will use more advanced packet inspection tools to understand the breakdown of this unclassified traffic.

3.5.2 URL analysis

As most of the traffic is Web based, studying the sites that are visited as well as the traffic types will provide useful insights into user behaviour. Figure 3.1c classifies web traffic into the top 15 site domains. The most startling pattern that emerges is the dominance of Facebook. The Facebook host site and CDN make up 20.26% of the total requests. This is close to 3 times greater than the next most visited site, which is Google. A news article reported that Facebook overtook Google in the US in terms of number of hits in March 2010 [40]. From this data it appears that the crossover point in Macha occurred many months ago. Portals such as Google, Yahoo (*.yahoo.com, *.yimg.com) and MSN are clearly the next dominant site category (14.39% combined).
Local web sites in Zambia form the third most dominant category. This is encouraging in the sense that local relevant content and language is available to Zambians. Zambian news sites are also in the top 15 web sites visited, showing that digital news is a viable alternative when newspapers and radio are not available locally. Downloading software packages and updates from operating system sites such as Windows and Ubuntu are also in the top 15. Although they show a relatively low hit rate, the Ubuntu site, for example, has the highest share of traffic by bytes. Web site access follows a common pattern of a relatively small number of popular URLs and a long tail of other URLs. This long tail is the cause of a large pool of URLs in the “other” category.

2% of the total web requests are to known advertising domains and there are most likely many others that could be extracted from the “other” category by using pattern matching lists. The key issue, which is also raised in [51], is that the target population in developing regions is highly unlikely to be a customer of the advertised services. This essentially constitutes wasted bandwidth, which is particularly detrimental over a slow satellite link.

3.5.3 Traffic type and sizes

Because certain visited sites warrant large file downloads, we now move our focus to correlating types of web traffic with their size distributions. Figure 3.1d
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shows the MIME types of the traffic by bytes. There is a clear penchant towards binary downloads with large file sizes. The URL analysis in the previous section revealed that the sites that consume the most bandwidth are Windows update sites and package distribution sites for Linux. This corroborates with the evidence of binary files contributing to the largest fraction of bandwidth consumed. Large file sizes make up the tail end of the distribution, but they contribute to a large fraction of the traffic. For example, 99.9% of the traffic contains objects that are less than a megabyte, but the remaining 0.1% of the objects contribute to 50% of the total bytes downloaded.

Images and text form the bulk of the traffic types due to the dominance of web traffic in the network. The large amount of Javascript can be attributed to an increasing use of web applications when using web based email, for example. Multimedia also plays a significant role in the LinkNet network as can be seen from the Video and Shockwave traffic, which together make up 7.79% of the traffic. Inspection of the squid proxy logs showed that a significant amount of Youtube requests were made but all resulted in a cache miss. Youtube videos are served by a CDN and cannot be cached using a traditional proxy caching application like squid, which depends on a unique IP address and URI combination for its lookup.

We rank the 3162 Youtube hits over the two week measurement period according to total number of requests to the same video. The results of this analysis
are shown in Figure 3.2 for the 15 most popular videos. There were 451 unique videos, but the top 15 ranked videos contained 75% of the total requests. For the top ranked video, there were instances where the video was requested by six different users within a 10 minute interval. This would saturate the satellite link and the downloads would fail or be abandoned by the users. Anecdotal evidence from users in the Zambian network confirms this.

Youtube could have potentially consumed 60% of the satellite bandwidth if all 3162 Youtube videos were downloaded. However, Figure 3.1d shows that only 2.14% of the traffic by bytes is shockwave traffic. This is a result of about 87% of streaming media being abandoned by users in the first 10 seconds [60] as well as potentially slow or non-responsive Youtube downloads due to congestion. If a more advanced caching server was used and every requested Youtube video was cached in full, 86% of the bandwidth used for Youtube requests could have been saved. This is calculated by noting that there were 451 unique Youtube videos and 3162 Youtube video hits. Some of the repeated hits were due to users visiting
Figure 3.3: The breakdown of all inbound traffic on the satellite link in the final week of the 14 day measurement period using 10 minute bins: (a) Total number of unique IP addresses detected; (b) Total traffic vs maximum traffic for a single IP address; (c) Total bandwidth used in the MIAM mesh.

a web site containing an embedded Youtube video with the auto-play option set. Future work will quantify the extent of this problem as well as ways to limit its impact.

3.6 Network performance and troubleshooting

This section seeks to understand how the limited satellite connection bandwidth is distributed amongst the potential 300 users in Macha and how the mesh network performs under load. To do so we use traffic traces divided into 10 minute
bins from the gateway and make use of mesh network traces from the mesh gateway nodes.

Figure 3.3a shows the number of unique IP addresses that were present in each 10 minute interval. This gives some indication of the number of concurrent users that were active in the network and ranged between 40 on weekdays to 25 on weekends. The four dips on Wednesday and Thursday of between 10 minutes and 2 hours were due to power failures. Some of these dips do not drop to zero as a few wireless routers are on UPS backup and laptops can also absorb short power failures. The mesh networks were only reflected as a single IP address and they would likely yield up to 5 additional concurrent users in a 10 minute window.

Figure 3.3b shows the total throughput on the gateway interfaces to the wireless network and the maximum throughput to a single IP destination in the network. This shows very clearly that there were single users that consume a large fraction of the bandwidth (50% on average). A single user would most likely be downloading large files while the balance of users were involved in more interactive activities such as web browsing.

Only the MIAM mesh was analysed as the ARK mesh gateway node was typically powered off or not as active as the MIAM mesh. Figure 3.3c confirms that the MIAM mesh was not a large contributor to the overall bandwidth consumption. Further analysis shows that it consumed the maximum bandwidth in the
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LinkNet network only 4.74% of the time. The peak amount of traffic from the gateway to the MIAM mesh was 30 MB in 10 minutes, whereas single machines could achieve up to 80 MB. This is most likely due to a combination of a poor quality wireless link from the mesh network to the gateway and route flapping, which is discussed in Section 3.6.2.

There is a clear diurnal pattern in the traffic traces where almost no traffic was present between midnight and 6:00 AM. This pattern is broken on Friday night and early Saturday morning, where there was a continuous stream of activity from a low number of users. Analysis of this period of high activity showed that 52.86% of this traffic was from unclassified TCP ports compared to the 19.34% average on unclassified TCP ports over the 14 day measurement period. This may be torrent traffic for weekend entertainment. Note that there is no TV or radio reception in this area and no DVD rental store nearby.

The flow distribution over the 14 day measurement window exhibits a long tailed distribution with the most demanding flow using 22% of the bandwidth on average but as much as 90% of the bandwidth during quieter periods. The average flow size is 8.4 kB and the average flow length lasts 70 seconds. The top 0.1% of the largest flows contain 50% of the data; this correlates with earlier analysis of traffic types and sizes.
3.6.1 Performance analysis

To determine the source of networking problems, ICMP messages and HTTP messages were analysed. There were 828 “TTL expired in transit” messages per hour and 3900 “destination host unreachable” messages per hour. Further analysis showed that “TTL expired” messages were caused by the same number of packets per hour leaving the mesh network with TTL set to 3, 4 and 5. This made up 7% of the total traffic by packet count leaving the mesh networks. These were UDP DNS requests and were most likely caused by a malfunctioning DNS server or possibly a computer virus that wastes satellite bandwidth. Either the packets with TTLs below 32 should be discarded or the TTL should be reset before leaving the gateway.

Looking at the HTTP messages, there are 723 “503 Service not available” messages per hour making up 9.75% of all HTTP message responses to an HTTP GET. This is a very large fraction of HTTP requests not successfully completed. There are two reasons that this could occur. The first is that the DNS request could not be completed by the gateway server. The second is that there was no response to the HTTP GET from the upstream server. Both would be due to congestion in the network and confirm that interactive browsing is being hindered by a fully saturated satellite link often due to large downloads. Another possible cause of network congestion is a large amount of computer virus traffic. Many
computers in Macha do not have updated virus scanners and it is highly likely that they are infected.

3.6.2 Mesh analysis

![Scaled snapshot of the MIAM mesh during the 2 week measurement period with ETX values indicated per link. Note that the number hops is determined by the route with the lowest sum of ETX values.](image)

**Figure 3.4:** Scaled snapshot of the MIAM mesh during the 2 week measurement period with ETX values indicated per link. Note that the number hops is determined by the route with the lowest sum of ETX values.

The two mesh networks described in Section 3.3 make use of the Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol with the ETX link metric. An in depth study of the latency and throughput performance of the MIAM mesh network was carried out using active measurement techniques [16]. The 1 hop routers could achieve an average of 5 Mbps to the gateway router, but 2 and 3 hop
neighbours could not achieve over 500 kbps. As a result, when the satellite link is not saturated, the bottleneck could become the mesh for 2 and 3 hop neighbours, but this was never observed in the 14 day measurement period.

Figure 3.4 shows the connectivity between all nodes in the mesh network and a snapshot of the ETX values present in the mesh at an instant in time. The average node degree in the network is 3.33 and no node has less than two potential links. However, some of the links are very poor with ETX values above 5. As an example, if node 9 or 11 go down, node 4 and 8 would need to route through very poor links. To understand the stability of the mesh network, the ETX values were tracked over 2 weeks. A Friday and Saturday portion of this is shown in Figure 3.5 together with the load on the mesh network.

It is clear that as the load on the network increases, the ETX of the weaker links tends to increase rapidly. Another effect of the changing ETX values is route flapping; this is also shown in Figure 3.5. A small amount of route changing can usually benefit a network as the routing protocol tries to discover a more optimal route. However, route flapping that approaches two route changes per second, as seen here, is detrimental to network flows.
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Figure 3.5: Graph showing how load on the mesh network affects the ETX link metric as well as route flapping.

3.7 Recommendations

There are two key components of rural wireless networks that need optimization to connect to the Internet through low-bandwidth links. The first is the gateway server and the second is the wireless mesh network.

3.7.1 Gateway server

Due to the limited amount of expert networking skills in the area, a ClarkConnect pre-configured gateway server was used in Macha. However, this and other similar pre-configured gateways are not optimized for severely constrained Internet up-links and the following customizations would have a significant positive impact on the network:

- Changing the caching behaviour of squid to be able to identify when the same content is being served by a different URL when accessing content from
a CDN like Youtube. This can be done by rewriting the URL request to only preserve the static video ID. Other techniques, such as value-based web caching, deal with dynamic URLs by generating indices based on document content [51].

• Making use of cache optimizations such as HTTP chunking, time shifting and data compression discussed in [51], which would improve the throughput and response times for users. Time shifting would disallow large file downloads during peak hours and delay the download to off-peak hours.

• Filtering requests to advertising domains such as doubleclick.net.

• Filtering requests that are guaranteed to fail, such as packets with small TTL values.

• Installing a network monitoring tool, together with traffic measurement daemons at strategic congestion points, to help a network administrator understand network usage and performance as well as diagnose network problems. For per-user monitoring, the network subnets will need to be re-designed to avoid using NAT at the mesh gateways.

• Making use of a data-ferry synchronization station using a dedicated small-footprint PC such as “PC in a plug” and external hard drive. This will
be used to leverage frequent travellers visiting cities with low-cost high-capacity Internet links as data-ferries to fetch large popular repositories such as Ubuntu.

The Macha network is in the process of extending bandwidth and installing user authentication systems with preset and varied “service level agreements”. This should help alleviate some congestion, especially once monetary value is associated with the number of bytes downloaded and the unit value increases during busy times. User management is a sensitive issue and it is highly likely that the set of rules will evolve as the balance between what is best for the community and individual users is accommodated.

3.7.2 Mesh network

In a similar fashion to the gateway server, the OLSR mesh network utilized in Macha was chosen based on being widely adopted and well documented. However it has been shown to be a sub-optimal solution and the following possible improvements could be made:

- Replace the OLSR routing protocol with a protocol that has proven better performance; protocols such as ExOR [22] or B.A.T.M.A.N. [91] perform better in the presence of poor links.
• If there is still a desire to continue to use OLSR, then replace the ETX link metric with Expected Transmission Time (ETT) to improve the overall throughput.

• Install mesh network monitoring daemons that make use of differential monitoring [138] on the wireless routers and send this information back to the gateway server.

3.8 Conclusion

It is clear from these results that the behaviour of the Internet in a rural wireless network connecting through a satellite is very different from that of an urban network in a developed region. From the usage analysis, it is apparent that the traffic is mostly web based; however, most of the traffic is not cached even though some simple proxy changes could make this traffic cacheable. A significant portion of the traffic consists of large binary files to operating system repositories. Most of this traffic could be eliminated by using people who travel to cities as data-ferries. Bandwidth is also wasted on advertisement servers, which have a very small likelihood of being relevant, as well as outgoing packets with small TTLs, which are likely to fail. The mesh network routes flap severely under load.
Other routing strategies such as stigmergic or opportunistic routing will most likely be better suited to this environment.

More attention should be given to building pre-packaged networking solutions for rural wireless networks that are cognizant of the characteristics that have been highlighted in this paper. Some of the problems were addressed in the early years of the Internet when last-mile access was similar to what is currently experienced in rural networks, but many of the problems are new as the Internet has become more dynamic and media-rich. As the average web page size continues to grow, the digital divide will widen unless innovative networking techniques, which mitigate these increasing bandwidth demands, are employed.
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Rural Network Internet Usage

4.1 Introduction

Bringing reliable, usable Internet connectivity to remote regions is typically plagued with problems. As discussed in Chapter 2, satellite connections are slow, often with bandwidth of only a few hundreds of kbps or 1 Mbps [117]; power sources are unreliable and devices are frequently unavailable [160]; networks are managed remotely or by poorly trained local staff [26]; and public Internet cafés have limited availability and high per minute usage costs [172]. However, despite these problems, Internet access has already revolutionized the lives of rural residents. Access to food production and health care information, distance learning programs, and global and local business opportunities has led to vast improve-
ments in health care, quality of life, and economic earning potential. The better the quality of Internet access, in terms of availability, reliability and performance, the more residents stand to gain from their online activity.

Understanding the impact of technology in a developing rural region is a complex undertaking; it requires a multi-faceted approach that consists of both detailed traffic analysis similar to that carried out in Chapter 3 and social engagement. Local social customs discussed in 2.6 strongly influence Internet viewpoints and cannot be ignored when trying to interpret observed usage. Unfortunately, there are multiple challenges in technical and social analysis. Remote management and lack of local skilled technical staff render these networks extremely hard to monitor. Partnership with local technical organizations that help deploy and maintain infrastructure is essential. From the social science point of view, on-site data gathering is a very tedious process in remote areas. Villages are often dispersed over a large area with poor roads and lack of communication infrastructure. Language barriers pose additional challenges; often translators are required. Again, partnership with local organizations is critical for obtaining meaningful data.

In this Chapter, we focus entirely on Internet access issues in rural Africa rather than performance issues within a local wireless network and Internet gateway.
highlighted in Chapter 3. We examine Internet access availability and reliability, as well as Internet usage and obstacles to a fully engaged Internet experience.

To do so, we conduct a holistic study that encompasses two remote villages and both technical and social investigation of network usage. We carried out a more in-depth analysis of the same data set used in Chapter 3 to analyse Internet usage and performance. We complement our data collection with a series of interviews in Macha, Zambia in order to gain in-depth understanding of the usage patterns of local constituents. We performed the same survey in Dwesa, a remote village in South Africa, that obtained Internet access via a satellite link and a local WiMAX network in 2005. In total, we conducted 37 interviews.

The analysis of our two-week trace data reveals unique access periods for different categories of web sites, a small fraction of long-lived flows consuming the majority of the bandwidth, a constant stream of malware traffic and poor network performance with large round trip times. We observe a clear influence of the network performance on the user behaviour. In addition, Internet usage habits change once access is available at home, as opposed to being limited to public terminals with restricted usage hours, such as schools and Internet cafés. These findings suggest that rural area Internet penetration should not be evaluated through simple binary “have” and “have nots”. We show that only through a comprehensive socio-technical study of a network can we obtain a full picture.
of the Internet usage in rural areas of the developing world. Such an outcome is crucial for a finer synergy between those who design computer networks and those who use them.

This Chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 provides necessary background information. In Section 4.3 we analyze the traffic characteristics in the monitored network in Macha, while in Section 4.4 we discuss Internet usage trends with an emphasis on time variation. Section 4.5 examines the presence of virus and other malware traffic in the network. Deeper socio-economic analysis of the interview results is presented in Section 4.6. Based on our analysis, in Section 4.7 we recommend a set of improvements for the Macha network in particular, and possibly rural area wireless networks in general. We complete the paper with the overview of related work in Section 7.7 and our conclusions in Section 7.9.

4.2 Methodology

The local environment as well as the LinkNet network, providing Internet to approximately 300 users in Macha, Zambia, is described in Section 2.2.1. Background on the Dwesa community in South Africa providing Internet to schools and households using satellite and WiMax in given in Section 2.2.2. The process used to gather interview data in both Macha and Dwesa is given in Section 2.3.2.
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We extracted two types of statistics from the data: descriptive and mean/category-comparing. With the former we try to provide a clear picture of the Internet usage in Macha and Dwesa, while with the latter we provide possible explanations for certain observations. Due to the small number of samples we did not perform regression analysis but concentrated on the independent samples t-test for comparing means and $\chi^2$ test for comparing categories. We report test results for which the two-tailed significance was lower than .1. We feel that this slightly looser requirement can be justified for the sample size and the domain in which we are working.\textsuperscript{1}

4.3 Traffic Characterization

\textbf{Figure 4.1:} Usage analysis over 10 days.

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{1}We report statistics according to the American Psychological Association standards: $\chi^2$ statistics are reported with degrees of freedom and sample size in parentheses, the Pearson chi-square value, and the significance level; T-tests are reported like $\chi^2$, but only the degrees of freedom are in parentheses; mean values are labeled with $M$.}
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In this section we seek to understand the high level usage characteristics of the network, and the network’s ability to support the offered load. We are particularly interested in how the bandwidth constrained satellite connection affects network performance. We analyze throughput over time to understand the day/night cycle of usage and then proceed to study the distribution of flow sizes and lifetimes to determine the impact on the user experience. TCP round trip times (RTTs) are used to understand the delays users experience during interactive browsing and real-time activities such as instant messaging and VoIP. The performance of the cache also gives clues into network behaviour.

The proxy had a cache hit rate of 43% with an actual bandwidth saving of 19.59%. This low fraction of bandwidth saved is fairly common in a standard unmodified squid proxy server due to the dynamic nature of the Internet today [51]. The cache size was set to 1 gigabyte; studies have shown there is very little gain from cache sizes beyond 1 GB [51].

Figure 4.1 shows the traffic load, number of web requests and cache hit rate over the 10 day measurement period. What emerges is a clear, typical diurnal usage pattern, with the exception of Friday night and Saturday evening. The lack of usage during off-peak hours is due to the inaccessibility of public Internet terminals during this time. Not surprisingly, our interview data shows that those
who have access at home are more likely to use it after-hours ($\chi^2(1, N = 28) = 5.2, p = .041$).

Friday night and early Saturday morning traffic displayed a sudden increase in aggregate download rate caused by a small number of requests per hour (approximately 700 or 10% of the average request rate). Inspection of the trace files reveals that these large downloads were requested from two single machines. Examination of the proxy logs, during this same period, indicates this was mainly due software updates and some Facebook and sporting web site accesses. A more detailed discussion of web usage behaviour over time is given in Section 4.4. On Saturday evening a satellite failure resulted in anomalous proxy behavior; we discuss this event in Section 4.3.1 when we analyse HTTP response codes.

Three power failures occurred during our monitoring interval: two on Wednesday 10 February and one on Thursday 11 February. These power failures caused corresponding dips in network usage. Power failures in Macha generally last anywhere from an hour to a few days. Our interviews revealed that on the average six such failures happen in a month.

Given the cyclical usage pattern and the bandwidth constraints of the satellite link, it is clear that the available bandwidth could be better utilized. In particular, users and/or administrators should be trained to set up systems that time-shift large downloads to periods when the network is quiet, using cron jobs, for exam-
Figure 4.2: Flow distribution, organized from largest to smallest flow by bytes in one hour bins, over the 10 day measurement window. This would offload some of the peak-hour traffic, providing more capacity for real-time and interactive traffic. We discuss this further in Section 4.4.

4.3.1 Web object and flow analysis

Studies have shown that traffic in the Internet is typically characterized by many small short flows, such as web requests, and a few large flows, such as file downloads/sharing [27]. Understanding the distribution of flows becomes critical in a network connected over a slow satellite link, as the presence of large flows will likely make interactive activities, such as instant messaging and web browsing, very slow, and possibly even unusable. To determine the traffic composition in the Macha network, we look at flow distribution.
To understand the general behaviour of all the traffic in the network we plot the flow distribution of the top 10 flows, shown in Figure 4.2, ranked by size of flow. The figure shows the average size of the flow in one hour bins together with standard deviation over the 10 day measurement window. The largest flow, in terms of size, consumed about 22% of the bandwidth while the largest ten flows account for approximately 75% of the bandwidth demand. Thousands of smaller flows form the rest of the long tail distribution not shown in this figure. A flow is always established between two single hosts and thus a small subset of users are consuming the majority of the traffic in this network.

These smaller flows make up many of the interactive applications on the Internet such as web browsing and instant messaging. To understand the balance
of small and large flows both in time and in size, the flows were categorized into short flows lasting less than 2 seconds and long flows lasting more than 10 minutes. This is plotted in Figure 4.3.

Typically, about 60% of the flows are short-lived (less than 2 seconds in duration). However, there is also a consistent fraction of long-lived flows (over 10 minutes), about 0.47% of the total. The fraction of long-lived flows increases during the weekend when more large files are downloaded. Though a small fraction of the total number of flows, the long-lived flows often consume a large fraction of the bandwidth, as much as 90% of the traffic on one occasion. A system designed for rural areas needs to cope with this high volume of short flows. Policies could be developed that place a higher priority on short flows to ensure that interactive activities such as instant messaging do not suffer from long delays.

The impact of large flows, as well as latency from the satellite link, is reflected in the RTT of the TCP traffic. Figure 4.4 shows the RTT of TCP traffic measured in one minute intervals, averaged over all flows within each one minute window measured at the outgoing interface of the gateway. A typical GEO satellite will incur a round trip delay of approximately 560 milliseconds in an uncongested network. Figure 4.4 indicates that congestion causes delays far beyond those due to the GEO satellite. The 100 second RTT on Wednesday 02/10 was due to a satellite fault; however other large delays of up to 60 seconds represent real
delays experienced by users when the network was congested. Many daytime RTT averages are as high as 3 to 10 seconds, making web browsing and real-time applications difficult, if not impossible.

**Figure 4.4:** Average RTT measured in one minute bins.

Another effect of large flows and congestion is session time-outs when the proxy is trying to retrieve web content. We analyze HTTP proxy responses to better understand web performance and plot the results in Figure 4.5. We find that during the 10 day period, approximately 86% of the HTTP requests were

**Figure 4.5:** HTTP response codes for proxy server.
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serviced successfully (found by summing the “OK” and “Not modified” responses). Approximately 4% of the requests resulted in a “Gateway timeout” or “Service unavailable” response, while another 2% received only partial content. To better understand web performance, we analyzed the HTTP responses as a time series (not shown due to space limitations). We find that the “service unavailable” errors occur only when the network is under heavy load, whereas the “gateway timeout” response consistently occurs at any time of the day or night. For example, 90% of HTTP requests received “service unavailable” errors on Saturday night; at the same time the overall number of requests peaked (Figure 4.1). We suspect that it is an automated application, rather than user behaviour that resulted in this phenomenon.

We discuss some ideas from existing and future work to mitigate observed problems in the next steps and related work sections.

4.4 Internet Usage Characterization

In this section we more closely analyze the offered load of the Macha network to better understand network usage in terms of application breakdown and web traffic classification.
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In Chapter 3 we found that Web traffic accounts for 68.45% of total Internet traffic. Web traffic is far more pronounced than in the developed world, where recent studies show only 16% to 34% Web traffic [151]. In our analysis in Chapter 3, we did not specifically identify any peer-to-peer (P2P) traffic. Since P2P rarely uses known ports we left the possibility that it could be hidden in the 26.47% of traffic that we could not classify. However, our interviews reveal that P2P is indeed not popular in Macha. None of the interview participants reported using this application. Instead, 78% of interviewees transfer large files, such as movies and music downloads, from hand to hand via USB keys. This way of sharing alleviates the problem of the gateway bottleneck in a P2P system. Unfortunately, it has detrimental consequences on network security as it facilitates virus spreading.

The most popular online applications are web browsing and email. Our interviews reveal that 100% of those who use the Internet in Macha use both applications. The next most popular applications are VoIP and instant messaging via Skype and gTalk - 73% of the interviewees use these applications. This suggests that a large part of the unclassified traffic most probably belongs to these applications. A comparison of PC users in Macha and Dwesa yields interesting results. Macha users are more experienced and are more likely to use web browsing \((\chi^2(1, N = 37) = 8.07, p = .014)\) and email \((\chi^2(1, N = 37) = 5.99, p = .035)\).
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Examination of web proxy logs reveals that web site accesses can be roughly grouped in the following categories: “Facebook”; “Web portals” - including Yahoo, Google and Live.com; “News sites and Youtube” - including Post Zambia and Lusaka Times\(^2\) as well as youtube.com; and “Software updates” - including OS and anti-virus updates. Note that the proxy log entries obscure the difference between the user intended behavior (e.g. accessing a news site), and the automatic hits (e.g. scheduled software updates). We extend our analysis by considering Web access patterns over time. In figures 4.6a and 4.6b, we break down the total web requests and total web traffic load (in bytes) of each domain type over time, respectively. The values are shown averaged over hour intervals.

From Figure 4.6a we see that, at almost any time, “Facebook” and “Web portals” account for the largest number of HTTP requests. This is not surprising as 77% of interviewees in Macha reported using Facebook and 96% report “Googles” for work or school related material and practical problem solutions. However, the pattern by which the web accesses occur is quite different for the two categories. Web portal access frequency does not change much based on the time of day - the percentage of traffic to portals is roughly constant. Facebook, on the other hand, shows distinctive peaks late at the night. Since our interview data reveals that the late night users are most likely accessing the Internet from their homes, \(^2\)www.postzambia.com, www.lusakatimes.com
we deduce that restricting connectivity to public locations within a rural area, such as Internet cafés and schools, severely limits the usage of OSNs and leisure applications.

The traffic load distribution in Figure 4.6b shows that the majority of bytes transferred often belongs to a small number of flows, which is a similar finding to prior studies [27]. These are typically due to software updates, which can frequently consume the majority of the available bandwidth. Burstiness of these

**Figure 4.6**: HTTP traffic requests
heavy-weight requests leads us to believe that they represent automatic, scheduled OS and anti-virus software updates.

4.4.1 Media access

Access to news sources is often limited in rural areas. There are only three TV stations in Dwesa and one in Macha. Newspapers from larger cities arrive highly irregularly. Interviewees praised the Internet for its provision of multiple news sources. All of the interviewees in Macha and 79% in Dwesa consider the Internet to be the preferred source of information over television and newspapers. Prior work has shown that Internet usage impacts legacy communication sources in the developed world [97]. We see the same trend in the two African villages. People who extensively use the Internet (five or more hours per day) devote drastically less time to television ($M_1 = 11$ hours, 45 minutes per week; $M_2 = 3$ hours 15 minutes per week; $t(28) = -3.08, p = .005$) and printed media ($M_1 = 2$ hours 30 minutes per week; $M_2 = 0$ hours 0 minutes per week; $t(27) = -5.52, p = .000$).
That the Internet is heavily used as a news source can be observed in Figure 4.6a. We see that news site access quickly peaks in the mornings when people arrive to work. The usage then diminishes until late in the evening, when almost no accesses are observed. We extend our analysis over a three week proxy log that overlaps with our ten day measurement period and plot the news site hit distribution over that period in Figure 4.7. We see that the news sites are up to four times more popular during week days than weekends. Interestingly, we observe that the number of news site visits decreases as the week progresses, a phenomenon that is not uncommon for the developed world either\(^3\).

To isolate individual user behavior we calculate inter-visit times for individual IPs and plot the CDF of news websites and Youtube visits for all the unique IPs in Figure 4.8. We observe that most visits to the news sites are made with an interarrival time of less than a day and that the distribution is rather uniform,

indicating periodic checking for new information every few hours or each working day. Youtube visits, on the other hand are bursty - almost 79% of the visits by the same user happen within the same hour. We intuit that this can be explained by the Youtube website organization where a visitor is often presented with multiple related videos. In addition, a number of interview participants complained about the unpredictability of Youtube performance. We suspect that in this case the network limitations dictate the user behavior: once the Internet connectivity provides a usable Youtube quality of service, users seize the opportunity to watch multiple videos they were unable to download earlier.

4.5 Malware traffic

Keeping a computer free from malware in a developing country is a challenge due to the need for up-to-date virus signatures and the increasing rate of new forms of attacks. These signatures can be made available as often as twice per day due to the speed at which new attacks appear. The challenge in a rural area is particularly great because virus signature downloads consume a large amount of the scarce satellite bandwidth, particularly when each computer must individually download its own patches. There is also a lack of specialist knowledge to analyse intrusion detection system logs, enforce timely software patching, and assist with
removing malware when machines become infected. In addition, users have a perception that network administrators are solely responsible for protection of the network.

Approximately 60% of machines in the Macha network run Microsoft Windows; the remainder of the machines run Linux or MacOS. Windows machines are particularly vulnerable to Malware attacks, especially when the latest security patches have not been installed.

4.5.1 Detection method

We utilized the snort intrusion detection tool for detecting malware. Snort makes use of a set of rules to detect the presence of malware on the network. It is capable of detecting a virus payload on a network as well as the presence of suspicious traffic once the payload has infected a machine and malware traffic is being generated. Our analysis was carried out in non-real-time on truncated packets; it was therefore not possible to detect virus payloads, which require deep packet inspection. We looked for the presence of all known malware type attacks. These are:

- ICMP scans: malware searches for a host to attack
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Figure 4.9: Types of attacks on the Macha network.

- UDP and TCP port scans: malware has found a host and is looking for open
  ports on this host to attack

- Bot traffic to IRC server: malware contacts a public IRC server to send
  messages and receive commands

- Web attacks: malware tries known web site attacks such as buffer overflows

4.5.2 Analysis

Figure 4.9 shows the type of attacks present in the network, broken down by
total bytes consumed per attack. This is typical behaviour of a bot, in which an
IRC server is contacted as a command and control center and the bot scans for
potential machines to attack. Out of the 201 unique IP addresses seen over the 10
day measurement window, 9 machines were infected by bots trying to contact an
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IRC server. 118 machines were carrying out some form of port scanning, however this may have some false positives due to other software that carries out port scanning such as nmap. Figure 4.10 shows the regularity of bot and port scan attack traffic over time. There is a clear pattern of the virus contacting the bot IRC command and control center at certain times of the day. The port scanning traffic is fairly consistent over the full measurement window except for some brief periods late at night and early in the morning where activity decreases due to some machines being powered down.

The total impact on the satellite network cannot be accurately quantified as many of these malware bots transmit large amounts of traffic, such as mail spam, on well-known Internet ports. However, with such a high percentage of infected machines generating unwanted malware traffic in a network, we surmise that the traffic volume due to malware will be significant, negatively impacting an already strained satellite link.

4.6 Social Considerations

Internet connectivity has great potential for transforming a society. On one hand it can create multiple opportunities, while on another it can polarize the society and create a digital divide between those who do and those who do not
have access. In this section we examine the societal impact of Internet provisioning in Macha and Dwesa. Our analysis is based on the interviews we performed in both villages. Unless otherwise specified, the aggregate results are presented.

4.6.1 Economic impact

Benefits of Internet access have been quickly realized by the rural Africans. In Macha, for example, local farmers have used the Internet to gain expertise on crop rotations, a move which completely revitalized the local agriculture [117]. Similarly, one of the interviewees in Dwesa trades local arts and crafts online. Unfortunately, a lot of the opportunities are missed because of the lack of large scale plans and business infrastructure. In many rural areas, such as Macha and Dwesa, banks are not present. In fact, obtaining a credit card is often impossible.
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While micro-financing solutions help with the local economy, they cannot be used to compete in the global economy. Online trading has been attempted by 28% of the interviewees, often with unsatisfactory results. The lack of nation-wide Internet adoption plans severely hampers many of its useful aspects. For example, e-government services are not available in Zambia.

The Internet can create new local jobs, but it can also promote migrations as the local population can apply for distant jobs online. We observe a striking difference between Macha and Dwesa in that sense. In Dwesa, people are much more likely to use the Internet for job searches ($\chi^2(1, N = 30) = 11.32; p = .001$).

South Africa has the second highest GINI coefficient in the world\footnote{GINI coefficient is a measure of income inequality.} and migrations to affluent areas are very common. Thus, our results show a particular case of the technology adaptation to the local context, not a case of technological determinism.

4.6.2 Social capital

Online social networks (OSNs) are highly popular in rural Africa, with 69% of interviewees being active OSN users. While more preferred among the younger population\footnote{The average age of an OSN user is 26, while the non-user average age is 36 years ($t(30) = -2.63, p = .024$).}, they are much more than a leisure activity. In Macha 29% of the
interviewees use Facebook for some sort of business correspondence. For example, a local pastor uses Facebook to send spiritual messages to his church followers. OSNs can serve as a great cultural bridge - 82% of the interviewees have remote online friends whom they had not yet met in the real world.

Social ties are established over OSNs with both local and remote friends and relatives (77% have OSN friends within their village and 91% have remote OSN friends). To a lesser extent email is also used for local communication (47% use it for local and 91% for remote correspondence). Of all the means of online communication instant messaging has the highest level of usage locality (80% use it for local and 75% for remote correspondence). The results are not surprising as asynchronous communication provided by email and Facebook messages is more suitable for cases where personal contact does not happen often. However, the insights should be carefully considered from the network systems point of view as the locality of interaction can be used to save the satellite bandwidth [171].

4.6.3 Gender roles

When the Internet revolution started in the developed world, a digital divide appeared as the first appropriators of the new technology were mostly young white males [68]. Since the relative uniformity of the demographic in Macha and
Dwesa and our sample size do not allow race and age bisection, we concentrate on differences in Internet usage among men and women.

While both men and women use computers, women we interviewed are less likely to own a computer ($\chi^2(1, 37) = 8.29, p = .007$). Women spend significantly less time using the computer: on the average men spend 22 hours per week using a computer, while women spend 8 hours ($t(34) = 3.21, p = .003$). When online, both genders are equally likely to use email, OSNs and Youtube.

In Macha, men are more likely to perform computer maintenance themselves than women ($\chi^2(1, 22) = 6.14, p = .023$). They are also more likely to do virus scans ($\chi^2(1, 22) = 4.62, p = .054$). In Dwesa we did not observe such a discrepancy. The reason is, we believe, that one of the project leaders in Dwesa is a woman and a number of local champions are women. As a consequence, the outreach is stronger and women are not likely to see such tasks as “men only”.

### 4.7 Next Steps

It is clear from both our traffic analysis and our interview data that the network in its current configuration undergoes periods of unusability; extremely slow response times, web page request timeouts, and instant message losses are some of the key problems observed. At the core of these problems is over-saturation of the
slow satellite link due to the large number of users. In Macha, there are IT support staff who have achieved an impressive skill set in network engineering, considering that many of the administrators who have participated in the network deployment and maintenance do not have a college education. However, the problems experienced in this network require advanced skills in networking engineering. Due to this limited skill set, a pre-configured gateway, ClarkConnect, was used. Such a preconfigured gateway is not optimized for rural bandwidth constrained links; there are some fairly simple improvements that can be made using known solutions. There is also scope for appropriate technology research to mitigate these problems. For example on the client side, a different abstraction of web search with underlying intelligent proxies could be provided. Some good examples are the TEK search engine [108] that delivers a low-bandwidth copy of a web page to a user using email and Ruralcafe [38] that provides an expanded search query interface, allowing users to enter additional search terms and maximize the utility of their search results.

We focus on interventions in the network and from our analysis, we identify the need for four key areas:

- The caching behaviour of squid must be changed to identify when the same content is being served by different URLs, as in the case of CDNs.
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• Content servers, to mirror services such as Wikipedia, operating system updates and virus updates, need to be installed in Macha with traffic redirected to these servers.

• Traffic destined for local recipients, such as shared pictures and local voice calls, needs to avoid traversal of the satellite link.

• Internet access should be extended to more homes so that off-peak hours of the satellite link can be more optimally used.

There are additional actions that, if enforced, would notably improve the performance of the network. For instance, when a machine with malware is detected, it should be disconnected from the network and only be reconnected once it has been disinfected.

The first two interventions have some known solutions\(^6\), however these need to be constantly adapted as the web evolves. The third intervention is an area that will require new solutions; determining which traffic is of local interest is not a trivial problem. This is especially true of web-based social interaction \([171]\). The fourth intervention requires solutions to more widely cover rural houses. This is a challenge because homes are often many kilometres away from the community center where Internet is available. There are some new options, using white spaces

---

\(^6\)http://drupal.airjaldi.com/node/264
spectrum, which can achieve longer distances and non-line-of-sight links that go beyond the current gambit of WiFi solutions for rural areas.

4.8 Related Work

The performance of rural area wireless networks has been investigated since their inception in the early 2000s. Work by Chebrolu et al. [33] and by Sheth et al. [156] deals with wireless propagation problems over long distance links. A comprehensive study of rural area network problems is presented in [160]. In this paper, technical issues were juxtaposed with social obstacles of deploying networks in the developing world. Our work is similar in a sense that it also considers both perspectives. However, Surana et al. concentrate on system troubleshooting with an accent on the energy problems. In addition they provide only anecdotal evidence of the social problems. Our study is geared towards understanding of user behaviour and provides a quantifiable description of social occurrences. Specifics of network usage in the developing world is also the subject of [152] and [104]. The former investigates a specific application (VoIP) and its economic feasibility in rural areas, while the latter includes interviews of telecentre users in rural India. In this paper, we do not focus on a single application and supplement our on-site interview data with a comprehensive network trace.
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From a large body of work that analyses the behaviour of the Internet traffic, [51] is the closest to ours; it examines web traffic usage in Internet Cafés and community centres in Cambodia and Ghana. While it serves as a good starting point, this paper only studied HTTP traffic, and there was not a wireless network aggregating traffic to the Internet connection. In our analysis, we analysed full TCP dumps and provide insights on a number of problems, including virus and bot presence. Moreover, the profile of Web traffic changed drastically. The popularity of Web 2.0 sites, such as Facebook and Youtube, that we observe in rural Africa could not be envisioned even in the developed world up to a few years ago.

Estimates, in 2007, of the 600 million machines connected to the Internet infected with botnets range from 150 million which are vulnerable to infection to a conservative estimate of 12 million currently infected by bots [57]. A study at Aachen University in Germany in 2007 showed that in 8 weeks, 13.4 million successful exploits were discovered due to 2034 unique malware binaries circulating amongst 16,000 unique IP addresses [57]. Botnets, which are the key platform for most Internet attacks, are surveyed in [59]. This work highlights that botnet command and control has moved beyond the common methods such as contacting an IRC server. Methods used today make use of HTTP and P2P traffic and are thus harder to detect with common intrusion detection systems, such as snort. This emphasizes the fact that the malware we detected may only be the tip of the
iceberg. While we are not aware of any previous work studying the problem of viruses in rural network deployments, the importance of user education in rural networks is highlighted in [84].

4.9 Conclusion

The results from our analysis, as well as from previous studies [26], highlight the fact that rural networks need to be treated as a special class of network due to their unique set of challenges. We find that while traffic is primarily web based, a large portion of cache-able traffic from CDNs is not cached. Further, there are many long-lived, non-real-time flows during peak usage times of the network that negatively affect the interactivity of web browsing and often cause instant messaging to fail. These large flows are typically due to automated file downloads, for example when an operating system requests an update. Very high TCP round trip times during the day, sometimes over 10 seconds, with high probability lead to a change in user behaviour; a highly interactive multi-search web experience is likely to become far more singular and deliberate in purpose, almost approaching the environment of a DTN network.
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Rural Network Locality of Interest

5.1 Introduction

The Internet has evolved both in terms of size and application since its birth in the early 1990s. There is an increasing amount of off-PC storage and processing using cloud computing for services such as navigation, photo sharing and file hosting. Many applications that in the past were run on a user’s operating system, such as email, word processors and instant message clients, are now run on web browsers. These features have brought users in developed countries closer to the vision of “anywhere any-time” computing, where devices connected to high speed
Internet connections delegate computing power and storage capacity to cloud computing services. However, what is not clear are the implications for users in developing regions where Internet access speeds of between 128 MHz and 256 MHz are common, as was typical of dial-up users of the 1990s.

One of the key consequences of web-based computing is an increase in traffic load. In the rural villages we have studied in Zambia [90], there can be as many as 60 concurrent users sharing a single relatively slow satellite link. As a result, web-applications become increasingly slow, to the point where they are unusable.

We have seen in Chapter 3 that social networking is the most popular web application in the village of Macha, Zambia and users share messages, pictures, music and software with each other, where the sender and recipient are often in the same village. When a user shares an object with another user in the same village using an off-PC storage server such as Facebook or Dropbox, the same file traverses the slow satellite gateway twice: once as it is uploaded to the server, and again as it is downloaded to the recipient. This leads to congestion of an already constrained satellite link.

The most widely used solution to deal with inefficiencies in this centralized model is to use peer-to-peer (P2P) networking. Bittorrent is an example of a popular P2P networking protocol and accounts for between 27% to 55% of Internet traffic, depending on geographic location [151]. Bittorrent works on the principle
of “tit for tat” in which users may not download content faster than they can upload content. Peers are always located outside the local network, rendering Bittorrent unusable or extremely slow due to the limited capability of the satellite link. Although we found only traces of P2P traffic (1% of total aggregate traffic passing through gateway) it did account for a surprising portion of traffic with large outbound flows (35% of all outbound flows greater than 100KB). Many users in Macha use Skype, which also uses P2P networking. A large portion of these large P2P outgoing flows may be Skype traffic, which is difficult to distinguish from Bittorrent traffic. We found no evidence of P2P traffic being directly routed between two local users as most local users have no direct network routes to each other and super-peers — well provisioned nodes for routing P2P traffic — are always located non-locally. Clearly traditional P2P networking has not been the panacea to save Internet gateway bandwidth in rural networks.

In order to find a more well suited solution to the inefficiencies of centralized web access, we analyse the locality of interest in the Macha network and its potential to save gateway bandwidth. We carry out two tasks in this study. The first task is to measure the strength of social connections in the village of Macha by extracting a social graph from Facebook instant message chat. This helps us to understand the potential of users to share information and files. The second task is to measure the fraction of local traffic sent directly between users without
the use of the Internet, or the fraction of traffic being used to upload content to Internet file-sharing services in order to determine how effectively or ineffectively users are utilizing the local network.

We extended our collected traffic traces used in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 to a period of two months in Macha, Zambia. This traffic includes all local traffic within the network and all traffic to and from the Internet. Facebook instant messaging was common in our trace; however there was no direct local file sharing and a very small fraction of traffic using file synchronizations (0.94%) or file sharing services (0.65%). We believe this is due to the poor nature of the network and the relatively high cost of bandwidth ($30/GB) rather than a desire not to share these objects; on-line interviews substantiate this hypothesis.

Our interaction graphs of Facebook instant message chats reveal that 54% of chats are between local users in the village, even though only 35% of the observed users were local to the village. We also find that people who travel to areas outside the village are strong sources and sinks for local information exchange. We extract other statistics, such as social degree and clustering coefficients, for the social graph. Packet flows are analysed to understand the percentage of traffic sent directly between users in the village and via central web servers. Finally, we correlate some of our findings with on-line interviews that were collected from 77 users in the village from a wide range of age groups.
Other than interesting anthropological inferences from this analysis, there are many technical implications. The high degree of local conversation provides strong motivation for an automated localization engine that is able to intercept content for local users and re-route it directly to a local user rather than traversing the satellite link. Relocating services that enable user-to-user interaction from the Internet to servers in the local village is also promising for improving local performance.

5.2 Related Work

Improving Internet usability in rural regions has been studied by Chen et al [35, 36]. In [35], an asynchronous queuing model was used where users can queue web requests as well as a cache search feature with predictive text. Users responded positively even though a custom web frame was used to search a local cache or queue content. In [36], a browser plugin was used to pre-fetch pages and serve stale cached pages. This achieved an average acceleration of 2.8x for users browsing non-video web pages. These results bode well for interventions that may need the web access paradigm to be modified somewhat. Our study looks at traffic locality in a rural network and its implications on improving network
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performance and, as such, represents another tool in the toolbox of techniques to improve network performance in rural regions.

A recent media and society study of the localization in the Internet highlights the fact that as the Internet continues to grow, it is becoming “more local” [136]. This phenomena is beginning to blur the boundaries between online and offline social domains, and it is this trend that demands a localization approach to network design, especially in isolated rural communities.

There are many studies on social network interactions, both at a structural level using friend lists and at an interaction level using wall posts [105, 121]. Wilson et al argue that social links created by friend lists are not valid indicators of user interactions [170]. This is shown by the fact that the number of “friend adds” account for 45% of the activity per day whereas comments only account for 10% of the activity. Interestingly the common notion of small-world clustering, which is present in a social graph derived from “friend adds”, is absent from the interaction graph. Our work captures the physical locality of the users, which adds a new dimension to interaction graph analysis.

Locality of interest has been primarily studied in the domain of peer-to-peer networks. For example, a semantic clustering technique is employed by Handurukande et al in [66]. The semantic relationship is either implicit, using information such as peer-history, or explicit, using meta-information about the file,
such as whether it is music or video. In a rural village, a P2P mechanism that first looks for a peer in a local subnet may be a possible solution to making file sharing more efficient.

5.3 Data collection and processing

5.3.1 Data collection

A simplified model of the network in the Macha community in Zambia is depicted in Figure 5.1. Computers are connected through a bridged wireless network to the gateway, which is connected to the Internet through a slow satellite link. All traffic in the network passes through the bridge that is monitored passively by a data collector. This allows us to capture all local traffic as well as traffic to the Internet.

Local or non-local direct links between machines using services such as secure copy are very rare in networks without advanced computer users and we found no evidence of this traffic. P2P traffic also creates direct links between machines and is common amongst many users in the developed world (between 42.51% and 69.95% in 2008/2009 [151]), but because of the high cost of data and low bandwidth capacity, it makes up a small portion of traffic in Macha (1% of total aggregate traffic). The majority of traffic is either to and from an Internet web
server or between two local clients through an Internet web service. When using a web service like Facebook, a content delivery network (CDN) is typically employed to receive and deliver content. As shown in Figure 5.1, it is fairly common for a user in the village (Client 1) to send a packet to a service like Facebook through a CDN (CDN 1) and for a different CDN (CDN 2) to deliver a packet to another user in the village (Client 2).

Over the course of two months (February and March 2011), we captured traces of all traffic passing through the bridge, which connects all machines in the network, using tcpdump. The total traffic collected is 250 GB and is stored as multiple pcap formatted files.

### 5.3.2 Data characteristics

As described earlier, one of our main goals is to determine the quantity of traffic, from the Macha trace, between two local machines in the village. This is trivial to determine for traffic sent directly between two machines by checking whether the source and destination IP address are both in the local village subnet. However, determining this for traffic that passes through an Internet server is far more difficult. Hence, we need to compare uplink and downlink flows to look for similar patterns leaving and entering the network. These patterns are characterized by features such as IP addresses, port numbers, flow sizes, content...
Figure 5.1: A simplified model of the network architecture in the Macha network. All traffic in the village passes through a bridge. Four types of possible traffic are highlighted. All traffic types are captured by our monitor server.

headers and, when these are not sufficient, features unique to specific objects, such as colour distribution in images. This traffic may be real-time, as in the case of VOIP calls or instant messaging, or it may be non-real time when using a file sharing service, for example.

Real-time traffic between two local machines routed through an Internet server is relatively simple to detect using IP address pairs for flow classification. Returning to Figure 5.1, if Client 1 routes a real-time connection to Client 2 through CDN 1, there will be a steady stream of packets from Client 1 to CDN 1 through
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the gateway. This same stream of packets will appear from CDN 1 to Client 2 within a time-window typical of the round trip time of the satellite link. If two different CDN servers are used, as is also shown in Figure 5.1, the CDN domain, rather than IP addresses can be used as a flow feature. For example, two Facebook CDN’s for IM traffic could be “im-a.ak.fbcdn.net” and “im-b.ak.fbcdn.net”; we would use the domain “fbcdn.net” rather than the IP address to define the Internet server being used in the flow.

The task becomes more challenging with non real-time traffic where features such as IP addresses and flow lengths may not be enough to correlate an upload with a download. For example, when using services that host pictures or videos such as Picasa and Youtube, the hosting server will compress or manipulate the object in some way, such that the uploaded object does not match the downloaded object. Fingerprinting can help solve this problem. For example, an image can be fingerprinted using a histogram of colours and will be immune to compression.

A further complication is introduced when encryption is employed — common on many web mail and file sharing sites — rendering even fingerprinting techniques useless. In this study we were only able to analyse flows between local machines, real-time Instant Message Facebook flows and Facebook image sharing using unique ID information inside Facebook filenames. Extracting locality in flows that have been manipulated or which employ encryption is left as an exer-
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5.3.3 Identifying local Facebook traffic

In Chapter 3, we analysed Internet usage statistics in 2010 and found that Facebook traffic accounted for the majority of traffic in the network. We carried out the same analysis using our new 2 month 2011 network trace and found that this trend continued; however, some new interesting usage trends appeared. We
compare the traffic analysis from 2010 and 2011 traces in Figure 5.2. Although Facebook declined slightly from 20.26% to 15.76%, Twitter, another social networking site, gained a strong following. While constituting only .24% of the network traffic in 2010, it has become the second most popular web service in 2011. Considering that both Facebook and Twitter are social networking services, social networking now accounts for almost three times the number of page visits compared with Google. The continued dominance of Facebook gives credence to our notion that Facebook traffic is a good representation of social connections in Macha, Zambia.

Facebook instant message traffic was extracted by searching for a header, unique to Facebook, in the HTML body of the packets in our network trace. Although Facebook uses a different schema for sending and receiving a packet during an IM conversation, we were able to simplify the analysis by only analysing the incoming packets due to the inherent behaviour shown in Figure 5.3. For every message transmitted, the same message is sent back to both the sending user and receiving user as it is displayed on the IM web client. To determine whether a conversation is local, we check whether we receive two packets with the same user pair on two different local machines (machines with different IP addresses).

In order to evaluate locality of interest for more bandwidth-intensive shared content, we also investigate the locality of Facebook photo sharing. Facebook
Figure 5.3: Outgoing and incoming packets when sending an IM message in Facebook. (a) A message is typed on user A’s Facebook IM console. (b) The message is displayed on user A’s Facebook IM dialogue area. (c) The message is displayed on user B’s Facebook IM dialogue area. (d) A flow diagram of packets sent between client A and B and the Facebook CDN for each of the 3 events in (a), (b) and (c).

photos are downloaded via an HTTP GET request to Facebook CDN servers. Facebook encodes a user’s unique Facebook ID into the filename of any user-generated image. The ID used in the filename will always be the Facebook ID of the user who uploaded the image. We exploit this feature to establish the quantity of Facebook image content that was locally generated and viewed, filtering out profile thumbnails as they have no bearing on locality of interest. This is done using a list of local user IDs extracted extracted through our Facebook instant
message analysis and comparing these to the originator IDs of each Facebook user generated image.

5.4 Social Graph Analysis

In this section, we present an analysis of a social graph built from instant messages sent in Facebook. We call this social graph an “interaction graph” as it captures the actual interactivity between users rather than passive links. Instant messages represent the strongest possible relationship linkage between users in Facebook as they indicate a one-to-one mapping between users, and they capture true user interaction rather than passive relationships represented by “friend adds” and wall posts. Previous studies support the notion of different levels of relationships in Facebook [170]. They showed that wall posts and photo comments represent a much stronger indication of relationship bonds between Facebook users than “friend adds”.

5.4.1 Social graph

In order to understand the relationships between users within and outside the village, we create a social graph that captures users as nodes and conversations as edges. The weight of the edge depicts the number of conversations in the
two month measurement period between two specific users. Figure 5.4 shows the central section of the Facebook interaction graph for the village. The graph has been arranged so that users who are well connected with each other are closer to the centre. The color, as shown by the key, depicts whether the user was always in the village, always outside the village, or a traveller. Users were detected as travellers when they originated a message both from within and from outside the village during the trace. This was possible to detect as users were tracked using Facebook IDs rather than associated IP addresses, which are not persistent. Figure 5.5 shows the edge of the interaction graph with isolated communities of users, often having one to six local village users, connecting up to 20 outside users. A complete version of this social graph is shown in Appendix A.

There are a few key conclusions we can draw from these interaction graphs:

- There are key users in the village that act as strong links to the outside world. Often these key people are travellers. These users are easily identified by the fan shape motifs in the graph.

- There are a number of isolated communities where the majority of nodes are external, often linking to only one or two local users. From personal observations made in the village, these are likely researchers who visit the
Figure 5.4: Interaction graph for Facebook IM traffic showing users as nodes who either remain in the village, travel but return to the village or who are always outside the village. The edges denote conversations. Thicker edges indicate that more instant messages were sent between users.

village to carry out their research and collaborate with overseas colleagues and have very little online interaction with local people.

• The strongest bonds (highest number of conversations) are between local users, especially those that travel and key contact people. These users most
Figure 5.5: A section on the periphery of the interaction graph showing isolated communities of users. Likely form information brokers enabling the flow of information between users outside and inside the village.

- There are surprisingly few cases of one external user connecting to many users in the village. One interpretation is that users who arrive in the village come from a diverse set of communities, where people in each community only know one person in the village. Another is that outside users who meet travellers from Macha tend to use only one person as their key contact or gatekeeper in the village.
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It is clear from this interaction graph that users in the village form a very close knit community with stronger links between other local users than to users outside the village. However, the graph also reveals that Macha is not a homogeneous community. There is a small set of isolated individuals and communities; on-the-ground observations reveal that these are often non-locals living in the village. The presence of non-locals in the community is common due to international visitors and relocations and rotation of Zambian health and education personnel nationwide.

In order to understand the characteristics of this interaction graph, such as the fraction of local messaging and clustering, we now perform more detailed statistical analysis.

5.4.2 Statistical analysis

Over the two month measurement period 573 unique Facebook users were identified, of which 140 were local users who never left the village and 43 were users who travelled. There were 14,217 unique instant messages sent between 726 unique user pairs. Our analysis reveals that 54% of the instant messages were between local users in the village even though only 35% of the users were in the village, with 7.5% of these local users occasionally travelling. This shows that instant messaging is used extensively for intra-village communication.
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To understand the statistical distribution of these relationships and messages among the users in the village, we plot the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the social degree between local users, and from local to external users in Figure 5.6. Social degree is a measure of the number of edges connected to a node; this correlates to the number of users with which a specific user has communicated. Only a local user’s perspective is shown as the social degree of the external users cannot be fully known. We also plot the CDF of messages sent between local users, and from local to external users, in Figure 5.7.

Node degree between local users reveals a large number of small cliques and a small set of well connected community members who act as messenger hubs. Local users who have connections with external users generally tend to have a large number of connections. 70% of local users have a degree of 3 or less, compared to 7 or less for local to external users. The average degree of a local user is 3.6 and the average degree from a local user to an external user is 5.3. However, Figure 5.7 shows that local users send more messages to each other than to external users even though they have a lower node degree. Local to local user communication also has a heavier tail revealing a small subset of very active local users who message each other. Looking at the social graph, we see that well connected users are often also responsible for high message counts, confirming their role as information brokers. These results confirm that it is not enough to look at the
connections between users in a social graph. Interaction between users reveals the true behavioural characteristics of users, and in our specific domain of interest, potential of users to interact locally.

![CDF of social degree between local Macha users in Facebook and from local users to users outside Macha.](image)

**Figure 5.6:** CDF of social degree between local Macha users in Facebook and from local users to users outside Macha.

In order to understand the level of cohesiveness of users in the social graph, a number of social graph related metrics are employed:

- **Clustering coefficient** measures the tendency of nodes in a graph to cluster together. For a node with N neighbours and E edges between these neighbours, the clustering coefficient is \((2E)/(N(N-1))\). A higher clustering coefficient can be interpreted as nodes forming tightly connected localized cliques with their direct neighbours.
Figure 5.7: CDF of instant messages between local Macha users in Facebook and from local users to users outside Macha.

- **Average path length** defines the number of edges along the shortest path between all possible pairs of nodes in the network. This measures the degree of separation between users. A lower average path length indicates a community that is closely connected and through which information can spread quickly.

- **Eccentricity** of a graph is the maximum distance between any two nodes.

- **Diameter** is the maximum of all eccentricities.

The clustering coefficient is only measured for local users in the network as we do not have a complete picture of Facebook interaction for external users. This value effectively measures the cohesiveness of the local community rather than checking for a “small-world effect” in the larger Facebook community. The
average clustering coefficient is 0.1 (average on Facebook is 0.164 [170]) for all the local nodes. Taking into account that, on average, regular interactivity only occurs with one fourth of a user’s Facebook friend list [170], this value still represents a local community that is strongly connected.

The average path length between all nodes in the graph is 3.798 (average on Facebook is 4.8 [170]). This is far less than the six-degrees of separation hypothesis for social graphs [119] as we have an incomplete graph, with edges only extending to the first tier of external users. This, together with the clustering coefficient, provides further proof for a strongly connected local community.

The diameter of the local graph is 8 (average on Facebook is 9.8 [170] and average on Orkit is 9 [170]). Considering that this is a localized graph, the value is surprisingly high. This is due to a set of outlier users who are weakly connected to other users in the network (low social degree). They form a category of users who do not use Facebook IM as a regular means of communication and most likely use other channels such as different IM clients, SMS or email.

From this social graph analysis, it is clear that the potential for local interaction, other than instant message interaction captured in the social graph, is very high. If the infrastructure was supportive of local connectivity, users would share music, pictures, videos and software as a natural consequence of these relationships as is seen in well provisioned networks in developed countries. In the next
section, we determine if indeed there are any attempts to send data between local users.

5.5 Locality of Facebook images

In this section, we present an analysis of Facebook images shared between Facebook friends. We are particularly interested in the fraction of local-user Facebook images that are viewed by local users in the village in order to extract the degree of locality of interest.

The results are summarized in Table 5.1. From our data set, we extract 6066 unique Facebook IDs from user generated images, of which 182, or 3%, are from local users. Although only a small fraction of Facebook users are local, these users generate a significant portion of image content observed in the trace. Our analysis reveals that 9% of the unique user generated images are local. However, 24% of the images viewed, including some viewed repeatedly, are local images. Further analysis shows that a local user views a local image 5.2 times on average, as opposed to 1.5 times on average for an externally generated image. This could be interpreted as just over three times more interest in locally generated images demonstrating strong interest in local content among Facebook users in Macha. However, we cannot make any claims about whether or not the same content from
Macha is also popular outside of the village. Thus, any localization solution also has to allow distribution of local content to the global Internet.

**Table 5.1:** Locality of Facebook image generation and sharing in Macha, Zambia. A large part of the actual content observed in the trace comes from the village itself, indicating high locality of interest.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample information</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total unique Facebook IDs</td>
<td>6066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total local Facebook IDs</td>
<td>182 (3%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image counts</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total unique user images</td>
<td>27403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total local unique user images</td>
<td>2370 (9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total images viewed</td>
<td>50308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total local images viewed</td>
<td>12273 (24%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Section 7.4 reveals that Facebook image uploads represent 39% of the total upload traffic volume (Figure 7.7b). Much of this traffic could be saved by using a localised Facebook image and file sharing application; we propose such a solution in Chapter 7.

### 5.6 Local traffic patterns

Information can be exchanged between users using a deliberate or passive action. A deliberate action includes activities such as making a Skype call, transferring a file directly between two computers, or sending an email. A passive
action involves a user uploading a file to a server, such as an image upload on Facebook, and another user downloading this file at a later point in time. In this section we analyse our traffic traces to detect deliberate actions to share content with other users in the village or use of services which may lead to passive content sharing.

We begin with an analysis of all traffic transmitted directly between local machines in the network.

### 5.6.1 Traffic sent directly between machines

The local wireless network makes use of approximately 100 802.11b/g wireless routers to connect close to 300 users in the village. These routers are typically able to operate between 1 Mbps and 5 Mbps depending on the distance between them and level of interference. Hence the local network has substantially higher capacity than the satellite gateway (128 MHz) and, as such, represents a large amount of unused spare capacity. In order to understand whether this local capacity is utilized we now analyse the amount of traffic transmitted between users in the local network.

We summarize the high level findings of local traffic in Macha in Table 5.2. Traffic, including gateway servers (DNS server, capture portal server), consists primarily of HTTP traffic as users sign onto the Internet using the local web
Table 5.2: Statistics for traffic between local machines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total flows</td>
<td>50,355,759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Data (GB)</td>
<td>249,338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Including gateway servers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total local flows</td>
<td>13,546,582 (26%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total local data (GB)</td>
<td>12,548 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excluding gateway servers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total local flows</td>
<td>6,726 (0.013%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total local data (GB)</td>
<td>7 (0.0029%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“capture portal”. There were also many DNS requests to the local DNS server to resolve host names. This traffic constitutes 26% of the total aggregate traffic passing through the gateway. Due to the local network having between five and twenty times more bandwidth than the satellite link and the opportunity for local connections to create isolated flows between local users in different parts of the network, we conclude that the local network will have a large amount of residual capacity.

In order to understand whether users connect directly to each other in the network, we exclude traffic to the gateway servers, which perform common tasks of Internet login and DNS resolution, and calculate the remaining residual traffic transmitted directly between client machines. This makes up a very small portion of the traffic, constituting only 0.0029% of the total traffic seen during the mea-
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surement period. Further investigation of this traffic revealed that 44% is Netbios traffic, a Windows networking protocol, and 2.4% is samba traffic, a Windows network and printer sharing service. These are services which are automatically activated by Windows and do not represent an explicit desire by a user to connect to another user. No evidence was found of files being transferred using Samba or any other protocol such as the “File Transfer Protocol” or “Secure Copy”. There was also no evidence of any VoIP calls being made directly between two local machines without the use of the Internet.

Clearly the best solution to conserve the bandwidth-limited and costly Internet gateway is to make use of services that can enable direct user-to-user communication or host content on local servers in Macha. For example, a simple FTP server could host music files that users wish to share or a Asterisk VoIP server could enable local calls between users in Macha using soft-phones. However, this requires advanced computer skills and breaks the current paradigm of web-based computer usage seen in Chapter 3. As a result, we primarily observe flow patterns where users make use of web services to share content or make phone calls. We discuss this scenario in the following section.
5.6.2 Traffic sent locally through Internet servers

As highlighted in Section 5.3.2, the process of extracting local traffic routed via servers on the Internet is a complex process. In order to determine the quantity of potential local traffic, we first analyse the destination domains of large outgoing flows (flows greater than 100KB). These flows have the potential to contain objects that may be downloaded later or streamed in real-time to local users in the village. We found that 15% of the outgoing traffic consisted of large outgoing flows. We divide this portion of traffic into domain categories in Figure 5.8. We are also able to check whether any of the Skype flows embedded in the “Skype and Bittorrent” category are routed between local users through an Internet super-peer. We leave the task of matching up and down flows in manipulated objects, such as photos and images, and encrypted flows for future work.

Skype and Bittorrent applications create the largest amount of upload activity. It was not possible to separate these two traffic types, as they both behave in a similar manner. They use a mix of UDP and TCP and random source and destination ports, and they exhibit balanced throughput for incoming and outgoing streams. Bittorrent over a satellite gateway with cap-based-Internet access is a costly option as users pay for somebody else downloading fragments of the file. This is due to the ‘tit-for-tat’ nature of Bittorrent. Hence we expect that most of this traffic is Skype rather than Bittorrent (strong evidence for Skype
dominance is also provided in our interviews in Section 5.7), but further advanced data mining techniques will be required to extract the exact breakdown of these two traffic types. Skype and Bittorrent have the potential to be used to make calls between users in the village or exchange files. However this is far more likely to occur with Skype as Bittorrent is mostly used to download software, music or video that was not sourced by local friends.

The “Google mail via imap” category is for users who connect through an IMAP email client and send file attachments. This traffic type is encrypted using SSL. Analysis of the Facebook traffic category shows primarily image uploads which are usually compressed by the Facebook server. Matching up and down
flows for both these forms of traffic, containing encryption and image manipulation, is left as a future exercise. There were a number of web-hosting sites used in Macha, such as softlayer and freewebs; these are grouped together to form one category called “Web hosting”. Although no Youtube uploads were found, users in Macha regularly upload podcasts to Podomatic, which accepts short audio or video clips that users have generated using mobile phones or web cams. Only a small portion of file sharing was found as well as some file synchronization services through Ubuntu One. Mendeley is a program for managing and sharing research papers, and some academic paper uploads occurred. There was a surprisingly small fraction of uploads using web-based email clients; most of the mail attachments occur through non web-based email clients.

Using a set of basic heuristics, it was possible to identify two local Skype calls in the measurement period that were routed between two local users via an international super-peer. Each flow is time-stamped and a simple check was made to see whether a local user connects to an external super-peer, and this same super-peer connects back to a different local user. The second heuristic is to check that the time-stamp between the outgoing and incoming flows is not more than a few seconds. These two skype calls lasted 10 minutes, and 3 minutes respectively, and make up an insignificant proportion of the total number of Skype and Bittorrent traffic seen.
Although it is difficult to conclusively determine the amount of local content sharing in Macha due to much of the traffic being encrypted or manipulated, we conclude that there is most likely only a small portion of overall uplink network traffic that is being used to share large objects between local users. One of the key reasons for this is the high cost of bandwidth, together with the Internet-cap-model being used. This is in stark contrast to the large amount of instant messaging between users. For example, sharing a 500M video costs a user $15. It is far more cost effective to put the video on a flash drive and walk to another local user. However, if the architecture of the network made it possible to exchange these files for free using a local web-based application or through intelligent routing, local file sharing would be sure to increase as it has in developed regions.

5.7 On-line Interviews

To understand whether the demographics and qualitative usage behaviour of the users in the village have any bearing on the behaviour we observed in our trace, we conducted an on-line survey in Macha. This survey was conducted during June and July 2011 and collected data broadly focused on access and usage of Web 2.0 applications and services. The survey was implemented on the SurveyMonkey tool, and was based upon an open source example. It was the first time that an
extended questionnaire was offered in Macha with only an online version available. Users were invited to participate via email and Facebook links. Local support to help respondents in interacting with the online survey was provided upon request. 77 users living in Macha participated in the survey consisting of 89 questions.

Some demographic findings from the survey:

- 69% of respondents were between 20 and 30 years old.

- 34% of the respondents were female, and 66% male.

- 88% of respondents were able to use computers and the Internet to achieve most of their objectives. 12% regarded themselves as novice to computers.

- 67% of respondents use the Internet more than 3 hours a day.

- 49% of respondents have Internet connectivity at home.

- 87% of respondents use the Internet at work.

- 71% of respondents use the Internet for learning.

- 51% of respondents use the Internet for entertainment.

- 91% of respondents wish to access the Internet more frequently. 34% are prevented from doing so because of Internet connectivity costs, 33% because of bandwidth limitations, and 25% because of the (institutional) regulations for use.
The survey examined current online activity in 16 categories. Key findings of the survey relevant to social networking are:

- In online engagement, the use of photo sharing stands out, with 60% of the respondents sharing pictures on Facebook and 52% commenting on them, at least several times per month or more;

- 34% of respondents do watch videos on a video sharing website several times per month or more.

- 53% of respondents indicate that they work collaboratively online using tools such as Google Docs.

- 54% of respondents interact on social networks like Facebook several times a week or more. A mere 9% of respondents never interact on social networks, while 24% never used Facebook. 72% use instant messaging.

- All respondents use e-mail. 59% of respondents make phone calls over the Internet several times per month or more, and 59% of respondents search for news online at least several times a week.

- 94% of respondents never used the Internet for an online business. 73% have never used the Internet to purchase goods.
In conclusion, the survey and measurements give indications of an Internet community of 300 users with 200 regular users in Macha. Most people desire more access and interaction, but costs and bandwidth limitations restrain them from doing so. Many of these findings correlate well with what we have observed in our analysis. The 140 local Facebook users active on instant messaging correlates with 72% of the 200 regular users who claim to actively use instant messaging. The well connected interaction graph in Facebook is supported by the fact that only 9% of the community does not use social networking. The dominance of email traffic in our trace is also well supported by the fact that all respondents claim to use email.

The lower proportion of users who have Internet access at home versus users who have access at work will most likely have a negative effective on local user connections as activities like local VoIP and file sharing often occur after work. Internet users in Macha are primarily under 30 and represent a new burgeoning group of trend setters for the rest of the surrounding rural community. As these users, and others that will join, begin to generate and share content and become active members of the global digital village, every effort should be made to mask the crippling effect of the slow Internet gateway. Building a novel new localized network software architecture, that takes full advantage the unique strong clustering revealed in our traffic analysis, is one such mechanism to do this.
5.8 Conclusion

Social networking has grown in Macha and the network in Macha is used extensively for intra-village conversation in the form of instant messaging. For Facebook instant messaging, our statistical analysis revealed that 35% of the users were local to the village, with 7% of these being travellers, and 54% of the instant messages sent were between local users. Analysis of Facebook image sharing, showed that in Macha 24% of images viewed were locally generated and there was approximately 3 times views of a local user’s image compared to a non-local user’s image.

Interviews also revealed a large proportion of users who make extensive use of social networking with instant messaging being especially popular. Although there is strong social cohesion in this community, no direct local networking traffic related to sharing files or making voice or video calls was found. There was also very little use of Skype between users in the village via Internet super-peers (2 calls within the two month measurement window) or file sharing (0.65% of large outgoing flows). File synchronization services on the Internet were also minimal (0.94% of large outgoing flows) due to the high cost of bandwidth ($32/GB) and bandwidth limitations of the satellite gateway.
It is clear that the current hub and spoke architecture of the web, with most services running as monolithic servers, is not well suited to rural networks with low-bandwidth gateways. However, the strong social cohesion and interdependence often found in rural communities is a key differentiator which, if taken advantage of, can make substantial improvements to network performance when bandwidth-limited Internet gateways are used. A new localized network software architecture is needed to take full advantage of this strong clustering found in rural communities. This software should place services that enable user-to-user interaction and file sharing in the village. Once in place, rural communities will disseminate information amongst each other more efficiently and Internet responsiveness will improve due to offloading “local” traffic from the gateway.
Chapter 6

Gateway-aware Routing: Load Balancing in Rural Networks

6.1 Introduction

IEEE 802.11-based wireless mesh networks (WMNs) have been used as an economic and convenient technology to provide connectivity to rural areas, especially in developing regions[160, 20, 117, 89]. The network in Macha, Zambia has used mesh networking extensively to extend access to community workers and in Chapter 3 we analysed the performance of this network. Even in developed countries, community-wide WMNs have provided Internet connectivity to a large geographic area. We envision the following architecture to use WMNs for Internet access in
these areas. Wireless routers are placed in homes to provide in-residence Internet access. A small number of these routers are connected to the Internet and function as gateway nodes for the network. These gateway nodes may use technologies such as DSL, WiMAX, 1xEVDO, cellular, long distance WiFi or satellite as means for capacity injection/backhaul connection. Backhaul connections may be hosted and shared by local businesses or by members of the community.

Traditional mesh routing solutions have focused on simply finding the best route to the gateway to reach the Internet. Two important underlying assumptions of these routing solutions are: 1) all gateway nodes are equally capable in terms of resources such as bandwidth capacity and delay to connect to the Internet; and/or 2) the capacity bottleneck is in the wireless multihop portion of the WMN. We now examine each of these assumptions in the context of rural and community WMNs.

In some WMN deployments, all the gateway nodes are similarly provisioned. However, this is not the case in many other scenarios. In rural/developing regions, cost and availability considerations influence the uplink connectivity options that can be used. Another scenario is a neighborhood community WMN wherein volunteers share a portion of their existing Internet connections. These may be DSL, cable-modem, WiMAX or GPRS/EDGE and leads to a heterogeneous mix of gateway uplinks for the WMN. Many Internet connections do not provide guar-
anteed bandwidth, but instead the capacity varies with network load. Clearly, the assumption of homogeneous gateways does not always hold.

The second assumption in traditional routing is that the capacity of the multihop mesh route is less than that of a gateway uplink. This is more common in a pure IEEE-802.11b network with a raw capacity of 11Mbit/s (and typical multihop capacity of the order of 1Mbit/s [21]). However with the advent of newer 802.11 radio technologies, the capacity of mesh networks has increased by orders of magnitude. (54 Mbit/s for 802.11g or 802.11a and up to 300 Mbit/s for 802.11n). These capacities may be significantly higher than those of the common uplink technologies, e.g. the download capacity for DSL ranges from 1.5Mbit/s to 24Mbit/s, the typical capacity of a WiMAX client is 4Mbit/s [120], a VSAT connection is 1024kbit/s [117]. Therefore, in many scenarios, the capacity of the mesh route may be more than that of the gateway.

The throughput performance of clients connected to a mesh router, intuitively, is influenced by the routing path to the Internet, including the chosen gateway node. Traditional routing solutions, however, have dealt primarily with routing inside the mesh with wireless capacity maximization and interference minimization as prominent objectives. Clearly, in WMNs with varied gateway capacities, the choice of gateway also has a large influence on the performance of the network. Therefore, we believe the correct question to consider in routing is the following:
“at each mesh router, what is the best route to access the Internet?” This problem statement captures the constraints introduced by the gateway capabilities in addition to the problems of wireless capacity and interference.

In this chapter, we propose a gateway-aware mesh routing solution that intelligently selects gateways for each mesh router based on the multihop route in the mesh as well as the capability of the gateway. We develop a new composite routing metric called Gateway-aware Routing Metric (GARM) that captures these aspects of routing in WMNs. We implement our routing metric for the upcoming IEEE-802.11s (mesh networking) standard in a simulator. Further, we evaluate this metric on a testbed network based on an existing routing solution [21]. Our evaluations demonstrate the importance of intelligent gateway selection in order to improve network performance. We show that the GARM metric can increase the overall network throughput, in some cases by 22%, through better utilization of existing resources.

6.2 Related Work

There is a significant body of research work that focuses on improving the performance of WMNs. These have addressed various aspects of WMN operations including routing, channel assignment, and interference management. However,
most of these solutions either consider the network to have a single gateway, or multiple homogeneous gateways.

Multi-gateway systems have been studied in the context of load balancing among the gateways. The Hyacinth architecture considers multiple gateways and suggests gateway selection based on available bandwidth, to achieve load balancing [143]. This architecture requires accurate knowledge of the flow bandwidth requirements at each mesh router, which may be non-trivial to estimate. Nandiraju et al. propose dynamic gateway switching in a WMN to achieve load balancing: the gateway node monitors congestion levels on its uplink, and at the onset of congestion sends a message to an associated mesh router to choose a different gateway [125]. In contrast, our approach is proactive and does not require frequent congestion measurement. Lakshmanan et al. suggest the simultaneous use of multiple gateways by striping packets of a flow to maximize uplink capacity utilization [106]. Their architecture, however, requires a super-gateway that handles packet re-ordering caused by packet striping. Such an architecture may not be possible in rural WMNs because the uplinks may be provided by different ISPs. Other systems, as proposed in [161], formulate the problem as a linear optimization problem. This approach, however, requires global knowledge of gateway and link capacities, and is centralized. On the other hand, our system is distributed and builds upon the existing routing framework.
6.3 Background

We now outline our assumptions and considerations for the design of a gateway-aware routing protocol in WMNs.

Assumptions: We assume the mesh network consists of a multi-tiered architecture with a mesh backhaul layer responsible for communication among the mesh routers (including the gateway node), and a client access layer that communicates with end-user devices. This architecture is commonly used by several real-world deployments [20, 21]. Our protocol is currently designed for a mesh backhaul layer that uses one 802.11 radio at each node. We assume that only mesh nodes use our routing protocol and select one gateway at a time, i.e., multi-gateway associations are not permitted.

Design Preliminaries: We consider the problem of finding the best route to the Internet from any node, given a choice of multiple gateway nodes and several candidate multi-hop routes to reach these gateways. The gateways are characterized by different capacities, and the candidate routes by different path qualities. A naïve approach would be to include an additional virtual node connected to each gateway with a link capacity corresponding to each gateway’s capacity. The problem is now reduced to finding the best route from each mesh node to this
Figure 6.1: Simple Line Topology: The gray circles are mesh nodes.

Gateway nodes 1 and 7 are connected to routers A and B via Ethernet-like connections. We measure the throughput to node 5.

virtual node. The uplink is mapped as an additional wireless link and existing routing algorithms are used.

We conduct simulation experiments using Qualnet \(^1\) to understand the feasibility and/or pitfalls of this simple approach. In particular, we study the effects of gateway capacity on the throughput performance of the mesh network.

We consider the line topology of Figure 6.1 with seven equidistant mesh nodes. This topology also approximates the decision process in a more complex complete graph where at some point two paths extend to either gateway. In each experiment trial, the distance between the nodes is varied to ensure that only adjacent nodes can communicate directly. All the mesh nodes use the IEEE 802.11s mesh networking extension with HWMP routing protocol to form the mesh topology. The radios operate using the 802.11b/g MAC and PHY standard and bit-rate is fixed uniformly across the network. All other parameters are

set to the default values provided by the simulator. For each experiment trial, we use a different bit-rate in order to vary the wireless mesh capacity. Nodes 1 and 7 are the gateway nodes and are connected to the external nodes A and B via wired-links. The capacities of these links are varied to simulate different capacities. Nodes A and B are connected to node C with a high capacity link. Node C forms one end-point of all communication and represents the larger Internet.

In order to study the impact of gateway choice, only one of the uplinks (Link 1A or 7B) is active at any time. We initiate one UDP flow from node C to node 5 and measure the throughput for this flow through each gateway. Table 6.1 shows the average of five trials of these experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gateway Node</th>
<th>Gateway Capacity (Mbps)</th>
<th>Wireless bit-rate (Mbps)</th>
<th>UDP throughput (Mbps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1.443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.458</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6.1:** Throughput with two gateways in a line topology.

We make two key observations from these results. First, using a gateway with a high capacity uplink can lead to higher throughput, even though it may take more hops (or mesh air-time) to communicate with the gateway. Therefore, an intelligent choice of gateway can indeed lead to better network performance.
Second, using a lower wireless bit-rate, the throughput while using the closer gateway with lower uplink capacity is higher than that using a high capacity distant gateway. We conclude that the total end-end throughput is dominated by one of either the gateway capacity or the capacity of the mesh path, i.e., one of these acts as a bottleneck for the path and effectively determines the maximum achievable throughput.

The above observations, imply that the protocol should treat the two parts of the path (i.e., multihop wireless path and the gateway uplink) independently. The metric should be able to identify the bottleneck portion of each path, and choose an appropriate gateway. The challenge, therefore, is to design a routing metric that simultaneously considers the gateway capacity as well as the quality of the multihop route from a given node to the gateway. The design of such a metric necessitates a mapping of gateway capacity to the path quality, in order to compare and identify the bottleneck. We next present the design of the GARM metric that enables joint selection of gateways and routes to these gateways.

### 6.4 Design

Based on the observations in Section 6.3, we can consider a gateway-aware route in a WMN to consist of two parts: first, the multihop wireless path; sec-
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ond, the uplink at the gateway node. We present the metric design for these components, and then describe the unified metric.

**Metric for the wireless path:** Yang et al. identify four fundamental characteristics that a WMN routing metric should capture [174]. The routing metric should increase with the length of path, capture packet loss ratios of the links, consider link capacities, and help reduce interference in the channel shared by the wireless links. Early research on routing for multihop wireless networks commonly used hop count as the routing metric. This metric incorporates only the first characteristic. The Expected Transmission Count (ETX) [46], defined as the expected number of MAC layer transmissions to deliver a packet, only captures the first two characteristics.

The Expected Transmission Time (ETT) metric improves upon ETX by considering the differences in link capacities [50]. The ETT of a link $i$ is defined as the expected duration of a successful MAC layer transmission over the link $i$. The ETT of a link $l$ is defined by the following relationship:

$$ETT_i = ETX_i \cdot \frac{S}{B_i}$$

where $S$ is the packet size and $B_i$ is the bit-rate for link $i$. The weight of a path $p$ is the sum of the individual ETTs of the links along the path:

$$mETT = \sum_{i \in p} ETT_i$$
The ETT metric captures the impact of the link capacities on the path performance. For single radio networks, the ETT metric also considers the impact of interference. Therefore, ETT has all the desirable properties for the routing metric of WMN. Routing using the ETT metric has been shown to provide high throughput paths, compared to other previous metrics such as ETX [21, 50]. We therefore choose to use ETT as the metric for the wireless portion of the gateway-aware metric. We also note that the Airtime metric, one of the proposed routing candidate metrics in the IEEE 802.11s standard, is similar to the ETT metric.

**Gateway capacity metric:** We define the gateway capacity metric $gwETT$ as the time required to transmit a packet of size $S$ on the uplink, and is given by

$$gwETT = ETX_{gw} \cdot \frac{S}{B_{gw}}$$

where $B_{gw}$ is the capacity of the gateway and $ETX_{gw}$ is the expected transmission count for the uplink. In the simple case, we assume that the uplink is a reliable medium or has negligible loss rates, and $ETX_{gw}$ is one. If the uplink is an unreliable medium, we assume that the $ETX_{gw}$ is provided to the routing protocol by some external module (e.g., a link quality measurement tool). Such an ETT-like design of the gateway capacity metric enables a simple mapping and direct comparison to the wireless path ETT-metric.
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Combining the two metrics: In Section 6.3, we noted that the throughput of a path is determined by the bottleneck portion of the path. A comparison of the two ETT metrics, $mETT$ and $gwETT$, identifies this bottleneck; the larger of the two indicates that more time is required for transmission on the corresponding portion, and therefore is the bottleneck on the path.

$$M_i = \max(mETT, gwETT)$$

This metric, however, is not isotonic [174]. Isotonicity is an important property for routing metrics to ensure that efficient algorithms such as Dijkstra can be used to calculate paths with minimum weight. In addition, isotonicity also ensures loop-free forwarding in hop-by-hop routing.

Therefore, we use the following metric for routing to a gateway:

$$GARM = \beta \cdot M_i + (1 - \beta) \cdot (mETT + gwETT)$$

This Gateway-aware Routing Metric has two parts. The first part of the metric accounts for bottleneck capacity. The second factor models the total delay of the path, including the uplink. $\beta$ is used to control the balance between these two factors. The gateway with the least GARM value is chosen as the default gateway.

We note that $mETT$ increases at each hop, and since $gwETT$ is constant for a given gateway, $M_i$ either stays the same or increases at each hop. Therefore $GARM$ is isotonic. This metric requires the propagation of the $gwETT$ metric in
addition to the path metric, i.e., each node needs to know of the gateway capacity metric for its routing calculations.

6.4.1 Design Discussion

Capacity measurement: One of the inputs to the GARM metric is the gateway capacity. We assume that this value is input to the routing software by an external entity. This capacity input is straightforward on uplinks with guaranteed/fixed bandwidth, e.g., Ethernet, in a community WMN wherein a volunteer wants to share only a fixed portion of his Internet connection. On uplinks with time-varying capacity, (e.g. wireless uplinks), we assume the presence of capacity-measurement tools such as `pathrate`. In response to a change in uplink capacity, gateway selection may change at the same time as required to propagate the routing information.

Load-sensitivity: GARM does not consider the traffic load on the gateway for gateway selection. Load-based routing leads to routing instability and route flapping [174]. A similar effect would occur for gateway selection as well. However, in networks where the mesh paths are of similar qualities, GARM achieves implicit load-balancing among gateways. Due to the formulation of the `gwETT` metric and its comparison with `mETT`, GARM associates mesh routers to gateways approximately in proportion to the gateway capacities.
Multi-radio WMNs: The GARM metric is designed for operation on single radio/channel networks. As noted before, operation of the gateway uplink is independent of the wireless path. This behavior can be considered analogous to a wireless link operating on a different channel. Previous research has designed routing protocols such as MR-LQSR with the WCETT metric [50]. We believe such solutions can be extended to be gateway-aware by considering the uplink as a wireless link operating on an orthogonal channel.

6.5 Implementation and Performance Evaluation

We implement the GARM routing metric in two environments. First, we extend the 802.11s-HWMP implementation in Qualnet 4.5 to include the composite GARM metric. The 802.11s protocol provides a framework for WMN operations including neighbor discovery, link quality estimation, route discovery and route updates. The 802.11s routing beacons that originate from gateway/portal nodes include additional information about the \( gwETT \) value corresponding to its uplink capacity. Intermediate routers repeat the \( gwETT \) value when they forward the routing beacons, thereby indicating the \( gwETT \) value of the path in which the update propagated. Our second implementation of the GARM metric is for the Click-based MIT RoofNet software [21]. Here too, the gateway routing ad-
vertisements of the SRCR routing protocol are extended to include the $gwETT$ value, and intermediate routers rebroadcast this information. We use this implementation for our experiments on the UCSB MeshNet testbed (see Sections 6.5.2 and 6.5.3).

To evaluate the performance of the GARM metric in WMN routing, we first study the accuracy of the metric in selecting gateways. Subsequently, we characterize the throughput gains obtained by intelligent gateway selection. We compare the performance of our solution with that of routing protocols that use the ETT metric. We evaluate GARM in simulation-based experiments as well on a testbed network. The simulation study allows fine-grained control of network parameters such as topology, link quality, bit-rate, etc. to enable better understanding of the metric. The testbed represents an uncontrolled environment with variable and heterogeneous link qualities, dynamic bit-rate, external interference, etc. and provides a realistic WMN environment.

In the evaluation of GARM we use different combinations of gateway uplink capacities. We choose three gateway capacities that represent the uplink technologies that are used in rural WMNs: 4Mbit/s to represent ADSL, long-distance Wifi, WipLL (Wireless IP Local Loop), WiMAX [160, 120, 2]; 1.5Mbit/s for CDMA450, T1, 1xEVDO [120, 2]; 0.5Mbit/s for a VSAT link or EDGE [117, 2]. The absolute values of the uplink capacities can vary due to the level of service purchased. For
example service providers will often provide a guaranteed rate and a maximum
burst rate which varies based on the number of users. A possible solution is to
advertise a typical mean for a specific day and hour using historic measurements.
Calculating actual instantaneous capacity is a non-trivial problem and for now we
assume that the gateway capacity is constant for the duration of the experiments.
However, it is important to note that there is an order of magnitude difference
in their relative capacities. As we demonstrate later, the larger the difference
in gateway capacities, the more critical is the role of gateway-aware routing in
increasing network performance.

6.5.1 Gateway Selection Accuracy

We first use simulation-based experiments to study GARM’s accuracy in select-
ing gateways under different operating environments. Therefore, we conduct
experiments with various combinations of uplink and wireless path capacities.

Our experiments use twenty-five 802.11b/g nodes in a 5x5 uniform grid topol-
yogy. For each experiment, we fix the link bit-rate to be either 2Mbit/s, 11Mbit/s,
or 36Mbit/s; all nodes use the same bit-rate. The distance between the nodes is
varied accordingly to ensure that only 1-hop neighbors have direct communica-
tion. Two diagonally opposite corners of the grid are chosen as gateway nodes.
Similar to the topology shown in Figure 6.1, the gateway nodes are connected to
external nodes A and B via wired-links. The capacities of these links are varied. Nodes A and B are connected to node C with a high capacity link. Node C is the end-point of all communication and represents the Internet. The two gateway capacities are chosen as a combination of 4Mbit/s, 1.5Mbit/s and 0.5Mbit/s, leading to three distinct uplink capacity pairs. These uplink capacity pairs, together with the link bit-rates, lead to nine different combinations of gateway and wireless path capacities. Through simulations, we verify that GARM selects the appropriate gateway in each scenario.

For each scenario, we perform five trials of the following experiments. We first determine the best gateway for each wireless node in the network. This is achieved by comparing the throughput of a TCP flow from node C to each wireless node, and evaluating the throughput through each gateway. We call this method the Oracle approach because it determines the maximum achievable throughput. Next, we repeat the TCP throughput experiment and let the routing protocol choose the gateway. We record the throughput as well as the choice of gateway. The experiment is repeated for ETT and GARM with $\beta$ values of 0.0, 0.5 and 0.9. Note that $\beta = 0$ represents the case where the metric does not identify the bottleneck, instead it only considers the sum of $mETT$ and $gwETT$. For every node, we determine whether the routing protocol chooses the best gateway, and calculate the difference in the achieved throughput from that of the Oracle approach.
Figure 6.2: Accuracy of gateway selection: CDF of difference in throughput using the GARM and ETT routing metrics compared to that using the Oracle approach (best gateway). A perfect routing metric has zero difference.

Figure 6.2 plots a CDF of the difference in throughput for each route using the GARM and ETT metrics compared to the Oracle approach over all nine capacity combinations. A perfect routing metric would always choose the best gateway (similar to the Oracle approach), and therefore have zero difference in throughput for all routes. From the graph, we see that ETT selects the best gateway for only 60% of the nodes. Further, for 20% of the routes, the loss of throughput due to poor gateway choice is significant (more than 400kbit/s). GARM (with $\beta=0.5$), on the other hand, has a very small fraction of routes (<3%) wherein the loss of throughput is greater than 150kbit/s. With GARM, 76% of the nodes select the best gateway. For the nodes that do not select the best gateway, we
see that the difference in throughput is less than 150kbit/s. This shows that the GARM metric is unable to distinguish between routes that differ by less than 150kbit/s.

The graph shows that the performance of GARM with $\beta$ values of 0, 0.5, and 0.9 is quite similar. This leads us to believe that GARM is not very sensitive to the value of $\beta$. However, we recommend the use of $\beta = 0.5$, where bottleneck capacity and path delay including the uplink are perfectly balanced, since it provides the best results among the three values we tested.

### 6.5.2 Throughput Performance

We next evaluate GARM on the UCSB MeshNet indoor testbed [109]. The testbed consists of 15 nodes deployed in offices on different floors of a building. Each node consists of two Atheros-based 802.11a/b/g radios, and uses the Mad-Wifi driver (v0.9.4) on Linux (kernel v.2.6-15). We use only one of the radios at each node and operate it in 802.11b/g mode. Each node is also connected to a LAN via Ethernet. This provides a control interface to manage the nodes and conduct experiments. This setup also allows us to provision any testbed node to be a gateway node with the Ethernet link as uplink, thereby enabling evaluation of different topologies. We use the MIT RoofNet software for routing in this network. The SRCR routing protocol [21], implemented in Click, uses the
ETT metric for routing. Our implementation incorporates GARM in the SRCR protocol. For our experiments, we use a dedicated host machine on the LAN to act as an endpoint for TCP tests and a Web server. In the context of an actual WMN, this dedicated host represents the Internet.

We now characterize the throughput gains achieved at each mesh node with intelligent gateway selection using the GARM metric. We use two gateways in the network, each with different capacity. The capacity of the gateways is again chosen among 4Mbit/s, 1.5Mbit/s and 0.5Mbit/s. We use the tc traffic control utility to limit the gateway capacities to these values. The two gateways are randomly chosen from nodes in the network. The selection of two random gateways with a given capacity combination (e.g., 4Mbit/s and 1.5Mbit/s) constitutes a network topology for the experiment. With each topology, we perform the following. For each node in the network, we use the nuttcp throughput measurement tool to measure the throughput of a 3-minute TCP stream from the dedicated LAN host to the node. This represents this maximum throughput at the node when downloading a file from the Internet. Only one stream is active at a time. We record the average throughput of each node based on three trials. We repeat the experiment for five different topologies, for both the GARM and ETT routing metrics.
Figure 6.3: Distribution of node TCP throughput with different gateway capacities. GARM increases throughput for up to 67% of the nodes. The performance increases as the difference in gateway capacities grows.
We plot the distribution (CDF) of individual node throughputs for these testbed experiments in Figure 6.3. Figures 6.3a, (b) and (c) show the distribution of throughputs when the capacities of the gateway is 4Mbit/s & 0.5Mbit/s, 4Mbit/s & 1.5Mbit/s, and 1.5Mbit/s & 0.5Mbit/s, respectively. The percentage of nodes that obtain better throughput with GARM are 67%, 53% and 36%, respectively. The average increase in throughput (and percentage increase in throughput) for these scenarios is 679kbit/s (58%), 403kbit/s (24%), and 194kbit/s (22%) respectively. Although GARM provides better throughput for many nodes in all three scenarios, we note that the absolute gain and the number of affected nodes is influenced by the difference in the gateway capacities. The larger the difference, the larger the fraction of nodes affected and greater the throughput improvement.

6.5.3 Overall Network Performance

Having evaluated the performance gains of individual nodes in the network, we now characterize the overall network throughput performance. Each node in the network simultaneously downloads a five megabyte file from the dedicated LAN host. At each node, the time required for completion of the download is measured. The experiment is repeated with different gateway capacity combinations and for five different topologies.
Figure 6.4: Distribution of time required to download a 5 MByte file in the UCSB MeshNet.

Figure 6.4 shows a box-and-whiskers plot depicting the quartiles of the distribution of flow completion time for the GARM and ETT metrics\(^2\). The median values are shown in the box and the whiskers represent the minimum and maximum values. From the graph, we observe that GARM reduces the median download time in each case. Further, the distribution of the lower and the median quartiles is skewed towards lower flow completion times, implying that a large number of flows complete sooner when using GARM than when using ETT. This effect is most significant when the difference between the gateway capacities is large. For example, with gateway capacities of 4Mbit/s and 0.5Mbit/s, the average completion time for GARM and ETT are 146.9s and 179.3s, respectively.

\(^2\)We choose the box-and-whiskers representation instead of average and standard deviation because the distribution is approximately bimodal; this is because the flow completion time in many cases is limited by the capacity of one of the two gateways.
This represents a 22% increase in average network throughput, through intelligent gateway selection that results in better utilization of network resources.

### 6.6 Conclusion

Wireless mesh networks in developing regions are connected to the Internet with a variety of uplink technologies, each with different capacities. In this paper, we have shown that the selection of gateways for routing plays a very important role in determining the performance of the network. We presented the design of the GARM routing metric that can effectively choose the best gateway for each mesh node. Through performance evaluations we showed that intelligent gateway selection can increase the throughput of nodes in the WMN, and increase the effective capacity of the network. This framework could also be extended to incorporate aspects such as the different costs of gateway bandwidth, power availability at each gateway and application-aware gateway selection.
Chapter 7

VillageShare: Encouraging Content Sharing

7.1 Introduction

It is clear that online social networks (OSNs) have revolutionized communication worldwide. The statistics are astounding: As of 2012, 1.2 billion people use Facebook.\textsuperscript{1} Twitter adds about 500,000 new users a day.\textsuperscript{2} 800 million unique visits to YouTube occur every month.\textsuperscript{3} Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 demonstrated that even residents of the far reaches of rural Africa use Facebook frequently to

\textsuperscript{1}http://www.statisticbrain.com/social-networking-statistics
\textsuperscript{2}http://www.jeffbullas.com/2011/09/02/20-stunning-social-media-statistics
\textsuperscript{3}http://www.statisticbrain.com/youtube-statistics
communicate with others in their community as well as with friends, family, and colleagues worldwide. In these areas, online social networks (OSNs) are critical as alternate communication infrastructures (e.g. fixed telephone lines, cellular service) are infrequently available.

However, what is also clear is that access to OSNs is not uniformly available to the world’s citizens. In developing regions, Internet access is often slow and unreliable; it can be orders of magnitude slower than in developed countries, as residents access the Internet through low bandwidth satellite or other long distance wireless links. Websites have also become more dynamic, and as a result, less cachable. This is particularly true of social media sites, where content can change at sub-minute granularity.

These challenges have resulted in a social media digital divide, where Internet users in developing regions with poor Internet access have difficulty actively participating in and contributing to social networks. Chapter 4 showed that it is common for 75% of uploads to fail in rural Zambia, making it difficult for Zambians to become producers of Internet content. User-generated content, such as Wikipedia articles, is virtually non-existent in local African languages. Thus, on the web, rural Africans have to revert to a major language, e.g. English.

---

4For example, there are no Wikipedia articles in Chi-Tonga, Ila and Lozi languages spoken by more than two million people in (rural) Zambia, whereas approximately the same number of Slovenians enjoy a bounty of more than 100,000 articles in their native language.
Despite these challenges, however, there is a clear desire for participation. Our Macha traffic analysis has shown that Facebook is the most popular URL request, accounting for 15% of all web requests during our two month measurement window in 2011; Twitter was the second most popular URL request, accounting for 11.5% of all requests. As of 2012, Facebook users come from 213 countries worldwide\(^5\) while tweets have appeared from 229 countries\(^6\).

Chapter 5 studied the spatial locality of Facebook instant message (IM) and picture exchanges in Macha and discovered a number of interesting facts. Most importantly, it discovered that 54% of IMs were between local users – users within a single village. This is despite the fact that only 35% of the observed users were local to the village. In addition we found that 25% of all shared Facebook photos were generated by local users in the village. Other studies have shown similar findings, that as the Internet continues to grow, it is becoming “more local” \([171, 136]\).

In this Chapter, we endeavour to take advantage of the spatial locality of social network traffic to provide a better OSN experience to users in developing regions. We also take advantage of off-peak periods in the network to upload content more reliably. Specifically, we develop and evaluate two novel architectures to optimize local sharing, while simultaneously facilitating streamlined content

\(^5\)www.socialbakers.com/facebook-statistics/  
\(^6\)http://aworldoftweets.frogdesign.com
sharing with external users and content servers. The first solution makes use of a content-sharing Facebook application combined with a time-delayed proxy server and the second solution utilizes a local cloud-based application combined with traffic-shaping to facilitate file sharing and file uploads. VillageShare is called Kwaabana in Zambia; a local Tsonga meaning ‘to share’.

Our Facebook-based VillageShare application, makes use of the existing Facebook social graph to facilitate file sharing between Facebook friends. It ensures that all content shared between two local Facebook friends is stored in the village and content shared between a Facebook user within the Village and outside the village only uses the Internet link when it is underutilized. We evaluate the system theoretically using existing traffic patterns to predict the amount of bandwidth that could be saved as well as the impact of time-shifting flows. Our findings show that between 11% and 22% of the large outbound flow traffic, normally utilizing the satellite gateway, can be sent between local users using a file server hosted locally by VillageShare. The time-delay proxy creates enough off-peak capacity to fulfill the current traffic load with enough capacity remaining to accommodate additional large upload requests.

Our cloud-based VillageShare application utilizes a local cloud-storage solution, providing file hosting and sharing within the village. A global VillageShare cloud storage-server is put in place to allow village users to share content with non-
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local users. Databases between these two servers are partially synchronized based on which content is shared between local and international users. A sophisticated synchronization engine is put in place to minimize disruption to interactive traffic, i.e. HTTP traffic. We have deployed our cloud-based VillageShare in Macha, Zambia and found that users utilize the service both as a means of locally backing up images from their mobile phones as well as for sharing images, documents, music and videos. VillageShare has also been used to share large videos. Video sharing is a slow and expensive exercise when streamed from an international file hosting service in Chapter 4 we observed that the majority of video downloads failed. Due to our smart synchronization strategy, synchronization of files between the local and global VillageShare servers shows little effect on web browsing performance in Macha and periods of low Internet gateway utilization are exploited for synchronization.

We believe that VillageShare will be key to enabling vibrant collaboration amongst users in remote communities, as well as sharing of content generated by residents of remote regions with the international community. We hope that, as a result, users who previously abandoned the idea of uploading media due to frustration will be encouraged to generate and share digital content, becoming active, full-fledged participants in social networking and content generation and distribution.
7.2 Methodology

Details about the Macha Network and background about the location are given in Section 2.2.1. Details on methods used to capture traffic traces are given in Section 2.3.1.

Content generation and sharing in rural areas can be influenced by a complex mix of technological and social factors [113]. To investigate opportunities for improved content generation and sharing, we perform a holistic investigation of Internet usage in rural Macha, Zambia. Our study incorporates both network performance profiling and traffic analysis as well as social surveys.

The method used for our first social survey in 2010 on the use of Web 2.0 applications in Macha, Zambia is described in Section 2.3.2. We carried out a 2nd survey on current sharing behaviour in 2012 in Macha as well as a rural connectivity project – Broadband 4 All\(^7\) in South Africa. We included the South African project in order to understand if any trends can be generalized. The survey asked questions about the type of media community members produce, such as audio, images or video. It then requested the respondents to report on their methods for sharing this media with their local or non-local contacts and obstacles they experienced sharing content. rural connectivity project – Broadband 4 All\(^8\)

\(^7\)http://www.broadband4all.co.za
\(^8\)http://www.broadband4all.co.za
7.3 Survey results

7.3.1 Content Generation in Rural Africa

Online presence has great potential to facilitate the preservation of intangible cultural heritage within the local community and its sharing with the wider society. If only access to web-browsing is available, but content generation is not supported, local customs and way of life threaten to be replaced by a lifestyle that is observed online, which mostly originates from urban developed areas [164]. In addition, if the content coming from a rural community is created only by a subset of users, this micro digital divide can even further polarize the community. We contrast content generation with the demographic of Internet users in Macha we surveyed. We find that neither gender, age, nor reported level of IT competence impacts content generation. This promising result emphasizes the importance of facilitating content generation as a tool to tackle the existing inequalities in the developing world [75].

The results of our social survey show that content generation is strongly associated with user-reported accessibility of Internet connection (Kendall’s tau-b $(N = 41) = .249, p = .071$). This is well aligned with a previous study [44] that identifies perceived ease of use as one of the key factors for user acceptance of IT. Limited bandwidth is the main hurdle for full fledged Internet access in rural
Zambia - 41.5% of the interviewees mentioned it as one of the reasons why they do not spend more time online. Limited bandwidth was a strong differentiator between those who do and those who do not generate content in the US during the transition period from dial-up to broadband connections [77]. Thus, to stimulate content generation and sharing in rural areas, it is crucial to provide support for bandwidth-hungry applications.

7.3.2 Content sharing behaviour in Rural Africa

A total of 14 users responded to the online survey in Macha. The participants’ age ranged from 18 to 35; 9 of them were female and 6 were male. The majority of users made use of mobile phones to produce content: 62% used phones to capture images, 60% used phones to capture video, and 40% for recording audio. For each type of media, we asked whether the user shared this content with others and what techniques were utilized for sharing. The results are shown in Figure 7.1. The overwhelming majority made use of external media, such as CDs and USB flash drives, to share content with others. All media was shared online to some extent except for video; video was shared exclusively via removable media. We probed this behaviour further by asking about obstacles to sharing content. 87% of the respondents selected cost (i.e. of Internet access due to per-byte usage fees)
as a significant obstacle; 75% selected speed; and 50% selected reliability of the Internet as impediments to sharing.

![Figure 7.1: Results from online survey on current file sharing trends in Macha.](image)

A total of 15 village operators completed the survey in South Africa. The participants’ age ranged from 22 to 39 with most respondents being under 30; 11 of them were male and 4 were female. Again many users made use of a mobile phone to produce content, but higher quality recording devices featured just as strongly; 77% used mobile phones to capture images (70% used digital cameras), 62% used mobile phones to capture video (85% used video cameras, 39% used digital cameras), 72% used mobile phones for recording audio (72% used computer recording equipment).

The results for sharing content are shown in Figure 7.2. Again many users made use of external media, such as CDs and USB flash drives, to share content with others. Many more users were viewing content with others directly on the
device (approximately 80% compared to approximately 60% in Macha); this is most likely due to more users having higher quality recording devices with better screens for viewing. The fraction of video shared was higher than Macha (60% compared to 35% in Macha) with some early signs of attempting to share videos online (15% using email and 15% using online services); no video was shared online in Macha. Village Operators do not pay for their Internet access and have no bandwidth cap. They do however, have controlled access to the Internet via a white list of approved web sites. We surmise that the penchant towards more online sharing is due to the zero-cost barrier to using web sites that facilitate sharing.

In response to obstacles to sharing content with others, the most significant factor was moving the content from the device to a computer (50% of respondents). This is a perplexing results and we assume that this is due to non-usb mobile phones which need specialized cables or computers with Bluetooth to offload the content. The second most significant factor was reliability of the Internet (42%). Cost and speed were only an obstacle to 17% of respondents – an expected result considering the service is provided free of charge. The obstacles are entirely different to Macha due to the different business model in place but still reflect a unique set of issues that rural users face when attempting to share their content with other users.
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![Bar chart showing file sharing preferences.](chart.png)

**Figure 7.2:** Results from online survey on current file sharing trends in the BB4all project, South Africa.

Respondents were then asked how their content sharing behaviour would change if there was a specialized service to address this need. On a graded scale with four options from 'very unlikely' to 'very likely' they were asked if they would share more content with local users if there was a free service. In Macha, 86% responded with 'very likely' and 14% responded with 'likely'. In South Africa, 58% responded with 'very likely' and 42% responded with 'likely'. We then asked whether they would share more content if the service was 10 times faster than an Internet service (an estimate of the increase in upload/download speed if a local service was used). In Macha 71% responded with 'very likely' and 29% responded with 'likely'. In South Africa 58% responded with 'very likely' and 42% responded with 'likely'.

From this survey it is clear that VillageShare has great potential to increase content sharing and online collaboration within the community. The motivation
in Macha is mostly related to saving on costs whereas the motivation in South Africa appears to be related to reliability of the link to the Internet. Video sharing clearly has the most to gain from a local file sharing service. The problems faced when offloading content from mobile phones without WiFi could be solved by placing a GSM-pico cell or VillageCell, described in Chapter 9, in the community to offload digital content directly to VillageShare at no cost.

7.4 Traffic analysis

A user that is limited to content consumption does not experience a full level of utility from the Internet. In rural areas, the lack of bandwidth prevents users from generating and sharing content. The essence of the problem lies in both technology that is used for access (i.e. long distance terrestrial wireless or satellite links), as well as the way online applications are designed (centralized architecture). In this section we investigate specifics of rural area network traffic and identify opportunities for improvement of connection utilization. As described in Section 2.2.1, Macha is connected to the Internet through a satellite. Hence, in the remainder of this paper we focus on a satellite gateway link. However, our work is generalizable to any low bandwidth gateway link.
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Figure 7.3: Network usage over a week (the x-axis ticks mark starts of days). There is a clear diurnal pattern.

7.4.1 Temporal characteristics of network traffic

A diurnal pattern of web browsing has been reported in both developed and developing world networks [166, 51, 74]. Daily periodicity, however, is much more important in bandwidth limited networks where the capacity can easily be reached during peak usage times [166]. In this work we examine not only incoming, but
also outgoing network traffic, since our goal is improved content generation and sharing.

Network traffic distribution in time has been explored in the context of HTTP traffic, through web proxy log analysis [166, 51]. Here we analyze all TCP flows in the full network trace. Thus, the resulting graphs (shown for a week long period in Figure 7.3a for inbound and in Figure 7.3b for outbound traffic) present, besides HTTP, other protocols that utilize TCP. Moreover, this method of analysis allows us to capture those HTTP uploads that have not been completed successfully.\(^9\)

Figures 7.3a and 7.3b show a typical daily pattern. There is little activity late in the evenings and early in the mornings. While HTTP traffic remains dominant, in the upload there are periods when non-HTTP traffic prevails, such as Wednesday, Friday and Sunday evening in the plotted sample.

A closer analysis reveals that the majority of non-HTTP traffic is peer-to-peer (P2P) traffic; in total 8.2% of all traffic is P2P. While it is less pronounced than in the developed world [151], P2P can be highly problematic in rural area networks. P2P networking is a bandwidth costly technique for sharing content, one which networks using an asymmetric satellite gateway connection can ill afford.

We investigate the difference between total Internet usage in Macha during weekdays and weekends. We take the two-month trace and average observed

\(^9\)HTTP POST messages are sent out after the actual content is successfully transferred.
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Figure 7.4: Network usage depending on the time of week. Traffic load differs between weekends and weekdays.

upload and download traffic over twenty four hours, separately for weekdays (Figure 7.4a) and weekends (Figure 7.4b). The usage patterns differ significantly. As described in Chapter 4, the point of access can play a major role in Internet usage, and at-home access is still rare in Macha. Thus, network load is lower in weekends. In addition, the typical diurnal pattern observed on a weekday is less pronounced on weekends. This implies that a solution that relies on low usage periods, such as our proposed proxy (Section 7.5.1), needs to adapt to changing traffic patterns.

7.4.2 Upload patterns

We now concentrate on content generation and in Figure 9.5 plot the size distribution of all TCP flows in either the upload or download direction. According to the figure, there is a significant number of small flows. These correspond to
short, often automated messages (i.e. TCP ACKs). User-generated media, such as photos, podcasts and videos, are larger. We take 100KB as a rough size limit over which an upload flow is considered to carry a user-generated content. We first note that the fraction of outbound flows greater than our threshold of 100KB is only 22% by volume. This is in stark contrast to incoming flows where those greater than 100KB account for 80% by volume. Hence there is already a weak tendency to upload content, most likely due to both frustration and a lack of a content-generation culture. Chapter 5 did show, however, that there is an active messaging culture that is not reflected in flow volume statistics due to their small size.

We inspect HTTP uploads larger than 100KB according to the request time. We take the full two-month trace and put each of the outgoing TCP flows in one of 24 bins according to the time of day when each began. These flows are

![Figure 7.5: Size distribution of incoming and outgoing flows.](image)
additionally differentiated based on their completion. In Figure 7.6 we show both successfully completed and aborted flows. Aborted flows may have timed out or otherwise be incomplete. During the peak usage time the number of upload attempts rises, but the success rate is still very poor.

![Figure 7.6: TCP upload attempts sorted in 24 hour bins.](image)

To identify types of content that users in Macha generate, we inspect the HTTP uploads according to the application. We concentrate on those flows that are larger than 100KB; a total of 1.2GB of such flows, sent via 2260 upload requests, was detected. We extract HTTP POST requests from the trace and inspect the “host” field. We group requests by domain into eight categories based on either frequent occurrences or significant traffic load. The most popular types of traffic are: “Facebook”, “Web mail” (Gmail, Yahoo mail and Hotmail), “File sharing” (4share and Skydrive), “Blogs”, “Podcasts”, “Education” (LinkedIn, Mendeley, JoVE), “Web design” and “Amateur radio” (Hrdlog.com). The traffic classified as “Other” corresponds to online dating services, ICQ, and automated software
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Figure 7.7: Upload web traffic by domain. Distribution of 2260 HTTP POST requests (approx. 1.2GB) observed in the two month trace.

(a) By number of requests. (b) By upload size.

More than two thirds of requests, both by number and volume, correspond to Facebook and web mail. Photo sharing via OSNs and email attachments are common, as can be seen from the trace. However, video and audio uploads are still rare in rural Zambia. We saw only two podcast uploads and no video uploads, though Chapter 4 reveals that watching (download) videos is common in Macha. Video and audio content can be significantly large; the main reason for the lack of upload media content most probably stems from poor network performance during large uploads. File sharing is present with 7% of total upload traffic, but these files are not large, with the median size slightly larger than 2MB. Blogs
account for 5% of total traffic; however, these are often written by foreign visitors that are temporarily stationed in Macha. To our surprise 7% of the uploaded content corresponds to an amateur radio application. We suspect that these are automated updates.

7.5 Villageshare architecture

Two alternate VillageShare architectures are described, one that integrates with Facebook and uses a Facebook application to manage content sharing between users and another that makes use of a cloud-based content sharing solution and allows users to share content even when the Internet link is off-line.

7.5.1 Facebook-based architecture

In this section we describe the architecture for our Facebook-based content sharing system. The system makes use of a Facebook-based application and associated local and international file-storage servers to facilitate content sharing between local users and between local and non-local users. In addition it employs a mechanism for time-shifting large uploads to low-usage periods in the network. We focus on time-shifting uploads as time-shifting downloads has already been
addressed in previous literature [166, 83]. In addition, supporting uploads meets our objective of facilitating content generation.

**Time-shift upload proxy**

The goal of the time-shift upload proxy is to “equalize” traffic burden on the satellite link. Due to congestion, uploads often fail (Figure 7.6). One way of relieving the congestion is to reschedule large uploads for periods when the network is underutilized, such as nights and weekends. Two important benefits arise from such a policy: first, uploads are likely to be completed successfully, and second, short interactive flows, that are crucial for local communication via IM/VoIP, for example, perform better with large flows out of their way.

To distinguish between short and long flows we first examine the HTTP upload behavior. A file upload using the HTTP protocol involves an ordered set of TCP messages shown in Figure 7.8. This message exchange reveals that the size of the content is only known after the content has been uploaded. The size of the content is contained in an HTTP POST message at the end of the flow. Hence the only information that can be used to determine a size of the flow, before the entire file is uploaded, is the actual real-time TCP traffic flow as the upload is in progress.
Another challenge for shifting large uploads is to determine a suitable time to reschedule traffic. While exact prediction of network usage at any specific moment is impossible, we can use daily and weekly trends in network usage, as they exist, to more accurately predict future utilization. A 24 hour running average of outgoing traffic is shown in Figure 7.4a for Mondays to Fridays and Figure 7.4b for Saturdays and Sundays. We estimate the maximum average capacity in the network using the maximum values in these figures. Since satellite connectivity uses a time-shared link, in which many other users within the satellite’s coverage area occupy the same frequency, the capacity may fluctuate over time as users
come and go. Even if that fluctuation happens, one would expect that all satellite
users within the same time-zone of the satellite coverage area would exhibit the
same usage pattern (similar to figures 7.4a and 7.4b) and have peak usage periods
at the same time. Thus, our capacity estimation represents the lower bound, and
the actual capacity during off-peak times might be even higher, which provides
strong motivation for our time-shifting proxy.

We consider two approaches for identifying time periods when spare capacity
is available and in which we can reschedule large uploads. The first is termed “dy-
namic” and attempts to scavenge any spare capacity, defined as the area between
bandwidth consumed by non-rescheduled, current outgoing traffic and the capac-
ity of the satellite. The second strategy identifies “off-peak” periods in which the
traffic load is below a pre-determined threshold. This threshold value can vary
such that the time-shifting proxy is able to service all the delayed uploads within
24 hours. To harness short periods of extra capacity, “dynamic” requires real-time
usage estimation, for example, via TCP round trip time measurements; “off-peak”
relies on a moving average of usage, and can only capture trends in capacity us-
age. Due to a significant variation in traffic load (Figure 7.4), the threshold can
be calculated separately for weekends and weekdays.

The final piece of our proposed proxy is a set of policies that manage upload
queuing and scheduling. Our scheduling policy has to balance between upload
success and interactivity. When a large upload is observed during a peak period, the proxy captures the file upload in its local cache and notifies the user that the upload will be delivered to its final destination when a sufficient capacity is available. When such a moment arrives, queued upload requests are served in a FIFO manner and the cached content is transferred via the satellite link. As a part of our future work we plan to investigate more complex approaches that take into account upload size (similarly to Bassa [166]) and real-time satellite capacity measurements [39].

Figure 7.9: Architecture of a time-shift proxy for upload.

The full architecture of the time-shifting proxy is shown in Figure 7.9. A gateway (labeled “village gateway”) is placed between the client and the Internet in order to intercept an upload. Once the outgoing flow exceeds a threshold size and the satellite link usage is high, the gateway redirects the user to a local upload
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page (labeled “virtual server”) and the connection via the satellite link is disabled. The upload page will capture the user’s authentication information required to upload the content to a content server at a later stage. An example of a common protocol used to authenticate a user with a content server, such as Facebook or YouTube, is OAuth. The gateway stores the URI details of the upload in a FIFO queue (labeled “upload request queue”) and will reuse this information to upload the content when spare capacity is available.

Localized and time-shifted file sharing

Web 2.0 introduced numerous applications that allow users to generate and share content: Facebook, Picassa, Youtube, and Google documents, to name a few. However, these applications store content on servers that may be geographically distant from where the users are located. While this does not present a major issue for well connected broadband users, it significantly deteriorates Web usability for those who have low bandwidth connections [171].

To minimize local traffic on the Internet gateway and thereby improve the user experience, we develop the VillageShare Facebook application shown in Figure 7.10. VillageShare ameliorates expensive satellite link traversal by storing locally generated content on a server located within the local network. A user is able to upload a file to the file server and then share the content with their friend.
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Figure 7.10: Main VillageShare application screen.

list. As a Facebook application, VillageShare inherits all the useful functionality of Facebook. Figure 7.10 shows the main screen that is presented to the user, where a list of uploaded files and file operations is presented. Each uploaded file can be shared, downloaded or deleted. When the share option is selected, the user is taken to the file sharing screen where features inherited from Facebook’s functionality are used to search for friends to share a file. Content can either be shared using a direct message to a friend or by posting to the owner’s wall or a friends wall. The message contains a unique URI, containing the content creator’s Facebook ID and the File ID, which will launch VillageShare and display the shared file to the user.

The architecture of the system is shown in Figure 7.11a. To support VillageShare functionality, a number of servers work together: (1) the Facebook server; (2) a VillageShare Facebook application server hosted externally; (3) a local file storage server hosted in the local village; and (4) a file storage server hosted ex-
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(a) Sharing between two village users.

(b) Sharing between a village user and an external user.

Figure 7.11: Architecture of VillageShare Facebook application for uploading files.

A key component of VillageShare is determining whether a user is inside or outside the village. This can easily be achieved by checking the IP address of the user using the VillageShare application. All users from the village are routed through a satellite gateway using NAT, which is allocated a single IP address by the satellite service provider. When this IP address is detected, VillageShare knows that the user is in the village; all other IP addresses are outside the village.
Note that user roaming is implicitly supported, as we do not use Facebook IDs, but IP addresses to establish the locality.

The following steps, highlighted in Figure 7.11a, are followed when sharing files between local village users: (1) The user connects to Facebook and logs into their account. (2) The user launches the VillageShare application from Facebook. (3) The user uploads a file to the local file storage server through VillageShare. (4) The user selects one or more local friends with whom to share the file. (5) A message is posted on the recipient’s wall or inbox with a link to the file using embedded PHP fields. All interactions with the Facebook server and the External Application server are lightweight HTTP messages; media is only sent to the Village file server.

It is also possible for a user in the village to use this application to share a file with a user who is outside the village. From a user perspective the process is the same as when sharing a file with a local user; however, in the back-end new techniques are required to prevent the satellite gateway from being used during peak usage periods. Figure 7.11b shows the case where a village user shares a file with an outside user. The first five steps are the same, with an additional synchronization step (6) added. The synchronization engine checks to see whether the file exceeds a threshold size. If so it delays synchronization between the local village file server and external file server, as described in Section 7.5.1.
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In the download direction, when sharing a file between local village users, the following steps, shown in Figure 7.12a, takes place: (1) Recipient logs into Facebook. (2) User notices that they have a message or wall post with a link to a shared file and selects the file. VillageShare is automatically launched. This is not
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a hard-coded URL but rather a link to VillageShare with parameters specifying the source user and file being shared. (3) VillageShare knows that the user attempting to retrieve the file is local, using the IP address method discussed, and also knows that the file was generated by a local user using a location tag stored with the file which stores the location of the user who uploaded the file. Using this information it generates a URL pointing to the source file on the local village server and the file is downloaded. In the case of a local user downloading a file posted by an external user, shown in Figure 7.12b, the link will either resolve to a message saying that the file is not downloaded to the local store yet, or it will resolve to a URL pointing to the file on the local village server. The synchronization status will be known as the Facebook application server will be notified when synchronization is complete.

7.5.2 Cloud-based architecture

Our initial version of VillageShare was built as a Facebook application because of Facebook’s prevalence in developing regions — highlighted in Chapter 3. After deployment of the Facebook-based VillageShare, we discovered that the integration with Facebook prevented some users from participating due to Internet access costs; many users cannot afford to pay Internet connectivity charges. When a user logged in with their Facebook account, Facebook itself had to be contacted, re-
resulting in per-byte usage fees from the local Internet provider. To provide broader access, we designed a second version of VillageShare, this time integrated with an open source file hosting service called owncloud. The local cloud hosting service allows users to share hosted content with any other user registered on the cloud. Users can share content with other local users for free. We now describe the latter version of VillageShare built on owncloud and for purposes of clarity, we call this version VillageShare2.

VillageShare2 consists of a set of networking components integrated with a cloud storage application. The architecture of the system is shown in Figure 7.13. The primary networking components include a traffic interception system (Interceptor) to re-direct users to VillageShare2 should they use file sharing Internet-
services, and a \textit{synchronization engine} that carries out lazy database and file synchronization. The \textit{synchronization engine} maintains partial consistency between the local and global cloud storage server at UCSB while minimizing impact on interactive browsing traffic.

Content on the local and global cloud storage database is only partially synchronized; there is no need to have knowledge of an international user’s file if it has not been shared with a local village user, and vice versa. Once files are uploaded to VillageShare2, they are stored in the user’s personal storage space. The user can then share those files with other local or global users. If the files are shared between local users, the files are only stored on the local cloud storage server. Should a local user share a file with an external user, the file is placed in an upload \textit{FIFO queue} to synchronize with the global cloud storage server. A set of \textit{sync rules} are checked to decide which records in the local database need to be inserted into the global database. A scheduler executes the list of database updates at a regular interval and triggers the synchronization engine to upload files from the queue. We describe the database design in Section 7.5.2.

We carry out file synchronization through a service that prioritizes interactive traffic such as HTTP. Our non-interactive file uploads and downloads receive a small slice of the bandwidth during periods of high utilization, and a larger slice when utilization is low. The service also uses the Linux \textit{rsync} tool which is able
to recover from partially synchronized files should there be severe congestion or a network or power failure. This service is critical as our traffic analysis in Chapter 4 discovered that as many as 75% of file uploads are unsuccessful due to network congestion over the slow Internet access link. We describe the synchronization service in Section 7.5.2.

VillageShare2 is available to all users, regardless of whether they reside in a rural region, via a single URL. However, communication between users within the local village are routed to the village VillageShare2 service by the DNS override service that overrides the global Internet DNS entry. Rural users who attempt to upload files to common file hosting sites such as youtube are also intercepted to check whether the user intends to share this file with other local users. If the user does intend to share the file locally, they are redirected to the VillageShare2 service to upload their file and share with a local user. We describe this file upload interception in Section 7.5.2.

In the following sections, we describe how each of these components work together to provide the full set of VillageShare2 functionality.

DNS override

It is common practice in the Internet to ensure that requests to servers are load balanced across replicated servers. In many cases these servers are replicated
worldwide and the server that is closest to the client is used. Our VillageShare2 server (www.village-net.org) is registered on a global DNS server to a machine in the USA. However, in the rural community the local DNS cache must be manually edited to point this domain to a local machine, redirecting all VillageShare2 application requests to the local server. This reduces not only delay and Internet costs, but also simplifies deployment as local and external users only need to recall a single URL.

**File upload interceptions**

There are a number of monolithic Internet-based file sharing services, such as youtube and yousendit, that allow a user to share files. It is, however, a waste of costly Internet bandwidth to make use of these services to share content between local users in the village. To avoid this, uploads to these services are intercepted using an *iptables* filter and redirected to the VillageShare2 service. The goal is to introduce users who may not be using VillageShare2 to the service when they use Internet services that could be performed more efficiently with VillageShare2.

Once interception has occurred, the user is asked whether the file being uploaded is destined for a local user. If so, an option is presented to use the VillageShare2 service. An additional option is presented to share files with outside users that allows the user to use a more reliable upload service. We have found in
previous studies that uploads often time out due to network congestion or power failures, and that file hosting services do not allow users to recover from a failed upload. Use of a reliable upload service ensures that the file is first synchronized using a recoverable upload process to a server at UCSB running our uploader service. From there it is uploaded to a file sharing service. A user’s OAuth\textsuperscript{10} credentials, an authentication mechanism used by most file hosting services, are captured during the upload to re-authenticate with the file sharing service from our UCSB server. The file synchronization utilizes the Linux \textit{rsync} tool, which is capable of recovering from a partial file upload. A file is only removed from the

\footnote{Open standard for authorization.}
upload queue once it is successfully uploaded. When a server boots after a power
failure, the synchronization service checks the upload queue and reruns the \texttt{rsync}
tool on the first file in the FIFO queue, which may be partially uploaded or not
uploaded at all.

\section*{User interface design}

Our initial Facebook-based VillageShare application provided a very simple up-
load and sharing interface which allowed users to share files with their Facebook
contacts. After we noticed no significant uptake of the service in the community
due to exclusion of user’s without Internet vouchers\footnote{\$30 Internet vouchers are required to access the Internet for 30 days} and the lack of a rich inter-
face which provided other features such as a media player, we modified the design
to make use of a completely localized file storage and sharing solution that does
not require the user to use the Internet connection.

The new VillageShare2 file sharing service utilizes a local cloud storage solu-
tion. A user registers her name on the local service and then proceeds to upload
and share content with other local or external registered users. The user interface
is built on an open source file hosting project called \textit{owncloud}. We incorporate
our synchronization modifications and a feature to allow users to associate their
account with their Facebook profile. This enables them to receive notifications on
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Figure 7.15: The VillageShare2 file explorer page. Selecting “share” from this page allows users to share the file with users registered in the VillageShare2 system.

their Facebook account if a user shares content with them when they are logged into the Internet.

The VillageShare2 login screen is shown in Figure 7.14. An account is requested from the administrator by sending an email request or, in the case of a user who does not have an Internet voucher, by physically visiting the administrator in the village. A user name and password is entered, followed by a location that is set to the current location by default. The purpose of the location entry is to allow visitors who have an account on a remote VillageShare2 server to access their files.

The main VillageShare2 file explorer interface is shown in Figure 7.15. The choices a user can make from this owncloud interface are: (a) upload a new file
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or set of files. Files sizes up to 2GB are supported; (b) view supported media, such as pictures or videos. Pictures can be viewed as a slide show; (c) listen to their music collection directly from the web browser; (d) download files to their computer; or (e) share a file with another registered user. When sharing a file, a user can select whether the shared file is allowed to be edited. Files that have been shared with a user are placed in the *shared* folder.

When a user logs in to an external VillageShare2 server (i.e. a server outside of her home community), a full set of file meta data is retrieved from the remote server; however, the actual files are not synchronized unless they are requested. After logging in the user is presented with a message: “Requesting your set of files from the remote VillageShare2 server.” Once the file list is synchronized, the full set of files is shown in the file explorer interface. When selecting a file, a user is presented with an option to request a file from the remote server. The process of synchronizing the file list and file is presented in sections 7.5.2 and 7.5.2.

**Database design**

VillageShare2 stores user and file information, as well as information on sharing between users, in a *mysql* database. Files are stored in a directory structure in which a file is found by traversing folders related to the owner and owner loca-
Figure 7.16: The database design, showing tables that support locality and file sharing across different VillageShare2 locations.

To identify users, a user creates a unique user name with a location id attached to this user account. This information is stored in the `users` table. It is possible for two people with the same user name to register in different locations as the combination of user name and location id forms a primary key. As new locations are added they are stored in the `locations` table.

---

12Not all fields and tables are shown. What is shown is sufficient to illustrate the core architecture of the system.
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When files are uploaded by a user, the user automatically becomes the owner of these files. File information such as the file name, owner of the file, location and other file metadata not shown, is stored in the \textit{fscache} table. When a file is shared with another user, the owner id and owner location id, as well as the user id and location of the person with which the file is shared, is stored together with the file name in the \textit{share} table.

Synchronization between databases at different locations is partial; it is not necessary to have knowledge of a set of files at another location if the files are not shared with a local user. Hence some tables require full synchronization and others do not. The \textit{users} table is fully synchronized in order for users at different sites to have knowledge of each other and share files. The \textit{locations} table is also fully synchronized as new locations are added to the system. From the point of view of a local user, the \textit{fscache} table is partially synchronized as it only needs to store information for files owned by local users and for files from remote users that have shared files with local users. The \textit{share} table is also partially synchronized as it only needs to store information about files shared between local users and files shared between local and remote users; no knowledge of files shared between two remote users is required.

If we extend this system to multiple remote sites, updates to tables requiring full synchronization would need to be propagated to all other sites and updates
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to tables requiring partial synchronization will only be propagated between sites with which a file share has occurred. Eventual consistency of records needing synchronization due to connectivity issues, for example, has no effect on the core operation of VillageShare2—it simply results in no knowledge of a remote user or shared file until consistency is restored.

When a new user is added or a file is shared with a remote user, database records that need to be synchronized with the remote database are entered into the \textit{db\_sync} table. Suppose a new user \textit{bob} is registered. This table would then contain a record \{users, bob\}. If a file with id 11 was shared between \textit{bob} at local location id 1 and external user \textit{alice} with location id 2, two entries will be required in the \textit{db\_sync} table. Assume the id of new record in the \textit{share} table, which captures the sharing event, is 22. The first entry would be \{fscache, 11\} and the second entry would be \{share, 22\}.

As discussed in Section 7.5.2, it is also possible for a remote user logged in to a local server to request a copy of their files. In this instance, all the ids for the complete set of records for the remote user in the \textit{fscache} table is placed in the \textit{db\_sync} table.

A scheduler in the synchronization engine runs a task regularly that converts the entries in the \textit{db\_sync} table into a set of SQL INSERT statements stored in a file and sent to the remote database to be executed. Thus, only a partial set
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of relevant updates are executed on the remote database. This process happens in the reverse direction as well if a new remote user is registered or a remote user shares a file with a local user. Should users or files be deleted, a set of SQL DELETE statements will be created in a similar way. Bandwidth requirements for sharing these SQL update files is low as they are text updates that only reflect differential changes.

The actual files that are shared between local and remote users are entered into a fifo queue in table file_sync_fifo_queue. This table also holds files that are requested from a remote user as discussed in Section 7.5.2. A synchronization service, discussed in Section 7.5.2, is used to synchronize the files in this queue between the local and remote VillageShare servers.

Synchronization and traffic shaping

The synchronization service is designed to synchronize files in the synchronization queue between the local VillageShare file store and the global VillageShare file store and vice versa. To optimize use of the limited-bandwidth Internet gateway that frequently exists in rural communities, we shape the synchronization traffic to minimize impact on the browsing activity of users while optimizing usage of the unused portion of bandwidth available in the Internet link.
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The Traffic Control subsystem of the Linux Kernel is a sophisticated set of tools to shape traffic before it is passed to the network device. It allows the establishment of different queuing disciplines for packets based on classification according to criteria such as ports or IP addresses or any information available in the IP header (i.e. Type of Service (TOS)). These queuing disciplines, or qdiscs, represent the scheduling policies applied to a queue. Several types of qdiscs exist such as FIFO, Stochastic Fair Queuing (SFQ) and Token Bucket Filters (TBF). To shape the synchronization traffic, which is sent using the Linux rsync tool, we allocate a unique port to the synchronization process and use this to classify the synchronization traffic. As discussed in Section 7.5.2, the combination of a FIFO queue, in which a file entry is only removed once the file synchronization is complete, and the recovery feature of the rsync tool make the system robust against upload failures due to power or network outages.

In order to shape traffic on the incoming (ingress) and outgoing (egress) links, we need to take control of the Linux queue attached to the network device. To do so, the Internet gateway machine needs to become the bottleneck for the traffic flowing to the Internet. In Macha, there is a 10 Mbps Ethernet link between the gateway machine and the WiFi router; the WiFi router provides a 2.1 Mbps link to the Internet. If the outgoing traffic is not shaped to just below 2.1 Mbps, 2.1 Mbps is SLA agreement with the ISP.
all traffic will build up in a queue at the WiFi router which we cannot control. To control the queue, we shape the outgoing link to 2Mbps. We then classify the traffic based on any number of different criteria, such as HTTP traffic or traffic using the port allocated for file synchronization.

In a gateway serving a community where web traffic dominates, it is advantageous to divide the traffic so that most of the bandwidth is allocated to HTTP traffic. Traffic that needs low latency, such as TCP ACKs, should be pushed to the network device as quickly as possible. Because it is not interactive, synchronization traffic should receive a small slice of the bandwidth if other services are using the link but consume as much as possible when the link is dormant. To split the traffic we use a hierarchical token bucket queuing discipline. This allows us to set a token bucket-based rate when the link is under contention but allows the service to borrow tokens from other classes when capacity is available, up to a ceiling rate. HTTP traffic is sent to a stochastic fair queue to avoid one HTTP connection dominating another. ACK packets are sent to a FIFO queue to allow them to reach the network interface as fast as possible. The VillageShare2 traffic is also sent to a FIFO queue as only one file is synchronized at a time. The system design is shown in Figure 7.17
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Figure 7.17: Traffic shaping design for VillageShare2 using the Traffic Control subsystem of the Linux Kernel.

7.6 Villageshare evaluation

We now evaluate both our VillageShare architectures in turn. The Facebook-based VillageShare is evaluated via a simulation as uptake in the rural village of Macha was limited; this was due to the limitations of the user interface and the exclusion of users who did not have Internet vouchers. The cloud-based VillageShare, VillageShare2, is evaluated using data from a live deployment in Macha, Zambia.
7.6.1 Facebook-based VillageShare evaluation

Our evaluation methodology utilizes intuitive calculations based on our traffic analysis to predict bounds for performance improvement that could be provided by VillageShare. We focus on outgoing traffic as our goal is to facilitate file uploads.

Traffic localization using VillageShare

![Traffic Load vs. Time of Day Graph]

Figure 7.18: Capacity savings with large upload handling through VillageShare.

VillageShare relieves Internet link congestion by bypassing the gateway and keeping local traffic within the local network. We investigate how much new capacity would be made available based on the amount of local traffic. We perform the evaluation assuming user behavior as observed in the trace. We focus our evaluation on the dominant upload traffic from Facebook and email, as these applications are most likely to benefit from VillageShare.
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We infer the amount of locally produced and locally consumed traffic from the locality of Instant message and photos exchanges on Facebook calculated in Chapter 5. 25% locality was found in Facebook photo sharing over a bandwidth constrained satellite link; less-constrained Facebook message sharing in the same network revealed 50% locality of interest. Thus, we take 25% and 50% as the lower and the upper bound on Facebook locality, respectively. If we assume that this trend is consistent in other forms of content sharing, we can apply this fraction to emails with attachments sent to local users.

Based on this assumed amount of local traffic, Figure 7.18 shows the bandwidth saved over an averaged 24 hour cycle with VillageShare. Much of the bandwidth savings occurs during the day, which helps relieve the congested gateway and improve interactive application performance. The remainder of the large uploads, not shared with local users, will utilize VillageShare’s time-shift proxy. Table 7.1 summarizes the upper (50%) and lower (25%) bound of bandwidth savings due to VillageShare over a two month period. All traffic volume percentages are given as a fraction of large outgoing flows excluding P2P traffic. We exclude P2P traffic as it does not capture explicit user upload activity. We anticipate that, as upload performance improves, upload traffic volume will increase. Hence, these savings, by volume, are likely to escalate when much larger files, such as videos
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and software, are shared locally. Moreover, VillageShare leads to improved user experience, due to fewer failed uploads and faster upload times.

Table 7.1: Summary of outgoing bandwidth used and potential bandwidth savings due to VillageShare.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic types</th>
<th>MB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total outgoing</td>
<td>45287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total outgoing &lt; 100KB (excl. P2P)</td>
<td>6366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>email clients</td>
<td>1568 (24.63%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web-email</td>
<td>611 (9.60%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>744 (11.69%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VillageShare(VS) savings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook 25% locality</td>
<td>186 (2.92%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All email 25% locality</td>
<td>545 (8.56%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook 50% locality</td>
<td>372 (5.84%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All email 50% locality</td>
<td>1090 (17.11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total saved due to VS (25%)</td>
<td>731 (11.48%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total saved due to VS (50%)</td>
<td>1462 (22.96%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Time-shift upload proxy

We next estimate the amount of spare uplink capacity the time-shift proxy will be able to utilize in Macha. The satellite data bundle used in Macha claims to provide a 64 MHz committed rate and a 256 MHz bursting rate. From our traffic analysis, we found an average peak capacity of approximately 128 MHz (see Figure 7.4a); we use this as our baseline uplink capacity. This provides a maximum daily outgoing capacity of 1328MB. We assume that traffic between
local users harnesses the VillageShare file-sharing application. As a result this traffic does not figure in the flows we consider for rescheduling. We concentrate on the remaining large uploads (greater than 100kB) which are rescheduled by the time-shift proxy; hence this traffic is initially removed from the current set of outgoing flows.

We evaluate the two spare capacity estimation strategies elaborated in Section 7.5.1: “dynamic” and “off-peak”. In the “dynamic” strategy the proxy automatically dequeues any enqueued flows when capacity becomes available. The threshold for the “off-peak” strategy is set to a third of the satellite capacity (42.6 MHz). This results in an off-peak daily period from 3 to 8 A.M. with an additional weekend period from 2 to 5 P.M. The proxy begins to dequeue flows at the beginning of the off-peak period.
Figure 7.19 shows the spare capacity available using these two strategies over the 8 week measurement period, in intervals of days. Clearly, the dynamic strategy provides far more capacity, with an average of 700MB per day; however, it has the disadvantage of negative interaction between upload traffic (long-lived flows) and browsing traffic (short-lived flows) [61]. The off-peak strategy provides an average of 278MB extra capacity per day, which is sufficient for all but one day in our 2 months network measurement. The large dip in capacity at the beginning of week 5 is due to a full-day power failure.

We now reinsert the removed uploads, destined for external consumption, back into the network. We conservatively assume that 75% of all large email, Facebook and non-P2P large outbound flows are these externally consumed uploads. They are then reinserted using one of the two strategies, “dynamic” or “off-peak”. We assume that the measured size of these flows in our traces was artificially small due to the aborted transfers. To make the sizes of these flows more realistic, we double the length of these flows. The bottom line in Figure 7.19 shows the amount of capacity required by these flows over time. Both proxy strategies can handle the majority of the current outbound flows greater than 100kB within a 24 hour period. The sudden increase in demand in the middle of week two is due to an unusual email client anomaly, where large attachments were transmitted continuously throughout the day. For this single anomaly, only the dynamic bandwidth
allocation strategy would have been able to service the uploads within a single day.

It is likely that the improved network performance, due to local caching, will cause users to increase the quantity of uploads. The evaluation shows that there is enough capacity to handle a substantial increase in uploads, but we acknowledge that only an in-situ deployment will be able to evaluate the efficacy of the time-shift proxy as outgoing load increases beyond its current pattern.

7.6.2 Cloud-based VillageShare evaluation

In this section we evaluate the operation and some post-deployment restricted usage of VillageShare2. We study the type of content uploaded and shared on VillageShare2. We depict the sharing between users as a social graph to understand the distribution of sharing behaviour across the user base. We compare this social graph to previous work on the locality of interest for Facebook images and instant-messages. We also evaluate the synchronization component of VillageShare2 using simulated file shares between local and remote users. We carry out experiments during normal peak usage times in the network to ensure that our synchronization component has minimal effect on normal interactive web browsing.
Evaluation of shared content for real users

Following our deployment in Macha, we provided access to VillageShare2 to a limited number of users to test its operation “in the wild”. Since the test, we have made VillageShare2 available to all village residents and usage is steadily growing. For the evaluation described in this section, we disabled synchronization between the local and global system until VillageShare2 could be integrated with the voucher based billing system. This evaluation, therefore, only presents local sharing behaviour within Macha. During these initial tests, there were 12 registered users who were encouraged to explore the use VillageShare2 for file sharing. The following results are from the initial two weeks of usage following deployment.

Table 7.2: Statistics for files stored on VillageShare2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File Type</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Total Size (MB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>image</td>
<td>51(72%)</td>
<td>169(18%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>audio</td>
<td>5(7%)</td>
<td>71(8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pdf</td>
<td>12(17%)</td>
<td>6(4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>video</td>
<td>2(3%)</td>
<td>669(73%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>executable</td>
<td>1(1%)</td>
<td>3(0.3%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2 shows a summary of the quantity of files uploaded over two weeks using the VillageShare2 service, while table 7.3 summarizes the quantity of files shared. Images are the dominant media type; 72% of the total files uploaded to the server. However, after only two videos were uploaded to the server, 73% of
Table 7.3: Statistics for files shared on VillageShare2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File Type</th>
<th>Unique files</th>
<th>Total shared</th>
<th>Share ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>image</td>
<td>6(43%)</td>
<td>22(46%)</td>
<td>3.6:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>audio</td>
<td>4(29%)</td>
<td>13(27%)</td>
<td>3.3:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pdf</td>
<td>3(21%)</td>
<td>11(23%)</td>
<td>3.6:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>video</td>
<td>1(7%)</td>
<td>2(4%)</td>
<td>2:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>executable</td>
<td>0(0%)</td>
<td>0(0%)</td>
<td>0:0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The storage space was consumed. Only 6 of the 51 stored images were shared with other users whereas all the videos were shared with other users; one of the videos was shared with users registered on VillageShare2 and the other video was broadcast to all users in Macha by posting a URL link to the video on a Facebook page. In the audio category 4 out of the 5 audio files, which were mp3 music tracks, were shared with other users. We conclude that users have different intentions when uploading content to VillageShare2. When content is generated by the user – as most images are – VillageShare2 is used as a backup service for this content with a small fraction of these files shared with other users. Recall that using an Internet file hosting service for backup would be very costly and slow in a remote rural area like Macha. When the content is not locally generated, in the case of downloaded music or videos, the content stored on VillageShare2 is uploaded with a clear intention to share this with other users as backup of these files is not as critical.
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We define the share ratio of the content as an average measure of the number of files shared with other users for a specific file type, calculated simply by dividing the total number of shared instances of a file type by the total number of unique files of that type. We find that the share ratios are fairly similar for images, audio, and pdf files – the share ratio of each is greater than 3:1. Chapter 5 analysed locality of interest in Facebook images and showed that local content was viewed 5.2 times on average by local users, compared to externally generated content, which was only viewed 1.5 times on average. We believe the share ratios are likely increase further as usage of VillageShare2 grows, particularly as it grows among users without access to Facebook.

We captured an event where one of the large 600 MB videos uploaded to VillageShare2 was broadcast to all users in Macha using a Facebook link to the content. Analyzing the apache access logs revealed that this video was viewed three times within the first day of posting. Although the video was not directly shown to users of VillageShare2, the broadcast of this video achieved a share ratio of 3:1 within the first day and saved 600 MB of upload bandwidth and 1.8 GB of download bandwidth on the Internet gateway. This is a financial saving of $72 USD, given that 1 GB vouchers cost $30 USD.

The social graph depicting sharing behaviour between users is shown in Figure 7.20. Node sizes indicate the weighted node degree and edges depict the
number of files shared between users. It is clear from this graph that there is a long-tail distribution of file sharing between users – a few dominant users share the majority of files and many users only share a few files. This behaviour mimics social graph patterns we have seen in Facebook instant messaging. There are a few users who act as ‘information conduits’ or ‘information generators’ and a large number of other users who are consumers of this content.

**Evaluation of synchronization**

To evaluate the synchronization strategy using the Linux traffic control system, we monitored the down-link of the Internet gateway during a simulated
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file synchronization between the global and local VillageShare2 server; this effectively simulates an international user sharing a file with a local village user. Figure 7.21 shows a trace of synchronization traffic and all other Internet traffic passing through the gateway; samples of the downlink throughput were taken every 2 seconds.

One 15 MB file was placed in the upload queue (from the point of view of the global VillageShare2 server). The incoming queue on the village server was restricted to 1.2 Mbps using a hierarchical token bucket (HTB). As can be seen from the plot, the HTB allows some momentary throughput to reach 2 Mbps; however, over a larger averaging window, the downlink throughput is 1.2 Mbps. The scheduler in the synchronization engine started the download at 13:47:30. At this stage the browsing traffic averaged around 800 kbps, and the synchronization service took full advantage of the spare capacity of about 400 kbps by borrowing tokens from the other qdisc classes. At 13:50:30, the browsing traffic rapidly increased to the maximum capacity of the link; the qdisc for the synchronization traffic then falls to its allocated slice of 10 kbps, with no spare tokens to borrow from other classes. The browsing traffic then eases off at 13:53:00 and the synchronization service takes advantage of the spare capacity again, with the file synchronization completing at 13:57:00. From the plot it is clear that the traffic shaping for the synchronization service is very responsive to increases and decreases in capacity.
and makes full use of capacity when available but backs off to its “trickle” rate when the link is saturated.

![Figure 7.21](image-url)  
**Figure 7.21**: Plot of traffic passing through the gateway illustrating VillageShare2 file synchronization and all other Internet traffic.

### 7.7 Related Work

The lack of local content in rural Africa was noted by Van Hoorik and Mweetwa [164]. According to their observations, rural Africans do not find a representation of their customs and culture online, thus they may perceive the Internet as a “foreign body”. In [113] models of online content generation are explored. The authors conclude that social and cultural factors have to be considered for successful implementation of content generation tools. In our Internet usage survey (Section 7.4), we investigate why content generation is lacking even in an existing network with
experienced Internet users. We find that the lack of easy access to computer terminals and the lack of bandwidth inhibit content generation.

To cope with limited bandwidth, we propose a time-delayed proxy and an OSN-based local file sharing system. Time-delayed proxy for bandwidth-limited networks was first proposed in [51]. A Collaborative cache approach was proposed by Isaacman and Martonosi [83] in which cached content on client devices is made available to all clients in the local network. This solution acknowledges the value of local stored content as well as the importance of distributed access in unreliable networks. A system similar to the proposed one was implemented by Vithinage and Atukorale [166]. We build upon this idea and extend it so that both uploads and downloads are handled in a time-delayed manner. Locality of online interactions, on the other hand, was first observed with the advent of online social networks. Wittie et al. [171] exploit locality of interest in order to improve OSN usability for remote areas. Their work is geared towards larger geographic regions (e.g. whole countries). In this paper we find a micro-locality within a single village can be used as a basis for the improved file sharing scheme we propose in Section 7.5.

The value of local clouds in developing regions was explored in [53]; an order of magnitude improvement in performance was demonstrated with an application mirror installed in a local network. Collaborative caching was proposed by Isaac-
man and Martonosi [83] where cached content on client devices is made available to all clients in the local network. This solution acknowledges the value of local stored content as well as the importance of distributed access in unreliable networks. A system similar to the one proposed was implemented by Vithinage and Atukorale [166].

7.8 Discussion

VillageShare does not present a method that transparently solves the problem of bandwidth shortage in rural area networks. Rather, it is an intervention that facilitates content generation and sharing by providing an alternative to the existing paradigm of interactive file upload, which clearly does not work well in bandwidth-poor networks. We believe that the poor performance experienced in uploading mail attachments, podcasts, videos or other files shared with local village users will convince users to converge on usage of the VillageShare application. Although the cloud-based solution diverged from the original Facebook-based solution, in the future we would want to see both these approaches converge in order to fully exploit the existing Facebook social graph.

A tradeoff between impacting user behaviour and improving network performance exists on multiple levels. VillageShare exploits locality of interaction and
time shifting; traffic shaping is yet another aspect. For example, we find that peer-to-peer traffic utilizes 8.2% of the total bandwidth, while exhibiting very poor performance over an asymmetric satellite link. To examine the impact of this traffic, we show in Figure 7.22 the upload capacity savings when all P2P traffic is blocked at the gateway through a simple firewall rule. Although this could seem like an attractive way to relieve congestion, there are cases when content is only available through a P2P network; it would be unwise to completely remove the opportunity to use this mechanism. A tradeoff solution could be a combination of a complete blockade of P2P networking in the network combined with a service on a dedicated server outside the network to forward P2P file requests. The files can then be downloaded to the local server using the time-shift proxy method that we described earlier.

**Figure 7.22:** Effect of removing all P2P upload traffic on the network (averaged two week trace).
Bandwidth is not the only restriction on content generation. Cost associated with Internet access is extremely important for low-income rural residents. Our interviews reveal that when Internet usage is limited by cost, it significantly impacts the frequency of content generation ($\chi^2(N = 41) = 3.475, p = .006$). Moreover, the number of hours a user spends using the Internet (irrespective of whether one has to pay for it) determines the user’s affinity towards content generation ($\chi^2(N = 41) = 5.218, p = .035$). Access at work, school or any other public location comes with restricted hours and leads to “the deliberate interaction” model [172]. Only at-home access allows leisurely content generation and sharing; we plan to tackle this aspect of the problem in our future work. In our future work we also plan to carry out a long term longitudinal study to capture the changes in content generation and content sharing behaviour of users once the VillageShare system has received considerable uptake in the community.

7.9 Conclusion

Our traffic analysis and a social survey reveal that rural networks have a unique set of challenges and opportunities. Content generation, vital to capturing the local languages and cultures of rural areas was hindered by a number of factors. Our survey reveals that users are frustrated by costly, slow Internet services that
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hinder their ability to share content, specifically large files such as video. When local users share content by email or Facebook, it traverses a slow Internet gateway twice and often leads to failure.

We presented two VillageShare architectures to solve this problem. Our first VillageShare system makes use of a time-shift proxy that delays large file uploads to off-peak usage periods, and a Facebook-based file sharing application that ensures that local user traffic does not traverse the Internet gateway. Our evaluation showed that between 11% and 22% of the large outbound flow traffic, normally utilizing the satellite gateway, can be sent between local users using a VillageShare file server hosted in the village. We also noted that the time-delay proxy creates enough off-peak capacity to fulfil the current set and a large number of additional large upload requests.

Our second VillageShare system makes use of a locally hosted cloud-based solution. Early results from our deployment of our second VillageShare system show that the service facilitates easy local sharing of content as well as backup of user generated content such as photographs from mobile phones. Share ratios of over 3:1 for all local content mimic locality of interest seen in our previous Facebook image analysis. Simulations of content shared with external users using our traffic shaping engine show promising results in that a users’ browsing experience is not adversely effected by the file synchronization.
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As the bandwidth divide increases between developing regions connected over slow Internet and the rest of the international community, services such as VillageShare will be key to enabling vibrant collaboration amongst local users and sharing of locally generated content with the international community. Without these services, locally generated content will be trapped in digital storage islands in developing regions across the world.
Chapter 8

VillageLink: Reaching Low Density Populations

8.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2 we highlighted some of the environmental challenges that hinder Internet penetration in rural developing regions; particularly those in Africa. One of the key obstacles in these rural areas is lack of wired infrastructure, such as copper cables, fibre optic links or cell phone base stations, due to high deployment cost and low population density which renders these techniques economically infeasible. Rural areas are also hard to reach via cheap license free solutions such as
WiFi, as these technologies, operating in 2.4 or 5 GHz bands, have a very limited connectivity range.

In the 50-800 MHz band, a large block of UHF and VHF frequencies has recently been freed up due to the analog to digital TV transition. This spectrum, called white spaces, promises to deliver an affordable means of providing wide area coverage. It is extremely attractive for rural areas as the propagation range is an order of magnitude higher than in the bands used by competing technologies. However, a distributed, resource-efficient solution for network organization, especially for spectrum allocation within a network, is needed for further proliferation of rural area white space deployments.

Channel allocation aims to assign one of the available channels to each of the network nodes. Traditionally, the issue has been expressed as the graph colouring problem where a color (channel) is assigned to a node so that network interference is minimized, and consequently the capacity is maximized. In a network operating over a small set of available frequencies, such as WiFi, channels generally do not exhibit significant differences in terms of propagation properties. White space networks, however, operate over a very large span of channels, and propagation properties can vary drastically over these channels. Channel assignment in such a network has to satisfy conflicting goals: maximize useful transmission by pre-
ferring channels with superior propagation properties, and minimize interference by favouring channels that propagate over a shorter radius.

Since we propose white space connectivity for impoverished regions, we concentrate on making our solution as cost efficient as possible. Therefore, we reuse the existing TV antennas already installed in even the most remote rural areas. Unfortunately, this further complicates the problem of channel allocation as these antennas exhibit uneven and unpredictable propagation behaviour over the wide white space spectrum. Any analytical solution that provides a clear picture of frequency quality becomes impossible, and a direct inference of propagation properties is needed.

In this paper we successfully address the above challenges and deliver the following contributions:

- We design a light-weight frequency profiling methodology to evaluate channel quality. We extend the IEEE 802.22 MAC scheme to enable autonomous white space base stations to coordinate frequency probing, and exchange information used for improvement of network performance.

- We develop a novel channel allocation method that assigns operating frequencies to base stations with the aim of minimizing the impact of interference over the useful signal levels in a network. Our frequency assignment
method is fully distributed; each link needs to know only the frequency profile of itself and its immediate neighbours. This information is readily available after the light-weight probing is performed.

We compile these contributions into a practical channel profiling and allocation scheme for wide area white space networks called VillageLink. We test VillageLink frequency probing mechanism on a long-distance software-defined radio white space link we deployed. Through simulations we evaluate VillageLink’s channel allocation. We show that our frequency-aware channel allocation leads to up to twice as much network capacity than an alternative heuristic based on interference avoiding. In addition, VillageLink preserves fairness among users even when the density of the network is high. With its high performance, efficient resource usage and distributed nature, VillageLink is a highly practical solution for wide area white space coverage in rural areas.

8.2 Wide-area White Space Networks

White spaces represent a historic opportunity to revolutionize wide area wireless networking. White spaces not only deliver much greater communication range than Gigahertz frequencies, they also support non-line of sight communication, including transmission through vegetation and small obstacles, which makes them
highly suitable for various terrain configurations. However, white space networks have to deal with unique peculiarities of transmission over a wide band of relatively low frequencies, and should enable license-free unplanned deployments in rural developing regions.

8.2.1 TV Spectrum availability

White spaces spectrum can also be used by primary users, typically television and wireless microphones. In order to understand the amount of available white space spectrum, we conducted a number of spectrum scans in rural and urban regions in South Africa, Zambia and the USA.

South Africa has 5 TV channels utilizing VHF and UHF TV bands; all channels are available in urban centres and a portion of these channels available in rural areas. Zambia only has 2 national TV bands with very limited coverage. The USA, in contrast, has anywhere between 10 and 25 terrestrial TV channels available depending on location. Figure 8.1 shows the spectrum scan of the lower portion of the UHF band used for television broadcasting. Urban areas in the USA have very limited white space available. Rural areas of the USA are comparable to urban areas in South Africa. Rural areas in Zambia and South Africa have an abundance of white space and are thus very well suited for rural connectivity solutions.
Figure 8.1: Analysis of available spectrum in the lower UHF band for urban and rural areas in South Africa, Zambia and the USA.

8.2.2 Wide band frequency selectivity

The variation in the free-space loss across a band is termed “dynamic range” and is calculated as follows:

\[ D_{dB} = 20 \log \left( \frac{f_U}{f_L} \right) \]

where \( f_L \) and \( f_U \) are the lowest and the highest frequency in the band, respectively.

In Table 8.1 we summarize the dynamic range of a number of traditional wireless systems. Free-space loss in a traditional wireless network, such as WiFi or GSM, is relatively uniform over the range of frequencies these networks operate on. The reason for low dynamic range in these networks lies in the fact that they either
operate over a relatively narrow band of frequencies, such as 50 MHz for GSM and 80 MHz for 2.4 GHz WiFi, or they operate on high central frequencies where the difference between the lowest and the highest frequency diminishes, as is the case with 5 GHz WiFi. White spaces, however, operate on a wide band of low frequencies, and the difference in propagation between white space frequencies can be large. Note that the same issue does not arise in GSM (as well as 3G and 4G/LTE) networks, that can also operate on a wide range of frequencies (e.g. GSM850, GSM900, GSM1800). Unlike with white spaces, in these networks once the band selection is done the operation is restricted to a single relatively narrow range of channels.

Table 8.1: Dynamic range and fractional bandwidth of different wireless systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>$f_L$(MHz)</th>
<th>$f_U$(MHz)</th>
<th>$D$(dB)</th>
<th>$FB$(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>802.11 (2.4 GHz)</td>
<td>2412</td>
<td>2484</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802.11 (5 GHz)</td>
<td>5170</td>
<td>5700</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSM900</td>
<td>935</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White spaces</td>
<td>43.25</td>
<td>797.25</td>
<td>25.31</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Besides wide dynamic range, white space links experience uneven fading due to antenna patterns. The fractional bandwidth ($FB$) for a frequency band, calculated as a ratio of operating bandwidth and the central frequency, determines how wideband an antenna should be in order to have the same gain over all frequencies.
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with the band. From Table 8.1 we see that white spaces require significantly wider band antennas than GSM and WiFi. Such antennas are hard, if not impossible, to design. Consequently, white space links are highly prone to the effects of imperfect antennas.

To confirm this statement, we deployed a 3 km outdoor non-line-of-sight white space link. Each of the link nodes consists of a USRP2 radio and a dual core 2.4 GHz Pentium PC running GNUradio software. One node acts as a transmitter and sends probes at every 1 MHz over the white space spectrum. Another node, the receiver, scans the spectrum with 1 MHz spacing both with the transmitter turned off (baseline scan) and with the transmitter sending probes (signal scan).

Figure 8.2 shows the received signal strength across the UHF TV band in South Africa. Three TV stations were detected and probes did not occur at these frequencies. The received signal strength does not fall of monotonically with increasing frequency, which would be the case if only free-space loss determined the propagation loss. Instead, due to the antenna characteristics the propagation loss is non-uniform across the UHF band. Using the WIPL-D antenna modelling package we created a model of the deployed antenna. The results are shown in Figure 8.3. While an antenna with no surrounding structures has a more predictable gain patterns, when surrounding structures and antenna imperfections, such as bent elements, are introduced, the antenna gain pattern has far less pre-
Figure 8.2: Analysis of received signal strength over the UHF band using 8 dBi yagi antennas at transmitter and receiver. The plots demonstrate that received signal strength is far more dependent on the antenna gain pattern than on attenuation due to free-space loss. This is confirmed by antenna frequency profiles of a number of TV antenna models in Figure 8.10.

dictability similar to what was seen in our received signal strength measurements. Predicting the type of TV antenna being used or the structures surrounding the antenna is not possible, which necessitates frequency probing in white spaces.

In addition to antenna effects, a part of frequency selectivity may stem from the environment and terrain effects. Shadowing, i.e. slow fading due to physical obstacles on the signal path would still be detected and accounted for with frequency probing. Unlike shadowing, multipath, which leads to rapid variation of propagation within a channel, cannot be captured through our current probing.
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Figure 8.3: Antenna gain for yagi antenna used in white space link in the outdoor testbed. The plot shows the following scenarios: (a) Antenna with no nearby structures, (b) Antenna mounted on the side of a wall, (c) Antenna mounted on a pitch roof, (d) Antenna with imperfections due to bent elements.

method. However, channel allocation only requires knowledge of the average channel gain of the channel that is captured by frequency probing, and in Section 8.4 we devise a lightweight channel probing mechanism. (458 MHz - 860 MHz)

8.2.3 Channel assignment in white space networks

The problem of channel assignment in wireless networks is often expressed with graph coloring, where each color represents a different channel. For a link, one of the available central frequencies is assigned so that a goal, such as maximum throughput, is achieved. In the channel allocation literature on traditional wireless networks all colors are considered equal in terms of their propagation
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Figure 8.4: A simple example of the challenges of frequency assignment in white spaces. We want to establish links 1, 2 and 3; two channels represented by solid (inferior propagating frequency) and dashed (superior propagating frequency) colouring are given. In (a) all links operate on the inferior frequency, however there is interference from link 2 at link 1’s receiver and link 3 is too long to be established on this frequency. In (b) the interference is resolved by switching the frequency for link 2. In (c) link 3 is establishment through assignment of the superior frequency. However, the superior frequency propagates further, thus interference at link 2’s receiver is introduced.
Figure 8.5: Layout of a targeted white space network showing interference scenarios between television and white spaces, and between white space networks in different domains. White space base stations within the same domain send base station to base station probes (BBPs) to calculate the channel conditions among themselves.

Properties [159]. In white spaces, due to the wide dynamic range and antenna effects, the transmission range varies significantly among frequencies in the band (see Table 8.1 and Figure 8.2). Therefore, selection of the operating frequency can impact the existence of a link itself. This further complicates the problem of graph colouring, as now not all colours are equal. Figure 8.4 show one such example where a tradeoff between establishing links and avoiding interference is hard to achieve. In a white space network the color affects the graph structure, thus the existing approaches to frequency assignment are not directly applicable.
8.2.4 Network Architecture

The network scenario that describes the setting in which VillageLink will operate is given in Figure 8.5. In this paper, we consider wide-area white space networks that consist of individual base stations (BSs), each with a set of associated customer-premises equipment (CPE) clients. We term one such BS with its CPEs a cell. A BS and all the CPEs within a cell operate on the same channel\(^1\); thus, when considering channel allocation we use “BS” and “cell” interchangeably. All cells that are operated within the same administration are called a WRAN domain. The existence of TV transmission and other white space networks not in our service set reduces the number of channels available to the BSs within our domain. The aim of our work is to develop a channel allocation algorithm, as well as supporting structures such as a MAC layer and a frequency probing mechanism, so that the overall network performance within our white space WRAN domain is maximized.

We assume that base stations are connected with a back channel. This can be another white space radio tuned to a common channel that does not interfere with the set of channels available for base station to client connectivity. Moreover,

\(^1\)We envision OFDMA channel sharing among the CPEs of a BS. Such an approach is mandated by IEEE 802.16 and IEEE 802.22 standards. We leave the details of subcarrier allocation as the future work, and in this paper concentrate solely on channel allocation at the BS level.
Figure 8.6: General superframe structure of 802.22 showing additional probe sequence required for frequency profiling. The 1024 bit probe sequence, in the worst case, increases overhead by 0.44%; this includes the 10µs Frequency Switch Time (FST) because the amount of control data sent over the back channel is low, a VHF/UHF packet radio, or any other low bandwidth communication technology can be used.

8.3 Channel Probing and Medium Access for Wide-Area Networks

Channel probing is a necessary tool for propagation evaluation over a wide white space frequency range. Unfortunately, the existing MAC protocols proposed for wide area networks [141, 156, 43] do not explicitly support frequency profiling. The MAC protocol that most closely resembles our proposed system is IEEE
802.22. The protocol has built-in protection for primary users and mechanisms to move to new channels but has no built-in mechanism to choose from a set of available channels. It specifies that the channel may be chosen from the available list by an operator or by a “local routine”. Thus, instead of rebuilding an entire MAC layer we propose to extend the 802.22 protocol to include a feature that performs frequency profiling on all available channels. In our frequency profiling scheme we measure the SNR value of the probe that was received at a base station using the previously measured power spectral density of channel with no probes and the power spectral density measured when a probe is present. To ensure consistency among measurements we assume that the nodes are static.

The MAC is organised into 160 ms superframes which consist of sixteen 10 ms frames. Each frame is divided into a downstream subframe and an upstream subframe; the size of these subframes depends on the amount of downstream and upstream data that needs to be sent between the base station and the clients. All base stations are equipped with a GPS and are able to synchronize their clocks to within 2 ns accuracy. Base stations start their first superframe at the start of a GPS minute cycle; this greatly simplifies inter-base station communication and scheduling. Final synchronization is carried out using the superframe preamble.

The current 802.22 MAC specification already has sophisticated mechanisms to detect other 802.22 WRAN domains using co-existence beacons, move into a
time division multiplex mode in cases where base stations are forced to share the same channel, allow clients to scan for and associate with base stations, and carry out ranging between clients and base stations to account for propagation delays. However none of these mechanisms allow a base station to discover channel conditions between WRAN cells at all available channels.

Figure 8.6 shows the superframe structure of 802.22 with our modification, an additional probe sequence after the superframe preamble to allow for frequency profiling at different wireless frequencies. The probe sequence uses a 1024 bit PN sequence modulated using BPSK with 4 samples per symbol. The probe sequence incurs low overhead, using an additional 0.44% of the channel in the worst case. We place the probe sequence after the superframe preamble to ensure we do not break any timing synchronization. Clients make use of the superframe preamble to synchronize any clock offsets. The probe will be transmitted on a probe channel, $p_i$, where $p = (p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_N)$, a set of $N$ probe channels. The probe channel set is a subset of the complete set of available TV channels, $v = (v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_M)$ with $N < M$ after eliminating non-vacant channels. Each base station in the WRAN domain would first have consulted its spectrum database and scanned all the channels for primary users and other white space domains to ensure availability.

In order to perform frequency profiling between base stations on all available channels, a mechanism is required to coordinate probing timing, channel probe
senders and listeners. When a base station is in a probing state, it sends a probe at the beginning of each superframe. It sequentially steps through the full white space TV channel set and only sends a probe if the channel is contained in the probe channel set for that base station. The entire scan takes $160M$ ms, where $M$ is the total number of TV channels. If the probe channel is not contained in the probe set, the base station does not send any transmission in the probe sequence slot. Base stations maintain their own probe sets as they may each generate interference to primary users on different sets of frequencies. We chose a mechanism where we step through the entire set of white space channels with interspersed quiet periods on non-vacant channels to avoid needing to maintain full consistency of all probe channels amongst all base stations and associated clients.

In order to coordinate probe transmission and reception, we propose a token approach in which a base station only transmits probes when it has a probe token and listens for probes when it does not have a token. A breath-first traversal of a spanning tree of the graph is used to ensure that a token traverses the graph of base stations when the back channel forms the edges. Once the base station has finished probing across the TV channel set, it sends the token to the next base station using a traversal algorithm; the probing process is completed when all base stations have used the token. Probes can take place when base stations
Figure 8.7: Timing diagram showing the BBP probes sent by the base station and received by other base stations and clients.

are in the initialization phase and have not chosen an operating channel, or when they are in an operating phase and are communicating with associated clients and a new base station is added, for example. A request to probe is broadcast by the base station wishing to initiate probing in the domain.

The 802.22 specification makes use of clients to sense for primary users and extend the sensing coverage area. We propose to use a similar notion when listening for probes. Clients of one base station experience interference from all other base stations. To account for this interference clients can be instructed to listen for probes from base stations with whom they are not associated. Frequency profiling results for clients are sent back to the associated base station on the final
upstream frame once the client has listened on the full set of white space channels. The maximum SNR value of a received probe heard at a base station and its associated clients is used to incorporate the worst case effect on the system. These SNR values from each of the cells that received the probes are unicast on the back channel to the sending base station. Results received at sending base stations are distributed to neighbouring base stations, where two base stations are defined as neighbouring if a probe can be exchanged between them on at least one frequency.

Figure 8.7 shows a number of timing diagrams for different base station and client states. Figure 8.7(a) shows a base station in the initialization phase in which it has a token. In this case only probes are sent by the base station. Figure 8.7(c) also shows a base station with a probe token but in this case the probes are interspersed within standard 802.22 frames as the base station is actively communicating with clients. Quiet periods, where no probe is sent, are different in Figures 8.7(a) and 8.7(c) as they effect primary users on different channels. Figures 8.7(b) and (d) show a base station receiving probes and measuring the channel condition between the sending base station and itself. Figure 8.7(e) shows a client receiving probes from a base station with or without a token. In the case of a client hearing a probe from a base station it is not associated with, the frequency profile matrix
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is sent back to its associated base station and then forwarded on the back channel to the sending base station with the token.

Once the probing process is completed each BS $i$ has information on signal propagation at different frequencies: 1) within its own cell, obtained through aggregation of probing results from the cell’s CPEs, 2) between $i$ and each of the BSs $j$ that heard probes from $i$, and 3) within cells that are served by each of the neighbouring BSs $j$. We note that power failures are expected in rural areas [160], and should they be experienced, the base station can power up to its previous known state stored in non-volatile memory as the frequency profile matrix, which contains the frequency profile between all base stations at all available channels.

### 8.3.1 Calculating probe SNR

Each master probe is simply a pseudo-noise (PN) sequence modulated with DBPSK. The client calculates the average power measured, $P_{\text{avg}}$ over the probe listen window.

$$P_{\text{avg}}(dB) = 10 \log \left( \frac{1}{N} \sum s(n)^2 \right) + CF$$

where $s(n)$ is the signal received, $n$ is the sample number, $N$ is the total number of samples and $CF$ is the correction factor, which is calculated by calibrating the receiver. Average power is a low complexity ($O(N)$) calculation and the cognitive radio can carry this out in real time using a cumulative average.
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The SNR of the probe can then be calculated by using a previously known noise level from an initial scan when no probes are present.

\[ SNR(dB) = P_{avg}(dB) - N_{avg}(dB) \]

From the measured SNR we can extract the channel gain:

\[ H = \frac{SNR \cdot N_0 \cdot W}{P} \]  

(8.1)

where \( N_0, W \) and \( P \) denote the noise constant, channel width and the transmission power, respectively.

### 8.4 Channel Allocation

In this section we devise a distributed channel allocation algorithm that uses information obtained through frequency profiling (Section 8.3) and does not incur channel switching overhead typical for other allocation schemes. Our approach is based on the annealed Gibbs sampler, a technique that can help us minimize a target function in a distributed way. In the next subsection we present the basics of Gibbs sampling. An interested reader can find more details about Gibbs sampling in [24]. We then cast our problem to the Gibbsian framework and sketch the channel allocation algorithm.
8.4.1 Gibbs Sampling

The Gibbs sampler is a Markov chain Monte Carlo technique for obtaining random samples from a multivariate probability distribution. The sampler is useful in situations where the joint distribution is unknown or difficult to sample, but the conditional distributions of variables are known and easy to sample. In a nutshell, the Gibbs sampler that draws samples from a multivariate probability distribution \( p(x_1, \ldots, x_N) \) works as follows:

- Initialize all variables \( x_1, \ldots, x_N \) to (random) starting values \( x_1^0, \ldots, x_N^0 \).

- For each sample \( j = 1..k \), sample each variable \( x_i \) from the conditional distribution \( p(x_i | x_1^j, \ldots, x_{i-1}^j, x_{i+1}^j, \ldots, x_N^j) \) to obtain \( x_i^j \).

After the above process is finished, we are left with \( x_1^j, \ldots, x_N^j; j \in [1..k] \) samples from the joint distribution \( p \).

We can solve the channel allocation problem through Gibbs sampling, if we obtain the samples from a multivariate probability distribution that:

1. is related to overall network performance.

2. depends on the selected operating channel of each of the base stations.

3. isolates the impact of each of the base stations on the total optimization function.
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4. can be calculated in a distributed way and sampled independently at each of the base stations.

5. favors states that lead to maximum network performance.

In the following section we develop a network performance metric that can be used as a basis for a probability distribution that satisfies the above demands.

8.4.2 Network Performance Metric

Traditionally, the goal of a channel allocation protocol is to assign available channels to BSs so that the total network capacity is maximized. The capacity $C_i(c_i)$ of a single cell operating on the channel $c_i$ is:

$$C_i(c_i) = \sum_{k \in K_i} W_k \log (1 + SINR_{ik}(c_i))$$

where $K_i$ is the set of CPEs within the cell, $W_k$ is the width of a part of the channel $c_i$ used by CPE $k$, and $SINR_{ik}(c_i)$ is the signal to interference plus noise ratio at the CPE $k$. We approximate the presence of all clients within the cell with a single virtual CPE with an SINR value $SINR_i(c_i) = \sum_k SINR_{ik}(c_i)/|K|$. The cell capacity is now:

$$C_i(c_i) = W \log (1 + SINR_i(c_i))$$
where \( W \) is the full channel width, essentially a sum of all \( W_k \) as a cell operates in an OFDMA mode. This approximation hides channel distribution within the cell and helps us concentrate on inter-cell interaction.

If we consider a network with \( N \) cells, with a given channel assignment \( \mathbf{c} = (c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_N), c_i \in \mathbb{C} \), where \( \mathbb{C} \) is the set of available channels, the total network throughput is a sum of all individual capacities at their respective allocated channels:

\[
C(\mathbf{c}) = \sum_i C_i(c_i) = \sum_i W \log (1 + SINR_i(c_i)) \tag{8.2}
\]

A single BS’s decision on the operating channel changes the interference level at all its neighboring BSs. In the above equation the interference is accounted for in the SINR, which is embedded within the logarithmic function. Thus, the impact of a single BS on the total sum is hard to isolate, and the total capacity is not a suitable metric for distributed computation using Gibbs sampling. Centralized optimization using known polynomial complexity techniques, such as linear programming, is not directly applicable either, since the target sum involves non-linear factors and discrete variables.

One of the ways to circumvent this is to revert to a tighter problem formulation that prevents interfering base stations from concurrent transmission [110]. While this can be enforced in a network that employs carrier sensing and collision avoidance, in our setting long distances between base stations render such coordi-
nation inefficient [141]. In addition, allowing some interference often yields more capacity than restricting concurrent transmissions [123]. Another approach is to modify the optimization function and instead of maximizing capacity concentrate on minimizing total network interference [96, 139]. This approach is attractive for networks, such as WiFi, where these two goals are essentially interchangeable. In a white space setting, where available channels can differ drastically in terms of their propagation properties, a channel allocation that leads to minimal interference may not necessarily lead to maximum capacity.

We propose a novel network performance metric – Cumulative interference plus noise to signal ratio (CINSR) – a sum of inverse of SINR experienced at each of the cells. CINSR can be seen as the overall ratio of the impact of harmful factors, noise and interference, to the beneficial one, received signal strength. Thus, our goal is to minimize it. Compared to metrics such as the total capacity or the overall level of interference, CINSR takes into account the frequency diversity that exists in white space networks, and allows distributed performance optimization with Gibbs sampling:

\[
CINSR(c) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{1}{SINR_{i}(c_i)} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{N_0W + \sum_{j=1}^{N} ch(i,j)PH_{ji}(c_i)}{PH_{i}(c_i)}
\]
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The first term in the numerator within the above sum is the thermal noise (a product of the channel width $W$ and the noise constant $N_0$), whereas the second term is the sum of interference experienced at cell $i$, and originating from all other base stations that transmit at the same channel. Interference from a single source is a product of $P$ - the transmission power and $H_{ji}(c_i)$ – the propagation gain from base station $j$ to cell $i$ on channel $c_i$. The function $ch(i,j)$ is equal to 1 if $i$ and $j$ operate on the same channel and, otherwise it is equal to 0. The denominator in the above equation is the average signal strength received by the clients of the BS $i$ that transmits with power $P$. The average channel gain towards the clients is denoted by $H_i(c_i)$.

We now isolate the impact of a single BS $i$ on $CINSR(c)$ and term it local $CINSR$:

$$CINSR_i(c) = \frac{N_0 W}{PH_i(c_i)} \left( \sum_{j \neq i} ch(i,j) \left( \frac{PH_{ij}(c_i)}{PH_i(c_i)} + \frac{PH_{ji}(c_i)}{PH_j(c_i)} \right) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.5)

Information needed for $CINSR_i(c)$ calculation, namely $PH_i(c_i)$, $PH_{ji}(c_i)$, $PH_{ij}(c_i)$ and $PH_j(c_i)$, is available locally at BS$i$, through channel probing described in Section 8.3.
8.4.3 The Gibbs distribution

The Gibbs distribution associated with the function $CINSR$ and a positive temperature $T$ is the probability distribution on $c^N$ (the combined channel state space of all BSs) defined as:

$$\pi(c) = \frac{e^{-CINSR(c)/T}}{\sum_{c' \in c^N} e^{-CINSR(c')/T}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.7)

The above distribution is of a special interest as it favors states in which $CINSR$ is low. In addition, the channel selected by BS $i$ is independent of all non-neighboring BSs and the distribution fulfills all the conditions listed Section 8.4.1.

The Gibbs sampler draws a sequence of samples from the above distribution by having each of the BSs $i$ independently sample its local Gibbs distribution $\pi_i(c)$:

$$\pi_i(c) = \frac{e^{-CINSR_i(c_i,c_j,j \neq i)/T}}{\sum_{c' \in c^N} e^{-CINSR_i(c'_i,c_j,j \neq i)/T}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.8)

and transitions to the sampled local state, converging to the stationary distribution $\pi(c)$ (see Section 8.4.5).

Distribution $\pi(c)$ favors low $CINSR$ states when the temperature is low. While our goal is to minimize $CINSR$, by keeping the temperature low we risk getting stuck in a local minimum early in the process. The annealed Gibbs sampler introduces a slow decrease of temperature $T$ to zero according to a cooling schedule. Therefore, in the beginning the probability of exploring a wide range of states is
high, and as the time goes to infinity, the procedure converges to the minimum CINSR state (Theorem 3, Section 8.4.5). The choice of the schedule impacts the convergence speed, and we experiment with two commonly used schedules in the evaluation section.

8.4.4 Channel Allocation Algorithm

Algorithm 1 VillageLink channel allocation – distributed

1: \{Executed at the base station \(i\}\}
2: while \(t < t_{\text{end}}\) do
3: \(T = f(T_0, t)\) \{f - schedule, \(T_0\) - starting temperature\}
4: for all channel \(c'_i \in \mathcal{C}\) do
5: \(c' = (c_1, c_2, ..., c'_i, ..., c_N)\)
6: Calculate \(\text{CINSR}_i(c')\)
7: end for
8: for all channel \(c'_i \in \mathcal{C}\) do
9: \(c' = (c_1, c_2, ..., c'_i, ..., c_N)\)
10: Calculate \(\pi_i(c')\)
11: end for
12: Sample a random variable according to the law \(\pi_i\) and choose the next channel of the BS \(i\) accordingly.
13: Send information about the newly selected channel to \(i\)'s neighbors.
14: end while
15: Switch the network interface to the last selected channel.
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The Algorithm 1 is executed at each of the base stations. The temperature falls off with time, ensuring that the Gibbs sampler converges towards the global minimum of CINSR. The starting time for all the base stations has to be loosely aligned, and can be achieved through a standard synchronization scheme such as NTP.

Compared to some other distributed channel allocation schemes [96, 120], Algorithm 1 has an attractive property that no channel switching is needed until the convergence. To see why note that the calculation of the local CINSR is done after the probing process, and during the algorithm run the only variable parameter is \( ch(i, j) \). At BS \( i \) this parameter can be updated irrespective of the actual operating channel of BS \( j \). In every step a BS decides on its current channel and sends the decision to its neighbors, who then update their \( ch(i, j) \) tables. Once the cooling schedule is completed base stations switch to their channel of choice (line 15 in Algorithm 1). This greatly speeds up the convergence, as the channel allocation process is not limited by the channel switching time.

8.4.5 Algorithm convergence

**Theorem 1.** The Gibbs distribution \( \pi \) (equation 8.7) has the Markov property.

**Proof.** A Gibbs potential \( V \) associates a real number \( V_\Gamma(s) \) with each subset \( \Gamma \) of a set \( S \). The potential is determined by the state \( s \) of the nodes in \( \Gamma \) and is defined
as zero if $\Gamma$ is not a clique. An energy function $\mathcal{E}(s)$ maps each of the graph states to a real number. We say that the energy function derives from the potential $V$ if:

$$\mathcal{E}(s) = \sum_{\Gamma} V_\Gamma(s)$$

(8.9)

where the summation goes over all subsets of the set $S$. According to Theorem 2.1, pg. 260 in [24] the Gibbs distribution where the energy derives from a Gibbs potential is a Markov random field. This is a part of a more specific Hammersley-Clifford theorem that states necessary and sufficient conditions under which a probability distribution can be represented as a Markov random field (Theorem 2.2, pg. 262 in [24]).

The energy function that we use to construct the Gibbs distribution in equation 8.7 is $CINSR(s)$. We can represent $CINSR$ as a sum of local impact of cliques of the graph of base stations $A$. $CINSR$ then takes the form described by equation 8.9 and can be used as the energy function for Gibbs sampling:

$$CINSR(c) = \sum_{i \in A} \frac{N_0 W}{PH_i(c_i)} + \sum_{\{i,j\} \in A} ch(i, j) \left( \frac{PH_{ij}(c_i)}{PH_i(c_i)} + \frac{PH_{ji}(c_i)}{PH_j(c_i)} \right)$$

$$= \sum_{B \subset A} V_B(c)$$
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Here $V$ denotes the Gibbs potential. The potential is defined for all subsets $\mathcal{B}$ of the set of base stations $\mathcal{A}$ as:

$$V_\mathcal{B}(c) = \begin{cases} 
N_0 W / PH_i(c_i) & \text{if } \mathcal{B} = \{i\} \\
ch(i, j) \left( \frac{PH_{ij}(c_i)}{PH_i(c_i)} + \frac{PH_{ji}(c_i)}{PH_j(c_i)} \right) & \text{if } \mathcal{B} = \{i, j\} \\
0 & \text{if } |\mathcal{B}| \geq 3 
\end{cases}$$

Note that the potential is non zero only for cliques of size one and two. Thus, energy $CINSR(c)$ derives from the Gibbs potential and, consequently $\pi$ is a Markov random field.

**Theorem 2.** For a fixed network of $N$ base stations, each running a Gibbs sampler over its local Gibbs distribution $\pi_i(c)$, channel allocation converges in variation\(^2\) towards the Gibbs distribution $\pi$.

**Proof.** The process can be described as a Gibbs sampler on a finite state homogeneous Markov chain (Theorem 1), for which the Gibbs distribution (equation 8.7) is the invariant probability measure. Example 6.5, pg. 288 in [24] proves that such a sampler converges in variation to the target distribution, and that the convergence takes place with geometric speed.

Note that direct sampling of the capacity (equation 8.2) does not provide any guarantees on the performance as the capacity equation cannot be transformed.

\(^2\)Convergence in variation describes convergence of an array of samples to a probability distribution and is defined in [24], pg. 128.
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to an energy function that derives from the Gibbs potential. Thus, we develop CINSR.

**Theorem 3.** *For a fixed network of N base stations implementing Algorithm 1, channel allocation converges in variation towards a limit distribution that only puts positive probability mass on the states of minimum global energy.*

*Proof.* The proof is analog to Example 8.8, pg. 311 in [24]. The annealed Gibbs sampler converges according to a strongly ergodic nonhomogeneous Markov chain: it converges in variation to a limit distribution that only puts positive probability mass on the states of minimum global energy. Conditions that the cooling schedule has to satisfy in order for convergence to happen can be found in [65].

8.5 Evaluation

The VillageLink system consists of our frequency profiling method built on top of the 802.22 MAC protocol, and the channel allocation algorithm based on Gibbs sampling. Experimental evaluation of such a system is challenging due to the need for a wide area outdoor deployment. In addition, off-the-shelf 802.22 equipment is not yet commercially available, and software defined radio platforms cannot support the synchronization that the MAC protocol requires [128]. Therefore, we evaluate our protocol in a simulated setting. However, the initial experimental in-
vestigation of channel probing and frequency selectivity in white spaces, presented in Section 8.2.2, was performed on a 3 km outdoor link.

8.5.1 Simulation Setup

For a comprehensive evaluation of the channel allocation algorithm, we rely on a Matlab-based custom simulator. The simulator allows us to scale our experiments over a number of cells, and to model different network layouts. We explicitly take into account high variability of signal propagation in the white space band by modeling propagation with the Friss transmission equation:

\[ P_r = P_t + G_t + G_r + 20 \log \left( \frac{\lambda}{4\pi R} \right) \]

where \( \lambda, R, P_r, P_t, G_t \) and \( G_r \) are the wavelength, distance between antennas, received power, transmitted power, transmitter antenna gain, and receiver antenna gain, respectively. Antenna gains depend on specific devices used and their orientations. Earlier, in our outdoor testbed, we confirmed that frequency dependence of antenna gain is the most dominant factor that leads to the frequency diversity in white spaces (Figure 8.2, Section 8.2), thus we model antenna effects in detail.

We use publicly available antenna models\(^3\) and the Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC)\(^4\) antenna modeling software to examine propagation over different

\(^3\)http://www.hdtvprimer.com/ANTENNAS/comparing.html
\(^4\)www.nec2.org
frequencies with different antennas. Figures 8.8b and 8.9b show the radiation patterns seen from the center frequency (598 MHz) of the white space band for two different antennas. In Figure 8.10 we plot frequency dependence of antenna gain. We found that the shape of the antenna pattern does not change significantly for different frequencies. The gain, on the other hand, changes significantly and unpredictably, as seen in Figure 8.10. Thus, in the simulations we use the antenna pattern shape of the center frequency to account for antenna orientation, and we use the full gain over frequency diversity.

All base stations in our simulations use the Yagi antenna from Figure 8.8, as this antenna exhibits the best performance of all the antennas that were modeled. In our simulation we assume clients make use of existing TV antennas used to receive terrestrial TV broadcast signals. Operators have no control over the variety of antennas used by clients and we randomly select antennas from a set of 17 possible client TV antennas ranging from outdoor Yagi antennas with a gain of 15dBi to simple indoor loop antennas with a gain of 3dBi.

We run our experiments over a white space band from 443 MHz to 875 MHz as the antenna models we use perform reasonably well within this range. The band is divided into 36 TV channels, each 6 MHz wide, with a 6 MHz guard band between adjacent channels. In all the experiments we simulate a $100\text{km} \times 100\text{km}$ field with random BS placement and random antenna orientation. Each of the BSs has a
Figure 8.8: Wineguard PR9032 UHF Yagi/corner reflector antenna used as a base station antenna in our evaluation. Showing (a) the antenna design and (b) its radiation pattern seen from the top of the antenna.

Figure 8.9: AntennasDirect DB-2 2-Bay UHF antenna; one of the client antennas used for the evaluation. Showing the antenna in (a) and its radiation pattern seen from the top of the antenna in (b).
Figure 8.10: Antenna profiles of four of the antennas used in our evaluation. One of the profiles, Wineguard PR-9032, corresponds to the BS antenna and, the other three, to client antennas.

single associated virtual client at a distance uniformly picked from 0.2 km to 20 km and with its antenna pointed directly towards the BS. We also simulate a TV station that covers a part of the field with its signal and occupies two adjacent channels.

8.5.2 Channel Allocation Convergence

We simulate Algorithm 1 behavior in a network of ten base stations and five white space channels that are available for communication. We are interested in the algorithm convergence under different Gibbs sampling parameters. We experiment with two common cooling schedules:

- logarithmic: $T = T_0 / \log(t + 2)$, proposed in [56].
Figure 8.11: Algorithm convergence with the (a) exponential, and (b) logarithmic cooling schedule. Different lines correspond to different starting temperatures.

- exponential: \( T = T_0 \alpha^t \), proposed in [99].

where \( T \) denotes the temperature at time \( t \), \( T_0 \) is the starting temperature, and \( \alpha \) is a real number between zero and one; we empirically find value 0.995 to work well in our experiments.

The selection of the starting temperature is important for proper annealing. In Figure 8.11 we plot total network capacity achieved with the two schedules and four different starting temperatures for each. Each point in the graphs is an average over 100 runs. The impact of the starting temperature is clearly visible: the higher \( T_0 \) is, the more time it takes for the algorithm to converge. At the same time, higher temperatures ensure exploration of a large part of the solution space, and generally lead to a better solution. We can also see that \( T_0 = 10^{-6} \) does
not result in any variation of capacity as the algorithm progresses – the sampler
is “frozen” and BSs will stick to the initial channel allocation without exploring
the full solution space. There is a trade-off, dictated by the starting temperature,
between the convergence time and the assurance that the optimal value will be
found. In the rest of the evaluation section we fix the starting temperature to
1, a value that allows full exploration of the solution space and converges in a
reasonable amount of time.

We observe much faster convergence with the exponential schedule, that con-
verged in all but one case ($T_0 = 10^{-6}$). The logarithmic schedule did not converge
in 5000 iterations for $T_0 = 100$ and $T_0 = 1$. In the rest of this section we rely
exclusively on the exponential schedule.

8.5.3 CINSR as a Performance Metric

To confirm that CINSR is a good choice for the network performance metric,
we compare it with an alternative – overall interference and noise in the network
– which is often used as a metric in channel allocation algorithms [96, 139].

The total network interference and noise is defined as:

$$I(c) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( N_0 W + \sum_{j=1..N} ch(i, j) PH_{ij}(c) \right)$$  (8.10)
The impact of a single BS on the sum is defined as the local interference:

\[
I_i(c) = N_0 W + \sum_{j=1..N} ch(i, j) (PH_{ij}(c_i) + PH_{ji}(c_i)) \quad (8.11)
\]

We modify the Gibbs distribution (equation 8.7) to include \(I(c)\) instead of \(CINSR(c)\), and the local Gibbs distribution (equation 8.8) to include \(I_i(c)\) instead of \(CINSR_i(c)\). The necessary conditions for the Gibbs sampler convergence still hold, and we apply an algorithm analogous to Algorithm 1.

Note that, defined this way, the interference function still uses the results of channel probing, yet it does not account for the balance between well propagating channels that are preferred by the CPEs and inferior channels that minimize inter-cell interference.

**Channel under-provisioning**

In the first scenario we simulate a network with a number of contending BSs higher than the number of available channels. This can be the case in the urban developed world, for example. We put 50 cells in the same 100 km \(\times\) 100 km region. We experiment with a varying number of available channels. The total network capacity is plotted in Figure 8.12a. Each point represents an average value of 20 runs of the algorithm with a different metric, *Gibbs CINSR* or *Gibbs Interference*, over the same topology.
Figure 8.12: Comparison of the total network capacity achieved with CINSR and Interference metrics. We simulate under-provisioned and over-provisioned number of channels with respect to the number of base stations in the network.

When multiple cells operate on the same frequency the network is in a low SINR mode, and capacity can be increased by interference minimization. From Figure 8.12a we see that the two versions of the Gibbs sampler perform equally well with a small number of available channels. As we increase the amount of available spectrum, BSs have more freedom to operate at different channels with minimal interference. Therefore, frequency-dependent performance of CPEs associated with the BSs becomes an important factor that impacts total capacity. Since this factor is not accounted for in equation 8.10, this version of the Gibbs sampler
Figure 8.13: Total network capacity with varying number of channels and base stations.

results in a channel allocation that delivers less capacity than the version that uses CINSR.
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Figure 8.14: Fairness with varying number of channels and base stations (the closer the fairness index value is to one - the better).

Channel over-provisioning

We now fix the number of available channels to 36 and compare the performance of the two versions of the algorithm with the number of BSs varying from 5 to 35. The total network capacity is plotted in Figure 8.12b. Each point represents
an average value of 20 runs of the algorithm (Gibbs CINSR or Gibbs Interference) over the same topology.

When the number of channels is greater than the number of BSs there is more than one allocation that leads to minimal interference. However, not all of the allocations are favored by the CPEs. Through the factor $H_i(c_i)$ CINSR accounts for the frequency dependent intra-cell preferences, and assigns channels that maximize capacity within each of the cells. The results presented here point out that channel allocation in white spaces remains important even in rural areas where the channel availability is high [70].

8.5.4 Comparison to alternative channel allocation methods

Channel allocation is a difficult problem to solve in a distributed setting. Heuristics are often used instead of a rigorous solution and we compare our approach with:

- Least congested channel search (LCCS) - a heuristic where each of the BSs individually scans for a channel with the least number of other BSs assigned to it [120].
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- Preferred intra-cell channel allocation (PICA) - in this greedy method each of the BSs selects the channel for which it observes the highest channel gain towards its own CPEs ($\arg \max_{c_i} H_i(c_i)$).

These heuristics optimize a non-submodular capacity function in a greedy manner, therefore may settle for a solution that is arbitrarily far from the optimal. VillageLink’s convergence to the states of minimum CINSR is proven in Section 8.4.5. We compare the experimental behavior of different solutions in a number of scenarios encompassing various numbers of BSs and available white space channels. We run each of the algorithms 100 times in each of the scenarios.

Total network capacity

In Figure 8.13 we plot the total network capacity as we increase the number of cells in the system from 5 to 50. To ensure consistency among points in the graph, we do not generate a new topology every time we increase the number of cells, but add randomly placed cells to the existing topology. Each of the topology sequences are evaluated in environments with 10, 15, 20 and 25 available channels. We plot average values and two standard deviations (represented by error bars) for each data point.

VillageLink performs better or equal to the alternatives in all scenarios. The benefits of frequency-probing based channel allocation grow with the number of
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cells. In some scenarios, such as 50 BSs - 10 channels and 50 BSs - 15 channels, VillageLink delivers twice as much capacity as the next best alternative, LCCS. A comprehensive comparison of LCCS and PICA could unravel the importance of two conflicting goals in channel allocation: minimizing interference and maximizing intra-cell capacity in isolation, and is left for future work.

Fairness

In Figure 8.14 we plot the Jain fairness index [85] for cell capacity with channel allocations determined by VillageLink, LCCS and PICA. We plot average values and two standard deviations (represented by error bars) for each data point. Although we designed VillageLink as a method to optimize total network capacity, it also ensures a remarkably fair allocation of resources. As the number of cells grows, the fairness of VillageLink is more pronounced as it stays close to 1 while the fairness indices of PICA and LCCS drop.

8.6 Related Work

Efforts to provide broadband connectivity to remote rural regions with low-cost unlicensed options, such as modified WiFi, have been proposed in the last decade [141, 156]. While numerous rural WiFi deployments provide useful general guidelines for wide-area coverage, the propagation characteristics in white spaces
are drastically different than in the WiFi bands, and networking protocols have to be reconsidered for the new spectrum. IEEE 802.22 [43] is a standardized protocol for wide area white space coverage. In VillageLink we embrace the 802.22 frame structure, and augment it with novel channel probing and operating frequency selection mechanisms.

Previous work related to channel assignment in wireless networks usually casts the problem of channel assignment as an NP-hard graph coloring problem [120]. Numerous heuristics have been proposed to provide an approximate solution ([159] and references therein). Ma and Tsang [110] recognize the channel heterogeneity in the case of wide bands and propose an integer linear programming solution for the frequency allocation problem. However, they restrict frequency reuse to well defined interference domains, thus no two BSs are allowed to transmit at the same time if they interfere. Motivated by [123], we rely on a more sophisticated representation of interference – we directly measure its impact through probing and account for any interference during the allocation process.

The Gibbs sampling, under this name, was first proposed in 1984 for image manipulation [56]. Its applicability to distributed channel allocation, client association and power control in wireless networks has been realized over the last twenty years [96, 118]. VillageLink differs from these by two important properties. First, we propose a novel network performance metric called $CINSR$, that takes
into account frequency dependence of both useful signal transmissions and interference. Second, our algorithm does not require subsequent channel switching and environment sensing after each local decision is made. Rather, only control information has to be exchanged among neighboring nodes, and once the algorithm terminates only a single channel switch is made per node.

8.7 Conclusion

The heterogeneity of white space frequencies imposes unique challenges when it comes to channel allocation in a wireless network. Rather than simply minimizing interference, a channel allocation policy has to account for transmission quality over different channels as well. In this work we develop VillageLink, a channel allocation protocol that relies on the knowledge of signal propagation in the whole white space band before it performs distributed channel assignment that converges towards a network-wide optimum.

White space networks are largely unexplored, and their straightforward implementation might prove difficult due to unique characteristic they exhibit. For example, experiments we performed on VillageLink demonstrate the necessity for careful channel allocation in white spaces even when the number of devices operating in the same interference domain is low, which is a stark contrast to
WiFi networks. Our work examines only one aspect of network adaptation. The complex nature of signal propagation over a wide frequency band opens up new possibilities for protocol design and further refinement of channel access in white spaces.
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VillageCell: Local Cellular Access for Rural Areas

9.1 Introduction

It is clear that mobile phone usage has become one of the most prevalent means of communication worldwide. Statistics for 2011 from the International Telecommunication Union indicate that, worldwide, there are 85.7 mobile-cellular subscriptions per 100 inhabitants [12]. This number has been steadily increasing over the last 10 years, with growth over the last five years primarily driven by subscriptions in the developing world. Over the past five years developing countries annual growth has been approximately 20% compared to 5% for developed
countries’ [12] and the percentage of the population who owns a cell phone in the
developing world increased from 23% to 68% between 2006 and 2011 [12].

While the statistics are encouraging, what they mask is the huge differential in
cost and service availability and quality between the developed and the developing
world. For instance, while residents of developed countries spend on average 2% of
their monthly income on cellular service, the cost in developing countries is
closer to 12% [12]. In addition, the ability of residents in developing regions to
access cellphone technology is reduced by limited cellular deployments; while many
residents own phones and buy either subscriptions or pre-paid plans, coverage
may be spotty or non-existent within residential areas of rural developing regions
characterized by low population densities. Further, while 4G is rapidly becoming
available throughout the developed world, in developing regions coverage is often
limited to 2G, or 2G + EDGE at best.

Despite these limitations and high costs, mobile phones are critical for provid-
ing communication in developing regions due to limited or non-existent telecom-
munications infrastructure and poor roads, making regular travel difficult. In
many developing communities, cultures are oral – communication is based on
oral rather than written form. Storytelling in such communities is vital to form-
ing world views, maintaining trans-generational knowledge and teaching practical
skills. Further, oral communication facilitates practical information exchange, such as crop prices, health care availability, and numerous others.

Our studies of locality of interest in Chapter 5 indicate that communication through technology largely appears between individuals in close physical proximity. Onnela et al. analysed 72 million calls and 17 million text messages in Europe and found that probability of communication decreases by 5 orders of magnitude when distance between communicating parties increases from 1 km to 1000 km [131]. VoIP services such as gTalk and Skype perform poorly for local voice communication due to their use of centralized services on the Internet that utilize the bandwidth-limited Internet gateway in the village. These statistics emphasize the need for solutions that support reliable local voice communication in remote areas.

Large telecom operators, however, remain reluctant to deploy cellular infrastructure in remote areas with low population densities [8]. Rural areas in both the developed and developing world typically have either limited cellular connectivity or no connectivity at all. Currently, deployment of cellular networks is complex and requires installation of Base Transceiver Stations (BTS) and supporting infrastructure. The installation cost is high, and it remains difficult for operators to establish a profitable network in areas with low income and population density. In addition, with seasonal revenues coming from subsistence agriculture, rural users
often buy prepaid airtime non-uniformly throughout the year, thus leaving telecoms without a constant funding source [78, 55]. Compared to VoIP, cellphone calls can be prohibitively expensive. Finally, the BTS, which is the last hop to which handsets connect, requires a large and constant supply of energy, often unavailable in developing regions.

In this chapter, we propose a cost-effective architecture, dubbed VillageCell, for a GSM cellular network that operates in conjunction with a local rural-area network that serves as a backbone\(^1\). The solution uses a Software Defined Radio (SDR) controlled by a software implementation of the GSM protocol stack, called OpenBTS\(^2\) and is able to make use of users’ existing GSM phones. OpenBTS uses SDR for transmitting and receiving in the GSM bands and serves as a local cellphone base station. To extend coverage, multiple BTSs are connected through a local wireless network and calls are managed and routed via IP-based Private Branch Exchange (PBX) servers. Figure 9.1 illustrates the proposed VillageCell network architecture where cellphones, OpenBTS and PBX entities interconnect to offer widespread cellular connectivity. We describe in detail the different types of calls illustrated in the figure in Section 9.6.

\(^1\)Note: In this Chapter, we use the term “local network” to mean the network within a rural village or community, connected to the Internet through an Internet gateway (i.e., a satellite link or a long distance WiFi link, etc.)

\(^2\)http://openbts.sourceforge.net
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Figure 9.1: VillageCell network architecture. OpenBTS provides local coverage, while Private Branch Exchange (PBX) nodes support call management and routing. The expected number of users, their spatial layout, and the local network traffic load are taken into account for OpenBTS and Asterisk interconnection and placement.

While a single instance of OpenBTS has been proposed for rural communications before [73], to the best of our knowledge, VillageCell is the first system that provides coverage to whole villages. From that aspect, we are faced with a number of challenges. Our first challenge is related to placement and interconnection of multiple BTSs and PBX servers. VillageCell leverages any existing local wireless network. Thus, the location of BTS and PBX within the network can impact both legacy traffic as well as voice communication. The second challenge stems
from the relative infancy of OpenBTS. The lack of comprehensive evaluation of OpenBTS performance as the traffic load on the wireless network and the number of users in the system change leaves us without any information on the VillageCell call quality and the system capacity. Finally, VoIP traffic is sensitive to packet delay and delivery reliability. In Chapter 4, we observed high variability of traffic load in the Macha rural network. Whether VillageCell can perform successfully in such a network is an important question we seek to answer.

To address the above challenges we evaluate VillageCell in both a lab environment with simulated traffic and a live deployment in Macha, Zambia. In our lab-based environment, we mix VillageCell traffic with our real-world wireless network trace gathered in Macha to account for realistic network conditions that inter-PBX communication faces in rural areas. The key results from our analysis, such as the call setup time, packet loss, delivery delay and jitter, demonstrate that VillageCell is indeed a viable and attractive solution for local low population density rural area communication.

We deployed two outdoor VillageCell base stations, connected via an existing WiFi link, in Macha, Zambia in June, 2012 and gave pre-registered SIM cards to a set of approximately 20 test users. In our our assessment we measured the same metrics as our lab-based experiment (call setup time, packet loss, average delay and jitter performance) for both intra- and inter-base station calls. The results in
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a live rural environment showed again that VillageCell can provide performance well below the thresholds that limit satisfactory call quality in an outdoor rural environment.

9.2 Voice communication in emerging regions

Voice-based applications have the potential to revolutionize developing regions. Well suited for areas with low literacy, voice delivers both global Internet content [102] and region-specific information [132] to remote communities. The range of applications span areas such as micro-payment management [103], education [169] and health care [160].

While the above benefits can be observed worldwide, the way communication tools are used often varies among different regions. Local ethnographies steer the appropriation of technology according to indigenous customs [45, 78]. In our work we concentrate on sub-Saharan Africa: a region where the narrative culture emphasizes the need for voice communication, where the lack of infrastructure is more pronounced than in the rest of the world and where the dispersion of population across a large geographic area makes the existing voice connectivity approaches challenging to implement.
9.2.1 Existing use of voice technology in Macha and Dwesa

To understand the way rural Africans appropriate VoIP communication, we use interview data described in Section 2.3.2 from Macha and Dwesa. This is also supplemented with our network trace data from Macha described in Section 2.3.1.

VoIP is highly popular in both villages, and 73% of interviewees use it through applications such as gTalk and Skype. Analysis of the traffic trace from Macha in Chapter 4 further supports this claim, with VoIP potentially contributing up to 26% of the traffic volume.

From the communication system design perspective, the locality of interactions plays a significant role in determining the most appropriate solution for a specific region. Strong locality of interest highlighted in Chapter 5 and 80% of interviewees using VoIP for intra-village interaction highlight the need for technology that enables local low-cost reliable voice communication.

9.2.2 Challenges with VoIP in rural communities

Community networks in the developing world, including those in Macha and Dwesa, often consist of a single satellite Internet gateway and a wireless network that provide connectivity to a number of end-users. In such a setting, the gateway is the bottleneck and limits the network performance. Internet-based VoIP is ill-suited for this type of a setup as voice applications such as gTalk and Skype
establish a call between two nodes through a third-party Internet server\textsuperscript{3}. In practice, this means that all VoIP communication between two persons residing in the same village has to go from the sender, over the highly congested satellite link, to the outside server, and back to the village along the same satellite link to the recipient. Our analysis in Section 4.3 of high round trip times (RTT) over the satellite links show that RTT can be in the order of tens of seconds. This makes meeting quality of service constraints exceedingly difficult, if not impossible.

The performance of VoIP can be enhanced through either reorganization of the way VoIP traffic is handled, by keeping the traffic within the village, for example, or through significant improvement of the outside Internet connection of rural villages. Cellular telephony, on the other hand, is robust with regard to the above technical issues. In addition, cell phones are far more prevalent than PCs and laptops\textsuperscript{4}. Mobile telephony in rural developing areas faces two major problems: the coverage is often not available in sparsely populated rural areas due to high installation and operational cost, and low, seasonal income makes the price of air time out of reach for many of the residents.

\textsuperscript{3}In the case of Skype, that server is called supernode, and represents a Skype user with very good connectivity, thus very likely outside of the rural area.

\textsuperscript{4}In line with the global trends, we also find that 100\% of interviewees in Macha and Dwesa own a cell phone, even though cellular coverage is sporadic.
9.3 Voice quality metrics

9.3.1 Mean opinion score

Voice call quality is often expressed in mean opinion score (MOS) and ranges from perfect (5) to impossible to communicate (1), where any score higher than 3 is considered acceptable. The E-model [82] converts packet loss and voice codec information into MOS.

- Maximum MOS for G.711 codec used in our Asterisk implementation is 4.4
- Maximum MOS for GSM 6.10 used in our FreeSwitch implementation is 3.46

9.3.2 Delay, jitter and packet loss

Delay, jitter and packet loss are three characteristics of a VoIP session that are critical to voice quality. ITU recommendation G.114 mandates that tolerable one way delay is up to 150 ms [8]. Furthermore, the theoretical minimum delay that a system can provide is dependent on the codec used. For example, GSM 6.10, used in our FreeSwitch-based VillageCell has a minimum delay of 20 ms.

Variance in the interframe arrival times at the receiver is called jitter. This is potentially more disruptive for IP telephony than the delay. In order to com-
pensate for jitter and achieve a steady stream of packets, the receiver holds the first packet in a jitter buffer for a while before it is played out. This adds to the delay but can improve overall perceived voice quality. Typical jitter buffers in VoIP systems range from 50 ms to 100 ms and are usually adaptive to network conditions [71].

VOIP is not very tolerant of packet loss as packets containing between 40 ms and 80 ms of speech information match the duration of critical units of speech called phonemes. 2% packet loss, when using the G.711 standard without packet loss concealment\(^5\); G.711 with packet concealment techniques and other codecs with high compression, can tolerate 10% packet loss for a single unit reduction of MOS[146].

9.4 VillageCell

We harness the usability and prevalence of cellphones, with the affordability of VoIP communication, and propose VillageCell. VillageCell is designed with the following goals in mind:

- develop a low-cost, easy to deploy system that can be placed among groups of homes to provide localized cellular coverage.

\(^5\)Packet loss concealment is a technique to mask the effects of packet loss in VoIP communications by using techniques such as interpolating speech gaps), results in a reduction of MOS (based on the E-model) from 4.4 (Good) to 3.4 (Fair) [146]
Figure 9.2: VillageCell protocols. On the MAC/PHY layer VillageCell relies on GSM and a local network protocol (usually WiFi). SIP signaling is used to establish a call, while the RTP protocol carries voice data (VoIP).

- provide free cellular calls within the local network while facilitating standard telephony connections to callers outside of the local network via VoIP.

- architect the necessary system component layout so that the call setup time and call quality are optimized.

In the following section we describe our system architecture in detail.
9.4.1 Architecture overview

VillageCell utilizes free, open-source solutions and off-the-shelf hardware to minimize the cost. Its architecture is modular and easily extensible – the VillageCell system can grow organically with the need for coverage. The main components of VillageCell are base stations and private branch exchanges.

OpenBTS is a software implementation of the complete cellular GSM protocol stack. It provides the network functionalities of GSM registration, location updating and mobility management which are, in a commercial system, distributed over multiple components such as Base Switching Centers (BSC), Mobile Switching Centers (MSC), Home Location Registers (HLR) and Visitor Location Registers (VLR). OpenBTS essentially converts GSM wireless signals into IP traffic that can be transported over a low-cost IP backbone.

OpenBTS uses SDR for the GSM air interface. SDR consists of a radio front end which transmits/receives wireless signals at the desired frequency\(^6\) and a general purpose computer (PC) for signal processing. The OpenBTS software resides on both the front end and the PC.

One important functionality of OpenBTS is the interconversion of GSM and VoIP data. OpenBTS receives the GSM signals, demodulates them and converts them to VoIP packets that carry the call data (Figure 9.2). A call is established

\(^6\)GSM bands are located at 850 MHz, 900 MHz, 1800 MHz or 1900 MHz.
when the signaling between the two parties is completed. This signaling is carried out by the PBX, a telephone switch system that relies on the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [81].

We use **Asterisk** or **Freeswitch** interchangeably as our open-source PBX implementation. The PBX works on a client-server model where a mobile phone in a VillageCell is presented to the PBX as a SIP client through the OpenBTS station, while the PBX acts as a SIP server. Both Asterisk and Freeswitch perform call routing and call monitoring for each of the connected SIP clients. They also maintain a database of all mobiles across the VillageCells, not only those that are directly associated with them. Finally, both Asterisk and Freeswitch allow connectivity to the public switched telephone network, and thus, integration with the global telephone system. Freeswitch, however presents a much more modular architecture that allows easy addition of voice or messaging applications, written in multiple languages, that call the Freeswitch core libraries.

The VillageCell communication range depends on the transmission power, which is limited by the specific hardware used and local regulations. In addition, villages differ in their layout. Thus, a varying number and position of cell stations is needed for different geographies. In Figure 9.3 we show an example of a typical sub-Saharan village layout from Macha, Zambia. The houses are dispersed over a wide area in small clusters with family members living in close proximity.
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Figure 9.3: African village layout (Macha, Zambia). Clusters of houses are dispersed over a wide area. In Macha, the population density is 25 persons per $km^2$. Such a low population density, along with the low income, discourages large telecoms from deploying cellular networks in rural Africa.

We envision approximately one VillageCell per cluster, dependent on the distance between such clusters.

VillageCell components can be interconnected in multiple configurations; one PBX server can be common to many OpenBTS cells. Alternatively a single cell can also have a dedicated PBX server. In addition, the backhaul wireless network can carry varying quantities of non-VoIP traffic. In Section 9.6 we experimentally investigate the impact of the component layout on the call quality and the system capacity.
Connection between VillageCell base stations and PBX servers, as well as among the PBX servers themselves, can be realized with any standard IP-based technology: WiFi, WiMax, local Ethernet, 802.22. Local wireless (often WiFi-based) networks have been deployed in many isolated communities, such as Macha and Dwesa. If such a network exists, VillageCell can utilize it for call transfer. Within the underlying network, an OpenBTS or PBX server appears as just another node in the network.

9.5 Lab-based implementation

We implemented a prototype of VillageCell in a lab setting using readily available hardware components. Universal Software Radio Peripheral 2 (USRP2)\(^7\) is a commercial SDR platform that natively supports OpenBTS software. We use a USRP2 with a general purpose PC for a VillageCell base station. The USRP2 platform hosts a powerful processing circuit (FPGA) for high bandwidth communication and a transceiver capable of operating in GSM bands. In our setup we use the 900 MHz band, as there are no interfering telecom carriers in that band in the USA. We do not amplify the USRP2 signal output, thus restricting the cellular coverage to a single indoor lab.

\(^7\)http://www.ettus.com
Figure 9.4: Experimental VillageCell setup. Shown is a configuration with two OpenBTS stations (each is composed of a USRP2 and a PC) and two Asterisk servers. The wireless routers ensure that the BTSs are connected via non-interfering WiFi channels. The rest of the configuration is connected via Ethernet.
For PBX, we use commodity PCs running Linux and the Asterisk software. Since Asterisk does not need a dedicated PC, it could be installed on the same machine on which OpenBTS is running. However, in order to isolate different parts of the system, we install Asterisk servers as separate entities. Connection among the components is established through two Linksys WiFi routers as per Figure 9.4. This setup represents a scaled-down version of VillageCell that would be deployed in the real world and helps us isolate the impact of individual factors, such as network layout, wireless interference, and background traffic, on the performance.

We tested our VillageCell implementation with three phone models: Nokia 3510 (from year 2002), Nokia 5300 Express Music (2006), and HTC Dream Android phone (2009). We also test the system with a range of SIM cards, with different memory sizes and belonging to different operators from both the developing and developed world, such as AT&T (USA), MTN (South Africa), Vodafone, Airtel and BSNL (India). Since we find no difference in the performance as we change the phone models and the SIM cards, we do not explicitly note these characteristics when reporting the experimental results.
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9.6 Lab-based evaluation

We envision the VillageCell system on top of an existing rural area network. Thus, VillageCell voice traffic has to contend with other traffic for network resources. In this section we evaluate the capacity of the VillageCell system and the call quality in a realistic rural area network setup. Real-time voice communication has stringent packet delivery and delay requirements. While our low-cost implementation of a local cell phone architecture is not intended to compete with expensive commercial telecom equipment, VillageCell has to perform well enough so that quality local phone calls can be established.

9.6.1 Call scenarios

Three different scenarios of a VillageCell phone call can exist depending on the relationship between the call origin/destination and the architecture layout. We show these scenarios in Figure 9.1 and briefly describe them here:

- *Intra-VillageCell Call/Intra-PBX Call (IntraBTS):* The source and destination mobiles are registered as SIP clients under the same PBX server P1 and are both connected to the same OpenBTS station BS1. When a call request is made, BS1 determines the existence of the destination mobile by querying the PBX server P1 through *SIP Invite* signaling [81]. If a match
is found then a communication channel is established between the station BS1 and the server P1 as $BS1 - P1 - BS1$ and the call is connected.

- **Inter-VillageCell/Intra-PBX Call (InterBTS):** Here the source and destination mobiles are registered as SIP clients under the same PBX server P1 but under different OpenBTS stations. BS1 corresponding to the caller mobile contacts its controlling PBX server P1 and verifies the existence of the called mobile in a different VillageCell (with station BS2) through $SIP$ Invite signaling. If a match is found then a communication channel is established between the two stations as $BS1 - P1 - BS2$ and the call is made.

- **Inter-VillageCell/Inter-PBX Call (InterPBX):** In this case, each of the two communicating mobiles is registered as a SIP client with different PBX servers. OpenBTS station BS1 corresponding to the caller mobile contacts its controlling PBX server P1 and queries for the existence of the called mobile. The PBX server P1 in turn contacts PBX server P2 for the destination mobile’s verification using $SIP$ Invite signaling. If a match is found then a communication channel is established between the two stations as $BS1 - P1 - P2 - BS3$ and the call is made.

Intuitively, the call scenario depends on the caller and callee position in the area served by VillageCell. However, with careful planning we can lay out the
VillageCell components so that desirable scenarios occur more frequently than the others.

9.6.2 VillageCell call quality

To quantify the performance of our proposed architecture, we measured call setup time, maximum VoIP latency, delay jitter and VoIP packet loss for voice calls. We evaluate these parameters for each of the three call scenarios mentioned above. In a production network, the underlying wireless network will carry traffic in addition to VillageCell VoIP. To test the system under varying background load, we run a constant stream of UDP traffic with *iperf*\(^8\) between the PBX servers, as well as between the PBX servers and BTSs, and vary the UDP traffic load.

\(^8\)http://iperf.sourceforge.net
between experiments. In each of the experiment runs we conduct a three minute long call, and for each of the data points, we average over five runs.

We measure the call setup delay as the time duration between the call initiation (SIP Invite signal) and call ringing notification (SIP 180 Ringing signal), both on the calling OpenBTS. In our experiments we observe call setup delay in the range of 1.5-2.0 seconds, which is an acceptable value. The default GSM voice encoding in our experiment is G.711 \( \mu \)-law. This codec transmits packets every 20 ms. At the receiver, we measure the interarrival time between consecutive packets in a voice stream. In Figure 9.5 we provide the cumulative distribution of interarrival delay for the case of InterPBX scenario with 1Mbps of UDP background traffic. As observed from the figure, 85% of the VoIP packets have interarrival time of less than 25 ms, with 95% having interarrival time of less than 40 ms. The figure demonstrates that the VillageCell system is able to process and forward the packets while introducing little disturbance in the flow.

In Figure 9.6 we show end-to-end VoIP packet loss in the three scenarios. We push the UDP background traffic as high as 15 Mbps; beyond 15 Mbps network saturation occurs. The VoIP loss grows linearly with the background traffic and reaches the maximum at 15 Mbps, with 1.4% packet loss. The loss tolerance of the G.711 codec is relatively high, and as long as the packet loss stays below 10%,
speech communication is possible. Our results show that packet loss does not limit VillageCell usability in these tests.

VoIP packets are sent at uniform 20 ms intervals; however, jitter in their inter-arrival time can impact call quality. We measure the jitter in all three test cases and show the results in Figure 9.7. We observe that the jitter increases linearly with the amount of background traffic. As discussed in Section 9.3, VoIP applications often implement receiver-side jitter buffers that store packets for some time (usually less than 100 ms) to cope with high jitter rates at the expense of increased end-to-end call delay. In our setup, the maximum jitter is always below 3 ms, thus a jitter-buffer with a short buffering period will suffice.

In Figure 9.8, we show MOS values for each scenario with increasing background traffic. We use the GSM codec G.711 µ-law which has a maximum MOS of 4.4. In all the cases call quality remains above 4, i.e. very good.
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Figure 9.7: Delay jitter with varying level of background traffic.

Figure 9.8: Mean opinion score (MOS) with varying level of background traffic.
9.6.3 Realistic load experiments

Next we investigate VillageCell performance when the voice traffic is mixed with the traffic trace used in Chapter 3 from Macha, Zambia. This trace contains a mix of Internet protocols as the network is used for web browsing, email and non-VillageCell VoIP services, among other purposes. In our testbed we replay a randomly selected, ten-minute snippet of traffic from Macha. Similar to the UDP background traffic, we measure the packet loss that a single call experiences in each of the three configurations. For comparison, we run a separate set of experiments with iperf-generated TCP traffic as the background traffic and compare the results.

Table 9.1 summarizes the packet loss results from the experiment with the three VillageCell scenarios and two different background traffic types. The results are consistent with the earlier case of UDP background traffic. The packet loss remains below 2%, and higher loss is experienced in the InterBTS and InterPBX scenarios than in the IntraBTS scenario. This is consistent with the behavior observed under high UDP background traffic. Interestingly, iperf-TCP background

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>IntraBTS</th>
<th>InterBTS</th>
<th>InterPBX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trace from Macha, Zambia</td>
<td>0.69%</td>
<td>0.82%</td>
<td>0.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iperf-generated TCP</td>
<td>1.00%</td>
<td>1.32%</td>
<td>1.81%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9.1: Packet loss in a VillageCell system with varying background traffic types.
traffic results in more losses than the real-world traffic from Zambia. The reason stems from the fact that iperf boosts the TCP throughput up to the limit imposed by the network conditions, which in the best case allow up to 54 Mbps. The traffic in Zambia, on the other hand, is more strictly limited by the satellite gateway capacity, which is only 1 Mbps at maximum.

9.6.4 VillageCell system capacity

We evaluate the capacity of VillageCell when it comes to multiple simultaneous calls. In our VillageCell prototype we establish a call and incrementally add more calls, up to a maximum of six calls. Once all the calls have begun, we measure the packet loss rate in each call and calculate the average value. All calls are composed of one physical phone as a receiver and one soft-phone as a caller, due to the number of devices we have at our disposal.

In Figure 9.9 we present the loss error rate for two types of configurations\(^9\) as the number of simultaneous calls increases. We show the results with both no background UDP traffic and with 1 Mbps constant UDP traffic. In all four cases call quality experiences only a minor change in packet error rate (less than 0.3% increase) as we activate all six calls. While it is promising that we observe very little impact of the number of simultaneous calls on the call quality, in the

\(^9\)Since we are using one soft-phone, which runs on Asterisk, there is no difference between the IntraBTS and InterBTS cases.
Figure 9.9: VillageCell performance with varying number of simultaneous calls.

In the future we plan to obtain more handsets and identify the true capacity limit of VillageCell.

9.6.5 Impact of VillageCell layout

The experimental results from the previous sections demonstrate that VillageCell provides high-quality voice communication under various network conditions. In addition, to the extent that we could test it, the VillageCell system scales well with the number of concurrent calls in the system. However, differences in the call quality can be noted among the three VillageCell scenarios: InterBTS, IntraBTS, and InterPBX setup. We analyze the three configurations with respect to the packet loss rate, delivery jitter and the number of supported calls.
First, we concentrate on packet loss rate with varying levels of background UDP traffic. In Figure 9.6 we observed that the IntraBTS configuration results in lower average packet loss rate for all but low network loads. We enlarge the leftmost part of the graph in Figure 9.10. We observe that at less than 2-3 Mbps of background traffic, both alternatives (InterBTS and InterPBX) perform better than IntraBTS. The explanation stems from the distribution of losses. In the IntraBTS case, since both parties are associated with the same BTS, the same call traverses a single wireless link twice, from the BTS to the PBX server and back to the same BTS. Thus, the flow self-interference results in some dropped packets. This does not happen in the other two cases, InterBTS and InterPBX, as the flow never traverses the same link twice, nor two links in the same interference domain; the resulting loss is lower than in the IntraBTS case. When the background traffic is increased, however, the impact of uncorrelated losses on the two WiFi links
(from BS1 to P1 and P1 to BS2) in the InterBTS and InterPBX configuration is more pronounced than the effect of self-interference in the IntraBTS case, thus the loss is higher. Consequently, the background traffic trace from Macha, Zambia or the TCP streaming (which is higher than 1 Mbps), is less detrimental in the case of IntraBTS configuration, as was shown in table 9.1.

The packet delivery jitter (Figure 9.7) is slightly lower in the IntraBTS case than in the other two cases. The difference is minor and can be explained by the fact that more links and PCs have to be traversed in order to establish a call in the InterBTS and InterPBX scenarios.

Finally, as shown in Figure 9.9, a higher number of simultaneous calls negatively impacts the call performance irrespective of the configuration, yet the performance of IntraBTS is worse than the performance of InterBTS/AST, regardless of the number of calls. In summary, irrespective of the number of simultaneous calls, IntraBTS calls experience more packet loss than InterBTS/AST calls as long as the background traffic remains low. We recap the findings from this section in table 9.2.

\[\text{For system scaling experiments we gathered results with up to 1 Mbps background traffic.}\]
Table 9.2: Summary of VillageCell layout on the call performance.

We show the optimal layout for each of the background traffic load and performance metric combinations.

9.7 Macha deployment

VillageCell was deployed in Macha in June/July 2012. Macha was chosen as the first field deployment, even though commercial cellphone coverage is available in the village center, as it is fairly well connected in terms of Internet access. This allows remote access to the system for administration and performance evaluation purposes. After consulting with the local Macha community, we named the VillageCell system, Kwiizya — a Tonga\textsuperscript{11} word meaning “to chat.”

In the following sections, we describe existing mobile phone usage in Macha, highlight design refinements we made to Kwiizya deployed in Macha as well as challenges we faced, many of which are not found in developed world deployments. We then describe how these challenges influenced our system deployment.

\textsuperscript{11}Tonga is the native language in Zambia’s Southern Province

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Low background traffic</th>
<th>High background traffic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Packet loss</td>
<td>InterBTS/InterPBX</td>
<td>IntraBTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay jitter</td>
<td>IntraBTS</td>
<td>IntraBTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System scaling</td>
<td>InterBTS/InterPBX</td>
<td>InterBTS/InterPBX\textsuperscript{10}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9.7.1 Existing GSM use in Macha

Mobile phones are used extensively in Macha. For example, access to cellphones in Macha allowed farmers to overcome what they call the “briefcase buyers problem”, whereby businessmen who buy maize come to the village and often attempt to exploit farmers who are unaware of market prices, buying crops at extremely low prices. Farmers in Macha can now call the Zambian Food Reserve Agency (FRA) to get information about crop prices. Furthermore, a new communication structure comprising of a combination of Internet and cellphones has emerged in Macha, whereby a farmer who has access to both the Internet and a cellphone can check crop prices online and send text messages to fellow farmers.

Cellphone coverage in Macha was first introduced in 2006 by Celtel (now Airtel). By 2012, MTN was a second active cellphone provider in the village. Residents with a cellphone subscription can use plain voice and text messaging and, where available, low data rate GPRS service for Internet access. The coverage provided by the two operators is largely available in the central part of the village; coverage is inconsistent and spotty in residential areas. Many people have subscriptions with both cellular providers to increase the likelihood of cellphone coverage at any given time as well as to make use of lower cost calls between the same operators.
9.7.2 Unique challenges

**Power.** The Kwiizya base stations require 12V DC and draw a maximum of 3A, which can be supplied by a 12V power transformer running off the main grid. Our deployment locations are connected to the national power grid; however, the quality of power varies drastically over time as highlighted in Section 2.4. This poor power quality is harmful to equipment and makes remote access for administration and evaluation extremely challenging.

**Internet access.** The remote accessibility of the system is not only influenced by power availability but by network availability as well. Power is often available in the village; however, due to an outage in the upstream link, highlighted in Section 2.4, the village gateway sometimes cannot connect to the Internet. This further limits our ability to access Kwiizya remotely.

**Logging and storage.** Logging is important for system administration and troubleshooting; however, special attention should be paid when enabling logging to ensure it does not deteriorate system performance, as writing to a flash-based disk can slow the system. We experienced an event where a combination of detailed logging and limited flash storage (4 GB) in the base station caused Kwiizya to malfunction.

**Operation band.** GSM in Africa operates in the 900/1800 band. While the 900 band provides for large coverage range compared to the 1800, one needs to be
careful when selecting the operation band in order to not interfere with existing commercial operators, which typically operate in the 900 band in rural areas.

We adapt our system design to meet these challenges. The following section provides technical details about our field deployment.

![equipment in Macha](image1.png)

**Figure 9.11:** Our equipment in Macha: (a) the base station and (b) the power supply.

### 9.7.3 Technical details

Our Macha deployment operates in the GSM-1800 band. We chose this band for two reasons. First, most residents have basic dual band (900/1800) phones, so the use of GSM-1800 maximizes the number of people who will be able to use the system with their existing phones. Second, GSM-1800 does not interfere with commercial cellular providers, which operate at GSM-900 in rural areas.
For our Macha deployment we required a robust system that was fully self-contained in a weather proof enclosure and capable of a range of at least 3 km. Our USRP-based lab system was only capable of short-range communication for indoor experiments.

In order to build an outdoor long-range GSM base station, additional components were required. Figure 9.12 shows the components of the outdoor Kwiizya system. The duplexer isolates the receiver from the transmitter, permitting them to share a common GSM antenna; typically you need more than 48 dB of separation between your transmit and receive stage. It also provides rejection of transmitter noise to prevent receiver desensitization. The Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) is placed as close to the duplexer as possible to amplify the weak input signal before it experiences losses in the feedline of the USRP. We use a 1 Watt power amplifier on the transmit stage to achieve a 3 km range for the outdoor Kwiizya system.

According to the GSM standard, a clock with “absolute accuracy better than 0.05 ppm for both RF frequency generation and clocking the timebase” is required. The standard USRP has a frequency accuracy of 2.5 ppm, hence an external clock (clock tamer) is an essential requirement for a stable OpenBTS-based system.
Instead of building the system from base components, we made use of RangeNet
work\textsuperscript{12} Snap units — fully self-contained base stations with an embedded PC
contained in a water-proof enclosure. The snap units contained all the sub-
components we required and we used this hardware to deploy VillageCell. The
integrated PC contains a 4 GB flash card that runs Ubuntu 10.04.

\subsection*{9.7.4 Design refinements}

Our initial VillageCell system made use of Asterisk. While refining our final
system for deploying in Macha, we replaced Asterisk with FreeSwitch due to its
modular support for voice or messaging applications.

The architecture of our Macha VillageCell deployment, Kwiizya, is depicted in
Figure 9.13, To route calls within and outside Kwiizya, we use FreeSwitch. Like

\textsuperscript{12}http://rangenetworks.com/
Asterisk, FreeSwitch connects to OpenBTS via SIP and RTP and routes calls both in intra- and inter-BTS local scenarios. It also has the capability to route calls outside of the network to commercial cellular, fixed line and VoIP networks using SIP and SS7.

Kwiizya also utilizes Sipauthserve and SMQueue to handle user authentication and text messaging, respectively. SMQueue is the SIP-based equivalent of an SMSC (Short Text Messaging Central) in a commercial grade system. As such it interfaces with OpenBTS and makes use of commodity IP networks to transmit SMS (Short Message System). At the same time it can interface with commercial SMSCs using SS7 and SMPP. SMQueue implements a store and forward SMS queue functionality that allows messages to be delivered in a delay tolerant fashion. The latter is of great importance for areas with intermittent cellphone access and electric power availability as users are often either out of range or have their cell-
phone powered off. To handle user authentication and mobility, Kwiizya leverages Sipauthserve – a database server with an interface to processes SIP REGISTER messages to track mobility. Both SMQueue and Sipauthserve are queried by other network elements (e.g. FreeSwitch and OpenBTS) through SQL.

Each unit can independently run all components of a GSM network. However, to scale the network to a wider physical area, we use one of the base station PCs as a network central server, running FreeSwitch, Sipauthserve and SMQueue; the second base station runs only OpenBTS and connects to the first one (Figure 9.14) for all other services. The connection between the two base stations is facilitated through a long-distance WiFi link that was readily available through the local wireless network in Macha.

![Figure 9.14: Kwiizya deployment in Macha.](image)
To handle the problem of limited storage we attach a 1 TB external hard drive to each base station. We check the disk utilization periodically and when it reaches 90%, we offload syslogs from the base station PC onto the external hard disk to free disk space and save logs for future reference. We use simple ping-based monitoring to inform us when access to the village gateway is available from the outside, so that we can analyze network availability and know when our logs are accessible.

Determination of the most suitable power supply to resist the power fluctuations in Macha while providing stable 12V/3A to our base stations was an iterative process. We started with a combination of deep cycle car batteries and car battery chargers; however, within ten days we lost one charger due to poor power quality and two of the batteries started leaking due to overcharge. Eventually, we changed our power supply to the one shown in Figure 9.11b, which includes a UPS and a 5A/12V power supply.

The area of Macha is relatively flat with small hills, so providing coverage was a matter of installing the base stations on elevated locations. We installed one of the base stations on a 30 m water tower with a 10 m communication mast on top (Figure 9.15a). For this site we used an 11 dBi omnidirectional antenna. Our second base station was installed close to the LinkNet IT Academy (LITA) on a 12 m mast mounted on the ground (Figure 9.15b) and used an 11 dBi 90
degree sector antenna. The distance between the two sites is 2.3 km; each site is capable of providing coverage up to 3 km within their antennas radiation pattern, depending on terrain. The water tower covered a larger population and therefore all the central services — FreeSwitch, Sipauthserve and SMQueue — were started on the water tower base station in order to minimize use of the WiFi link that connects the water tower to LITA.

While Kwiizya supports open registration with existing cellphones and SIM cards, we opted for restricted registration during our initial field testing. We
manually provisioned 20 SIM cards and distributed the cards to a small set of users. This allowed us more control during the initial performance evaluation of our system, while still allowing our users unrestricted access. In the near future, we plan to deploy Kwiizya in neighbouring communities with no existing cellphone coverage and enable open registration.

We placed two GSM modems in the field to support controlled tests and experiments including text message transmission and voice calls. We chose U-Blox quadband GSM/GPRS modems that can be powered and controlled through USB. The latter is important because it allows the modems to be powered by the server to which they are connected, thereby making them independent of an individual reliable power supply. We attached the modems to an Ubuntu server and were able to access and control them remotely using AT commands, which are a suite of specialized commands for remote control of GSM modems.

Each call in Kwiizya has two associated VoIP sessions – one for the mobile call originator (MCO) and one for the mobile call terminator (MCT). A VoIP session consists of a SIP control session and forward and reverse RTP streams that carry the actual voice traffic. Kwiizya deployment in Macha supports four call scenarios depending on the locality of the MCO and the MCT. These are similar to those highlighted in our lab-based experiment in Section 9.5 with the exception of InterPBX calls. We describe these call scenarios in turn:
• **IntraBTS - no backhaul**: *Water tower — Water tower*. This is a call scenario where both the MCO and the MCT are in the vicinity of the water tower base station. This setup does not utilize the backhaul wireless link; both VoIP sessions are established only through the water tower base station.

• **InterBTS - with backhaul**: *Water tower — LITA* and *LITA — Water tower*. In the first scenario, the MCO is associated with the water tower and the MCT with LITA; the opposite holds for the second call scenario. These two scenarios are identical in terms of resource utilization. In each of the cases one of the VoIP sessions utilizes the backhaul link and the other one is local at the water tower.

• **IntraBTS - with backhaul**: *LITA — LITA*. In this case both the MCO and the MCT are attached at LITA. In this scenario, both the MCO and MCT VoIP sessions traverse the wireless backhaul.

### 9.8 Macha evaluation

Our evaluation of Kwiizya includes two parts — controlled experiments using test modems in Macha to check call setup times and a live deployment in Macha to evaluate voice call quality of the system with a set of test users.
9.8.1 Controlled experiments

In our controlled voice experiment, we measure the time it takes for a call to be established. As depicted in Figure 9.16, this is the time from when the first SIP INVITE message is sent by the MCO base station (informally from when the calling party hits “dial”) to when the MCT starts ringing (or when the calling party starts hearing the “ring” tone). Components with the same color run on the same physical machine. We run an experiment with 15 consecutive calls. Figure 9.17 presents our results; call ID is plotted on the x-axis and call setup delay in seconds on the y-axis. The figure indicates that with one exception, it typically takes between 2 and 4 seconds for a call to initiate. We examined the
delay components of the outlier call 14; the 15 second setup time is caused either by delay in the Um radio interface\footnote{The Um interface is the air interface for the GSM mobile telephone standard.} between OpenBTS and the GSM modem or by a glitch in the GSM modem itself. We leave the evaluation of call quality to the calls placed by actual users to Section 9.8.2.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{call_setup_time}
\caption{Call setup time.}
\end{figure}

\subsection{Kwiizya field experiments}

We now present results from in situ usage of our Kwiizya deployment in Macha from a period of two weeks in July 2012. We begin by describing our traffic collection system. We then evaluate call quality and compare this with our lab-based experiments.
Kwiizya monitoring

As noted in Section 9.7, our deployment includes two base stations – water tower (WT), which runs OpenBTS, FreeSwitch, SMQueue and Sipauthserve, and LITA (LT), which runs only OpenBTS and connects to WT to use other services. To capture all system traffic, we installed three monitoring points and run tcpdump at each point to capture SIP and RTP traffic:

- *lo@WT* – the loopback interface at the water tower base station that captures all internal communication in WT between FreeSwitch, SMQueue and Sipauthserve. This monitoring point allows evaluation of calls where either or both the MCO and the MCT are in the vicinity of WT.

- *eth@WT* – the Ethernet interface at the water tower base station that connects to the WiFi link from the water tower to LITA and captures all communication between WT and LT. This includes all SIP and RTP traffic related to calls where either one or both communicating parties are associated with LITA.

- *eth@LT* – the Ethernet interface at the LITA base station that connects to the WiFi link from the water tower to LITA. This monitoring point captures the same traffic as *eth@WT*, however with different timing of packets. This allows us to assess timing-related aspects of the system.
Voice call quality

We evaluate these characteristics in our system by analyzing 52 VoIP sessions from Kwiizya users in Macha that make use of the wireless backhaul to route calls. Calls using the wireless backhaul represent the worst case voice quality for calls as they can be affected by congestion or latency issues on the link.

Delay, jitter and packet Loss.

Figure 9.18 presents our results. For each VoIP session, Figures 9.18a and 9.18b plot the average and standard deviation of delay and jitter. A single point shows the average delay or jitter and standard deviation across all packets within that VoIP session. Both delay and jitter are well below the tolerated thresholds for VoIP; more than 99% of the packets in the actual call experienced delay less than 30 ms and jitter less than 3 ms. At the same time, the average delay is close to 20 ms over all VoIP sessions. Furthermore, delay and jitter do not vary much over a single VoIP session as indicated by the standard deviation bars, which shows that Kwiizya has stable performance throughout a call.

Finally, Figure 9.18c plots packet loss over the 52 VoIP sessions. Only three of all sessions suffered non-zero packet loss; however, these three were all less than 0.5%, which is within the limit for satisfactory call quality (see Section 9.3).

Mean Opinion Score (MOS).
Figure 9.18: Evaluating calls: (a) average delay, (b) average jitter, and (c) packet loss.

FreeSwitch uses the GSM FR (6.10) codec, for which the maximum expected MOS is 3.46. Figure 9.19 presents our results for MOS for the 52 VoIP sessions we analyzed. On the x-axis we have session ID, while on the y-axis we have MOS. The minimum measured MOS is 3.43 and the maximum (received by 49 of the 52 sessions) is 3.46 – equal to the maximum provided by the system.
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9.9 Deployment planning

Our goal in designing the VillageCell architecture is for it to be flexible and adaptable to user needs. However, another set of restrictions comes from the topology of the existing community network (if any), energy resource availability, and regulatory issues. Here we discuss VillageCell planning from all of the above aspects.

9.9.1 Component layout

VillageCell can be built on top of an existing community wireless network. Because VillageCell performs differently in different configurations (IntraBTS, InterBTS and InterPBX), and with varying levels of background traffic (table 9.2) we devise a set of guidelines for VillageCell planning:

- IntraBTS performs worse than InterBTS/PBX when the background traffic is low. As a consequence, where local interaction is high, and the edge
of the local network is near (where the WiFi backbone ends), rather than
trying to cover a large area with one powerful BTS (IntraBTS), it is more
attractive to have a few BTSs and split the load between them, as in the
InterBTS architecture. Consequently, the losses will be lower, as we expect
low background traffic, since there will be no aggregated traffic from nodes
whose path to the gateway traverses VillageCell links.

- IntraBTS is not as sensitive to background traffic (Figure 9.6). Thus,
  OpenBTS-PBX communication can use a congested backbone link as long
  as the communication remains local (IntraBTS). If we consider a commu-
nity where we expect a very high level of local interaction, we can connect
the BTS and the PBX server directly to the backbone, without the need to
have a separate wireless link dedicated to that connection. This reduces the
planning effort and the cost of deployment.

- InterBTS and InterPBX are sensitive to high background traffic. If we have
two locations where we expect a lot of mutual interaction, we should connect
their BTSs to a PBX(s) with dedicated WiFi links. While this may increase
the cost of deployment, it assures reliable delivery of both VoIP and existing
network traffic.
• Because calls are routed through the PBX servers, we should keep the PBX servers local to the BTSs in the areas of high level of local interaction to avoid packet losses that occur in BTS - PBX dedicated WiFi links.

9.9.2 Outside connectivity

VillageCell is optimized for free local communication, though it can also connect local users to the outside world using a commercial VoIP Network. In our system, PBX machines on the edge of the local network can be connected to the outside world over the Internet via VoIP. The traffic going to a VoIP network is billed according to the VoIP operator’s usage terms. Non-local call routing is performed as follows. When a PBX server at the edge of the network receives a call request to a user not present in the local network, the call request is forwarded to the database of an external VoIP provider registered on the PBX server to locate the user. If the user is found in the database, the subsequent call traffic is routed via a satellite gateway over the Internet. On the other hand, when an outside user calls a user who is located within the VillageCell system, the edge PBX server translates between a globally accessible VoIP ID and a local VillageCell phone number. In this paper, we focus on VillageCell’s operation within the local network, but we note that communication outside the network is also feasible and we plan to implement it as a part of our future work.
9.9.3 Energy issues

VillageCell components, such as OpenBTS stations and PBX servers, can be built out of commodity PCs or laptops. These devices consume on the order of hundreds of watts or less. The radio front end, provided by USRP2, consumes only up to 13 watts. While this implies that VillageCell needs more than an order of magnitude less power than a commercial cellphone station, unreliability of the electrical grid in rural areas still presents a major problem. Heimerl and Brewer [73] propose powering OpenBTS base stations with wind and solar energy. This attractive alternative, however, comes with an added cost of energy harvesting equipment, which could surpass the cost of communication equipment [18]. Further investigation is needed to identify the optimal energy availability – equipment cost balance, and tackle problems of possible power shortages due to unfavourable weather conditions.

9.9.4 Licensing issues

Worldwide, operation on GSM frequencies requires a license. Usually, a license is granted on a national or a regional level to a large telecom. However, this does not necessarily prevent smaller players from deploying OpenBTS-based systems. In the United States, FCC grants experimental licenses for GSM bands as long as the irradiated power is less than 8 W. Analysis of WiFi frequency bands showed
that non-restrictive licensing contributes to increased Internet connectivity [19]. The final decision, however, lies with the regulatory bodies and their assessment of local cellular coverage benefits.

9.10 Related Work

The impact of cellphone technology on residents of developing countries has been widely studied [14, 45]. Examples from the literature show that cellphones have changed the way people learn and exchange knowledge, get access to health care and handle local government activities. There is increasing effort in developing applications that use plain text messaging and voice to leverage existing feature phones. These applications can be largely divided into those that use voice and those that use text messaging. In [132] for instance, the authors deploy a social network based on voice forums for farmers to exchange knowledge about crops and crop prices. In [129] message exchanges are encoded as a sequence missed call durations. Numerous applications use text messaging as a platform. Use cases include update of remote databases through SMS [101], attendance tracking [144], web search [37] and health care [15, 47, 48, 101].

The drawback of these solutions is that they all assume existence of an underlying cellphone network. However, ITU statistics show that 48% of the rural
population in sub-Saharan Africa is still disconnected; this constitutes a large fraction of a population that would benefit most from the outlined applications.

A few projects design a local cellular network solution for remote areas [73, 124]. Heimerl et al. design a village base station to provide off-grid deployment of local cellphone networks [73]. Mpala et al. study the applicability of an OpenBTS-based system in rural areas [124]. These works provide insight into design of such systems and extensive discussion of obstacles to implementation; what they lack is holistic system design and evaluation of feasibility from a system point of view.

9.11 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented VillageCell, a low-cost localized cell phone system for rural areas. We implemented VillageCell in a lab setting and evaluated it in realistic rural-area network scenarios. Through the experiments we identified technical issues that are crucial to core functionality of the VillageCell architecture: establishing local intra- and inter-VillageCell calls. We show that call quality in our system is often very good with little packet loss, fast setup time and low delay and jitter both in repeated lab experiments and in a deployment in Macha, Zambia. From the variations in performance that we observed as we modified the network layout, we derived guidelines for efficient VillageCell integration in rural-
area wireless networks with a number of different user distributions and traffic load patterns.

VillageCell solves an important problem of providing localized low-cost voice connectivity. In the future, we plan to develop applications, targeting the health and education domain, specifically suited to VillageCell’s unique offering. Moreover, many existing applications for developing regions that experience implementation problems due to high costs of cellphone communication or lack of sufficient coverage can benefit from VillageCell [132, 154].
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Discussion

This dissertation has sought to investigate and provide technical solutions for computer networks in a rural African context. We have specifically focussed on communities in which access is spread from a single bandwidth-constrained Internet gateway to a sparsely distributed population. We have provided architectural solutions which take advantage of unique usage and access aspects of these communities such as web-centric Internet access, a high prevalence of online social network usage, strong social cohesion and locality of interest, diurnal network usage patterns and a high degree of mobile phone ownership.

There are many other access modalities for rural contexts that have been explored which are either complementary or supersede our VillageNet approach.
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To put our solutions into context, we now discuss how this work relates to these historic or current access techniques.

Information and Communication Technology for Development (ICT4D) has evolved through three phases over the past two decades [72]. In the first phase, from the early 1980s until about 1990, computers were deployed for improved government administration and by multinationals to foster economic growth. From the mid-1990s, a second-phase of ICT4D work began where the World Bank called for adoption of ICTs as a tool for development in response to the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). One of the most popular choices to rapidly respond to the plight of poor, rural communities was the use of telecentres to deliver ICT services. A third phase of ICT4D is now emerging which views ICT not only as a tool for development but also as a means to an end, for example producing digital content and building services to generate income. This is a move towards active innovation within communities to achieve development goals and can be achieved for the poor, with the poor or by the poor themselves. This involves a wide range of possible access devices from mobile phones to tablets to PCs and connectivity architectures that go beyond a simple single point of access, such as a telecentre. As such, our solutions support initiatives embodied by this new third phase of ICT4D.
10.1 Alternative access modalities

Telecentres have been employed in many remote rural communities and some continue to be used [162]. Supporters of telecentres believed they would solve many challenges in the developing world: distance education would provide rural scholars with access to advanced learning, citizen services would reduce government corruption and local economies would grow, with claims of even doubling income in rural villages [88]. Many telecentre operators provide anecdotes of farmers improving crops in India and Africa [168, 149] or village operators earning good incomes from operating telecentres [88]. While there are a few successes, many more failed within a few months or years after being set up due to lack of financial sustainability [98] (typical telecentre running costs are $100 per month in Africa). The limited number of telecentres that keep operating are often run by devoted non-profit organizations and demand considerable effort or entrepreneurs, often needing to balance multiple sources of income, to keep their telecentres running [98].

Somewhat linked to the kiosk model is a model of access using ruggedized public computer terminals placed in an open public area with a large amount of off-line content and applications. This model was introduced by Mitra in the “Hole In The Wall” experiment in India in 2000. A computer was placed in a recess cut in
a wall on a busy street [122] and members of the community were observed interacting with this ‘high-tech device’, even though they had never used a computer. Contrary to most popular skill-acquisition models, unassisted learning through trial and error allowed many users to acquire basic ICT literacy skills, especially amongst the Indian youth; this model of learning became known as ‘minimally invasive education’. Building on this principle, the ‘Digital Doorway’ project was launched in South Africa in 2002 [63]. The project focussed on providing ruggedized kiosk-like terminals to South African youth with off-line education-targeted content — disadvantaged areas with low ICT penetration were targeted. Core to the design of the digital doorway is user interaction on multiple terminals placed on three or four facets of a kiosk containing a central computing hub. This defines the digital doorway as a social entity where a number of users congregate in one place and participate in peer learning — a concept diametric to ‘one laptop per child’ which focusses on individual ownership.

Although a kiosk model is a useful bridge to build IT literacy, especially amongst youth, or providing some basic computing or Internet services, it will not fully immerse users in the modern digital age and allow them to become active contributors to the World Wide Web. Our solutions are focussed on extending access beyond the kiosk model or single point of access to homes, businesses, and health and educational facilities. This allows users to avoid a deliberate interac-
tion model [172] typical of the high cost of per-minute Internet usage in telecentres or the limited time available on a public terminal. This model also allows a village operator to recoup high Internet costs from a larger number of paying users within wireless reach of the Internet gateway.

Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) provide the middle ground between offline public access terminals such as the Digital Doorway and fully connected Internet solutions. Many networking applications assume end-to-end connections always exist from the client to the server. However, in many rural areas no connectivity exists. In these cases, DTN store-and-forward protocols can be utilized. Data is stored in intermediate nodes until a connection can be made to receive data from a distant source or send data towards its destination. DTNs can also deal with networking scenarios where network disruptions occur due to frequent power failures common in many rural areas. Some examples of successfully deployed DTNs are KioskNet [62], DakNet [134] and a system deployed in Anandpuram, India, to connect Internet kiosks with buses [153]. However, DTNs cannot provide a user with a modern Internet experience as a large fraction of Internet usage we observed was often real-time, such as Facebook chat or personalized services requiring a user to login and maintain a live session or dynamic web content generated as the user interacts with a web page.
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The intervention we have studied in Macha, Zambia is essentially a bottom-up approach to connectivity, in which an NGO builds capacity in a community to grow their ICT infrastructure outwards from a core nucleus. There are other interventions, which involve a top-down approach at a Government level to connect infrastructure such as schools or health facilities. Examples of such interventions are Brazil’s “Broadband in Schools” program established in 2008 which has resulted in about 84% of Brazilian students having access to free broadband in urban public schools as of 2011 [86]. The Khanya project in South Africa, established in 2001, addresses the shortage of educator capacity and the need to deliver curriculum to schools through ICT [1]. It has delivered PCs, network infrastructure and training to the majority of public schools in the Western Cape province using local government funding. Affordable Internet connectivity to rural schools in South Africa, however, still remains a key challenge. The Khanya project and others like the NEPAD e-schools [54] initiative, which aims to integrate ICT in education across 16 African countries, all acknowledge the need for local community involvement and a community champion in sustaining an ICT intervention. The BB4All [150] project in South Africa, which aims primarily at reaching rural schools, embodies this principle in the village operator model. Village operators run a rural micro enterprise that builds, operates and supports localized mesh network infrastructure to reach schools initially and then businesses and homes.
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during a later phase. The backbone networks into the rural regions, however, are funded by government. It is clear that catalysts to successful initiatives that aim to bridge technology or digital divides in developing regions require a hybrid structure of both bottom-up community-driven interventions for sustainability and top-down government-driven interventions to facilitate growing to scale. As an example the Macha Works model we have studied requires the Zambian government to make use of Universal Service Agency funding in order to scale their model to other areas in Zambia.

From this work and the author’s previous research on community-wireless mesh networks built on licence-free spectrum [93], it is clear that low-cost licence-free networks are an important component in ensuring that access extends to many marginalized communities not connected by commercial operators beyond the “affordability frontier” in rural areas. The Macha community in Zambia and the BB4all project both rely heavily on license-free WiFi networks to extend the reach of the Internet. Increasing the amount of licence-free spectrum by including white spaces can only increase innovative solutions [107] for rural access and help expand connectivity to more remote communities.

Mobile networks continue to grow in developing regions at impressive rates — mobile phone subscriptions in developing regions have increased from 10% to 78% between 2001 and 2011 [12]. The development community has contemplated the
possibility of the mobile phone ending global poverty [42] and there are a number of projects which have demonstrated that mobile phones can help eliminate information inefficiencies in developing-world markets and health services [87, 79]. Universities have built entire departments devoted to building mobile phone applications for developing regions [6]. One could even argue that some countries with close to 100% cell phone coverage of the population, such as South Africa, have bridged the digital divide as some degree of Internet access is available on most mobile phones. However, the limitations of mobile phone device screen sizes, limited input from mobile phone keypads, high costs and low data rates (20 MHz for GRPS) in these areas provide users with a very limited Internet experience, which at best is mostly used as a slightly more advanced messaging service. For example Mxit [3], a messaging service which runs over mobile phone data connections, is Africa’s largest online social network. Some have even argued [32] that mobile phones reinforce dynamics of uneven development due to their “socially articulating” nature. Mobile phone services reflect the second phase of ICT4D services, where ICT is used as a tool for development. Digital content generation and application development reflected in the third phase of ICT4D in developing regions is still mostly carried out in the context of a PC connected to a broadband Internet connection.
10.2 Applying VillageNet to other access modalities

Although the philosophy of other access modalities in developing regions may be different to VillageNet, which aims to enhance local access and grow outwards to low-density communities from a central nucleus of Internet access, there are a number of ways in which some components of VillageNet can be used in these other contexts.

In the case of public access terminals, such as Digital Doorway or telecentres, VillageShare could be installed within a public access terminal or on a telecentre server. This would provide a local file sharing service that eliminates Internet costs and increases the speed of local content sharing amongst users who visit the facility. Once data connectivity is available on VillageCell, the large amount of educational cached content on the digital doorway could be accessed by mobile phones at no cost from nearby users. DTNs are mostly used to connect single points of access such as kiosks or telecentres and VillageShare can be used to share local content. However, sharing content with external users on a DTN network would require some modification and integration with the DTN routing system to upload or download content shared between users within the village and users outside the village. Telecentres are often the first stage of Internet access
in a rural community (see Section 10.4) and VillageLink white space connectivity can be used to spread this access to the surrounding population.

Government interventions to connect schools could also benefit from VillageNet. VillageLink could be used to extend the reach of government-supplied backbone to reach remote schools and homes located in challenging terrain. VillageShare could be used by students and teachers to share education content at local schools and VillageCell could be used to provide free after-hour educational resources to learner’s mobile phones within a 5 km radius of the school. South Africa has piloted a project called “Dr Math”[29] to provide mathematics instruction via a messaging service on mobile phones. This service, however, relies on students having airtime on their phones in order to use the service. VillageCell would allow students to continue using the service even when their airtime has expired.

Although many components of VillageNet will work in the other contexts highlighted, careful analysis of true user needs as well as the environmental and cultural context should be carried out before charging forward with a specific technology solution.
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10.3 Moving beyond the ’haves’ and ‘have-nots’

Many studies on ICT access in the world reflect quantitative measurements [12], measures such as number of mobile phone subscriptions or number of Internet connections per 100 inhabitants. What these studies fail to capture are the more subtle nuances within a community — rural communities in particular — that hinder or encourage integration of ICTs into a cultural context.

In Chapters 2, 3 and 4 we capture some of the measurable obstacles that rural users experience when using the Internet: the high cost of Internet access, limited bandwidth, content uploads failing due to unreliable or congested uplinks and the high prevalence of computer viruses. Cost may be the most debilitating constraint to access; in 2010, a fixed broadband connection in a developing country cost 112% of per capita GNI and only 1.5% of per capita GNI in a developed country [10]. These costs are often due to the large investment required by a commercial operator to bring connectivity to rural areas. High costs may also be due to poor government regulation to control pricing or provide conditional licenses which provide a mandate to connect a certain fraction of users in underserviced areas.

For a rural user paying high Internet costs, the benefits and utility of access needs to be high. Measuring the degree of economic and social benefit is a chal-
lenge without ongoing longitudinal studies. Current research often lacks long-term contextual evidence on the use of ICT in rural areas of sub-Saharan Africa in particular [4]. This is due to many projects not extending over multiple years, or beyond the project implementation phase. Some econometric studies using long-term ITU data suggest that a 10% increase in broadband penetration could result in a GDP increase of 1.38% in low and middle-income economies [137]. However, these macro-economic models do not differentiate between rural and urban communities in developing countries and with ICT penetration being higher in urban areas, they tend to be weighted towards urban development. Rural areas stand to benefit the most from ethnographic and economic studies that seek to understand changes that occur over the long term when ICTs are introduced into a community.

Limited bandwidth is becoming an increasing concern as the average web page size continues to grow. The average size of a web page has grown more than fifty times in the past 15 years even though the average International bandwidth in Africa is only 937 bps per user, while Europe has 78,678 bps available per user [12]. We are entering an era where it may be more pertinent to talk of a “bandwidth divide” rather than a “digital divide” that focusses on access to, use of, or knowledge of ICT. The location of Internet access also plays a key role in the level of user engagement with the Internet. Wyche et al. reveal that public
access, typical of the kiosk model, leads to “deliberate interaction”, where online activities need to be pre-planned [172]. On the other hand, the Digital Doorway project revealed that public access amongst youth can lead to peer-learning [63]. Hence at-home and public access may be seen as playing a complimentary role.

The high prevalence of viruses detected in network traffic highlighted in Chapter 4 raises additional questions related to managing complex technology in rural regions. In Africa, in particular, decisions related to technology choices are often based on peer knowledge rather than individual choices or investigation in literature. Most community members aim for socially accepted and consented behaviour [115] with idea dissemination occurring primarily through orality [130]. This makes communicating complex concepts such as bandwidth capacity a challenge[93]. Many users choose Windows because their peers use Windows in spite of many negative consequences related to its use. Windows machines are far more susceptible to virus infections and virus protection software is challenging to keep up-to-date when connected over a slow, costly Internet link. As highlighted in Chapter 2, Windows machines also suffer from poor uplink performance on high-delay links compared to Linux or Apple operating systems due to the delay-sensitive TCP protocol used by the kernel. Hence, considerable responsibility is required when introducing technology as it acquires a much higher degree of inertia than in a developed country.
Many other constraints to digital inclusion within certain cross-sections of a community can only be discovered through unstructured interviews or discussion with community members. For example, some Zambian users perceive the Internet as a possible threat to indigenous communities [164]:

Internet in other ways will either build or destroy our culture because of the powerful influence it has in peoples lives. Truly speaking, most of the things exposed on the Internet are from the western world and very little is from Africa. I do not want to lose my culture.

The Internet abounds with Western socially accepted norms, that may be frowned upon in other cultures. Norms such as dress-code, family structure or attitudes to elders. Culturally offensive material may appear in adverts or suggested content typical on sites such as Youtube.

This raises a key issue: how much content on the Internet is locally relevant to the average rural user? In the west, users obtain map directions, carry out e-commerce or access vast repositories of knowledge in their own home language. Many users in rural developing regions do not enjoy these same benefits when using the Internet. Local languages are hardly represented. For example, there are no Wikipedia articles in Chi-Tonga, Ila and Lozi, languages spoken by more than two million people in (rural) Zambia, whereas approximately the same number of Slovenians enjoy a bounty of more than 100,000 articles in their native language. Information on the Internet is often tightly coupled to Western amenities such as well-marked and named roads or door-to-door courier services.
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It is clear that a full picture of the utility of Internet provision, in rural areas in particular, requires more in-depth analysis beyond a simple user count of those with or without access. Available bandwidth and costs may have temporal characteristics as users make use of one or more public, home or work locations for Internet access. Device or operating system choices unsuited for rural access may negatively affect the utility of the Internet. Lack of locally relevant content, tight coupling to local amenities or economies and fear of losing cultural values, may decrease the ability of Internet to develop communities. This calls for new multifaceted metrics that measure the issues raised in this section and attempt to evaluate the true impact of broadband connectivity on rural regions.

10.4 Scaling up solutions

In this dissertation we have primarily analysed traffic in a network in a single village with approximately 100 wireless radios connecting about 300 users. This network wirelessly connects a limited number of users clustered around a central hospital. Ultimately the aim of this and many other similar networks is to expand connectivity to a much larger set of surrounding users within the village and nearby villages. Macha Works already has a model to use resource containers connected with satellite links to reach remote sites; however, spreading connectivity
Figure 10.1: Growth of network in two villages until the point where they become linked to a wider area around these central Internet points of presence is limited by the...
reach of the current WiFi system as well as the capacity and cost constraints of the Internet gateway.

The ultimate vision of our solution is to make use of white spaces to reach homes of users in the surrounding village and even adjacent villages. Figure 10.1 depicts the expansion we envisage using the VillageNet suite of technology solutions. Initial Internet provision, shown in Figure 10.1(a), would usually be to a single location, such as a community centre, where a kiosk/telecentre model is used with shared Internet access on public terminals. A VillageShare server would be placed in the community centre to facilitate free local content sharing. In Figure 10.1(b), expansion now begins to occur using White space links (VillageLink) to surrounding homes and places of work such as schools and health centres. Local access within a cluster of users is provided through WiFi or White spaces, depending on the size of the cluster needing coverage. VillageCell is installed to provide local free GSM access to the village. As more and more clusters are connected, eventually it is possible for adjacent villages, each with their own Internet gateway and VillageShare server, to be connected by long distance White space links as depicted in Figure 10.1(c). It may also be possible for a single network to expand to the point where a single Internet gateway is no longer able to provide sufficient capacity or the number of hops within the local network becomes high enough to restrict the local network capacity. In this case an additional
Internet gateway is added to the network to provide additional capacity and an additional VillageShare server is added to provide higher-speed sharing between nearby users.

In Chapter 6 we discuss a gateway-aware routing protocol that routes traffic to the optimal gateway in cases where multiple gateways are available and this system will suffice for Internet access in the scenario depicted in Figure 10.1(c). However, our VillageShare solution discussed in Chapter 7 only provides a solution for sharing between local users in a single village and between these village users and external users. In cases where multiple isolated villages utilize VillageShare, as in Figure 10.1(a) and Figure 10.1(b), a mechanism is required to facilitate efficient Inter-village sharing with minimal use of the slow Internet link. One possible solution is to cache all content shared between VillageShare servers on the global server before being sent to the VillageShare server with the destination user. This prevents resending the content from the source village VillageShare server to a user serviced by a VillageShare server in a different destination village. When Multiple VillageShare servers are connected via a local wireless network as in Figure 10.1(c), content shared with a user in an adjacent connected village should make use of the local wireless network of both villages to synchronize content. For this to occur, the VillageShare servers will need to be aware of the connection between the two local villages and route the inter-village file sharing
traffic on the local network. This could be made possible by a VillageShare server
discovery protocol, where all local VillageShare servers advertise their local IP
addresses to the global VillageShare server. The local VillageShare servers could
then probe the other local VillageShare servers on their local IP address once a
day to discover if they are accessible on the local network.

In a similar way, VillageCell should also be able to create a local join between
VillageCell systems that were originally located in two independent villages once a
local wireless link is able to connect two VillageCell entities. Currently VillageCell
requires FreeSwitch to manage the inter- and intra-base station call routing and
OpenBTS for the GSM stack. In the case where there is only one VillageCell
base station, both of these systems are located on a single VillageCell unit. In
the case where there are multiple VillageCell base stations in a village, one base
station will be designated to run the FreeSwitch service and the others will only
run the OpenBTS GSM stack. When two villages are joined by a local wireless
link, a trunk connection will be made between one village FreeSwitch service and
the other village FreeSwitch service to allow call routing to occur between both
villages without using the Internet gateway.
10.5 Generalizability of our analysis and solutions

In Section 10.2, we looked at how VillageNet can be extended to other access modalities. We now examine how widely applicable the Network performance and usage trends as well as VillageNet solutions are to other developing regions.

Our white space-based wireless network solution, VillageLink, was motivated by the fact that the spectrum allows for wide area wireless coverage in sparsely populated environments. In Chapter 8 we noted that rural regions in developing countries and even many developed countries usually have ample vacant spectrum that can be used by white space technologies. A population density map, shown in Figure 10.2, however, reveals that there are developing regions in the world where this assumption does not hold true. For example, high density rural populations can be found in India with an average population density of 371 per square kilometre or the Java province of Indonesia with a population density of 1064 per square kilometre. This is a stark contrast to countries in sub-Saharan Africa like Zambia with a population density of 17 per square kilometre. Other solutions may be more appropriate to address the high capacity and density of these areas such as WiFi mesh networks or voice and messaging systems running on Zigbee [142].
In general, however, the majority of developing countries have vast rural areas with low density populations which will be well suited to VillageLink.

Figure 10.2: Worldwide population density showing the vast differences between developing regions in Africa and India.

Very few studies are able to gain access to data on Internet usage or performance at a worldwide level. The ITU indicators database is one such global-scale database that collects country-based information on metrics such as broadband subscriptions and available Internet bandwidth to compile the ITU report on growth of ICT globally [11, 12]. Another large-scale report at a multi-country level is the Ipoque report [151] that used data collected from 8 ISPs and 3 universities in 8 geographic regions of Africa, South America, Europe and the Middle East to analyse Internet traffic.
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The ITU report releases very coarse grained data at a country level. The Ipoque report generalizes results even further and provides data at a regional level such as Southern Africa or Eastern Europe. These reports fail to reveal the large disparities that are often present within countries. For example, South Africa has a two-tier economy in which modern facilities, on-par with highly developed industrialized economies, are available in urban areas but not far away, a rural area may not have access to proper sanitation or Internet infrastructure. This is the motivation behind using the term developing region for our solutions rather than developing country.

Both reports show that generalizations about developing regions can be dangerous. For example, percentage of users with cell phone subscriptions were 125% in South Africa, 65% in Zambia and only 18% in Ethiopia in 2011. Only 2% of Ghana’s population had access to an Internet connection above 2 Mbps as opposed to 28% of the population of Colombia. In the Ipoque study, 66% of the Internet traffic in Southern Africa was generated by peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing, whereas only 44% of the Internet traffic in Northern Africa was P2P. None of these course-grain reports are sufficient to develop custom solutions that meet true user needs.

That said, the high prevalence of Facebook usage noted in Chapter 3 is also seen in other developing regions. Research on Internet usage in Cambodia and
Iraq in 2012 [53] showed that Facebook was the most visited web site. Analysis of web usage in a peri-urban primary school outside Bangalore India reveals that Facebook was the third most accessed URL [36]. Building applications for developing regions based on online social networks appears to be an overall good choice. However, in general our work has emphasized the importance of comprehensive analysis of user behaviour, current Internet usage patterns and ethnography to shape solutions for specific contexts.

10.6 Conclusion

No matter what technical solution is used, history shows us that technology is primarily a magnifier of existing institutional forces[162, 54] and is not transformative in and of itself. The Western world is heavily influenced by a pro-innovation bias [148] in which all innovation is assumed to be positive even though many innovations fail with little reported work on their failure. Successful development is best achieved when technology is combined with other basic positive economic entitlements such as education, training and access to credit instruments such as microfinancing [80]. Hence technology, ICT in our case, without the intent for true development, such as eradicating extreme poverty and hunger, achieving universal primary education or promoting gender equality, may entrench these social ills.
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even further [32]. Technology projects should seek to amplify the impact of existing institutions already contributing successfully to development goals instead of attempting to lead with technology; technology is best employed in a supportive role to amplify intent to develop.
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Conclusion

Internet access has only reached one third of the world’s population; the majority of the unreached population live in rural areas of the developing world. At an international level there have been concerted efforts to place the issue of reaching developing regions with the Internet on the agenda of United Nations conferences and plans. Examples of key UN initiatives are the Millenium Development Goals defined in 2000, the World Summit on the Information Society in 2005 and the World Telecommunication and Information Society Day in 2011. At a national level many countries such as Brazil, USA, South Africa, India, Australia and Canada have broadband strategies to address the access divides between urban and rural areas and increase overall Internet capacity at a national level. These efforts all recognize the powerful effect that ICTs can have on stimulating
economic activity and providing improved services in domains such as health care and education.

Sporadic attempts to bring broadband connectivity to isolated areas in developing regions have been made, but a comprehensive multi-year evaluation of the challenges faced when deploying, running and maintaining ICTs in these areas, as well as analysis of the utility and usage of these services, is often lacking, especially in rural developing regions of Africa. We have carried out thorough multi-year qualitative and quantitative studies of rural networks providing Internet in rural areas of sub-Saharan Africa. Our analysis revealed unique challenges faced by these communities, ranging from concerns about the threat of the Internet to local culture to technical obstacles such as constant power failures, file upload failures and poor Windows performance compared to Linux. This analysis also revealed unique opportunities in the local community such as strong social cohesion. The analysis framework used to uncover these social-technical challenges and opportunities could also be used for commissioning future networks and assisting with iterative improvements once a network is operational.

This work provides a number of key contributions to the field of ICT for development. Our solutions address unique aspects of rural developing regions discovered through our analysis framework. We have captured a two-year data set of rural Internet usage from 300 users in a rural African village supplemented with
extensive in-person and on-line interviews. This data revealed key differences with the developed world, specifically in the use of web 2.0. Further analysis of social media usage uncovered strong locality of interest amongst rural Internet denizens. The VillageShare and VillageCell solutions were developed to ensure that data traffic and voice calls sent between local users stay within the local network. Our VillageLink solution extends access to low-density areas, such as rural Africa, using white space technology. We carried out spectrum profiling in South Africa and Zambia and discovered that the complete range of white space spectrum is often available in rural African areas. Channel gain varies unpredictably across this available white space spectrum and our channel probing technique extends the 802.22 standard to select optimal white space channels.

There are a number of possible avenues for future work on VillageNet. Currently VillageCell is not robust to disconnections in the backhaul network. Once a connection to the PBX is broken, mobile phone clients connected to the OpenBTS base station will not be able to route calls. Auto-reconfiguration of VillageCell should allow the VillageCell unit closest to the base station to instantiate a new PBX instance. In addition, once data services are available on VillageCell, users should be able to upload content directly from their phone to VillageShare. VillageShare represents a localization solution for uploading or sharing static content. Localization could ultimately be extended to real-time content by sophisticated
data-mining techniques that discover common motifs in outgoing and incoming
data streams. The key challenge will be dealing with network encryption em-
ployed by most real-time services. VillageLink employs software-defined radios
which offer a large amount of scope for modification of communication param-
ters to improve performance. For example, optimal sub-carrier assignment and
cyclic prefix can be adjusted depending on the amount of delay spread in the
channel. The modulation scheme or MAC protocol could also be modified in real
time based on the sensed environment.

This research has had impact in a number of areas. Our 2010 publication
on Internet usage and performance analysis of the wireless network in Macha,
Zambia [90] has been cited 18 times (2 self-citations). The 2011 publication on
traffic characterization and Internet usage in rural Africa [92] has been cited 15
times (5 self-citations). Our data sets have been used for comparative studies of
proxy cache performance in Zambia, Cambodia and Iraq [53]. Our work has also
been featured in a number of popular publications:

• UCSB Engineering Insights 2011: VillageNet poster

• UCSB Daily Nexus Oct 2011: Grant Finances Web Access in Rural Africa

• UCSB Convergence Magazine, September 2012: Bridging the Digital Divide
Chapter 11. Conclusion

This work has also had social impact on the communities we have been working in. Our model of carrying out research in partnership with local Zambian researchers through co-authorship of publications and participatory research has expanded the skill-base of local Zambian ICT researchers and UCSB students alike. Our VillageShare and VillageCell localization solutions have provided bandwidth and cost-saving benefits to the community. In addition, these solutions have provided a more efficient mechanism for users to upload local content to the Internet.

This dissertation made use of elements of Paulo Freire’s “participatory action research” [23] where community members were research partners. Qualitative data were gathered using on-line and in-person structured and unstructured interviews as well as co-reflection with local people living in the community by co-researchers. This process included a form of phenomenology, in which experiences are captured as knowledge, moving beyond simple positivism and recognizing the complexity of human and social problems. Kenneth Kuanda, the previous president of Zambia, reflected on the importance of knowledge gained through experience in Africa:

Westerners have aggressive problem solving minds; Africans experience people.

This is a key lesson for future researchers in rural regions of Africa that are often culturally dissonant with Western culture. The traditional scientific method will often have limitations within deeply oral cultures in Africa in which new
knowledge is not always discovered through systematic observation, measurement, and experiment, and the formulation, testing, and modification of hypotheses.

Our solutions have been tailored to the specific rural African contexts that we studied. The generalizability of our work depends on the number of common elements discovered in other communities such as bandwidth-constrained Internet gateways or locality of interest. The solutions can be used in a supportive role to efforts by communities or governments to use ICT to improve services in areas with poor Internet coverage. In countries where authoritarian governments are attempting to block or control the free flow of information on the Internet, our solutions are also capable of providing off-grid services to communities that wish to carry out voice or data communication outside of government control. However, this work carries with it the lesson that a comprehensive participatory-based analysis of the community will create a higher probability of solutions that actually match real user needs. Ultimately we hope that the lessons learnt from our analysis and solutions embodied in VillageNet will enable users in marginalized regions of the world to be more active participators in the social web and content contributors to knowledge repositories on the World Wide Web.
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Appendices
Appendix A

Facebook social graph
Figure A.1: Social graph of Facebook instant message exchanges.